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A Vital and Intprpstino Artirlp Written For the Ameri* ,la* ana Inieresimg /Article W rilien r Or Uie rtmeri
....
------

Lester Sprowl and William O’Brien, Escaped Convicts, Re- Charles A. Mitchell, Sleepless From Long Endured Pain,
Ends His Life With Revolver Shot
captured By Lieut. Cushman and Officer Christofferson

can Legion Magazine By Stanley C. Boynton

The shock which any community verdict of “suicide,” and the body
feels upon news of self destruction was taken in charge by the Burpee
was experienced again on Thursday undertakers.
At 19 he began his preparations for I
priesthood, but before his educa-'
afternoon when Charles A. Mitchell,
That the deed had been premedi
... tion was completed he offered himself
proprietor of the Thurlow ice cream tated was shown by the fact that
—
Whatever is worth doing at ail
! as a missionary and was finally led
parlors committed suicide by shoot- on the eve of death Mr. Mitchell had
— is worth doing well.—Earl of — i to a neglected leper colony on the
••• Chesterfield.
written an affectionate note to his
ing himself through the heart.
♦ ’ island of Molokai. For 15 years
he was spiritual leader and attendant
... ... ... ... ,e. ,e.
Mr. Mitchell was partially crippled wife, expressing gratitude for the
to these helpless sufferers. At his
I Second Installment!
a score of years ago when he sus loving care which she had given him.
death from the disease the world
JOHN MAY’S CHANGE stood
tained a severe Injury to one of his and asserting that there was no oth
in wonder and worship at his
Through the summer I built up a I point towards the airport. With
legs while playing roller polo in the er way out.
mighty sacrifice.
lot
of
flying
time
learning
to
pilot
j
luck
I
located
one
and
a
few
minutes
Former Rockland Man, With Today national recognition is be the amphibians at Rockland As a later dimly made out the concrete
Arcade. He was for a long time in
Thp deceased was born March 3,
the care of a Boston specialist, but 1879, son of Hiram and Harriet (Mer
American Steel & Wire ing given
. to a„ very
„ ,beautiful . young
j choice for flying I prefer over-water , runways of the field below. I had
\ work j spent many hours both fly- j the wind up in those last few minthe relief thus obtained was only rifield) Mitchell. The greater part
Co., Comes To Worcester woman from New Orleans, and word
u.! iing apd working on planes and \ utes and now I circled the airport
temporary, and the ensuing years of his life was spent in the family of
oe , mot<)rs but very
of jt pro(juceti! several times before going in to land
The American Steel & Wire Co. name„ of Mrs. H. Windsor Wade„ has
found him a constant sufferer but the late Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Thurlow,
has established a sales department been placed in the Manila Hall ot any revenue. I'll tell you later what j As I taxied up to the hangar line
in Worcester, Mass., with John May, Fame.
uncomplaining. Of late his nights from whom he received care and
my aerial education has cost dad to | someone switched on the field lights
As a bride Dorothy Paul went to date.
formerly of Rockland, as assistant
j and at once I got my first thrill.
had been especially devoid of sleep, kindness such as parents give.
general manager of sales, under D. the Philippine Islands with her young
It was Oct. 12, 1930. that I decided Looming alongside was a gas tank
and filled with incessant worry at
He was exceedingly fond of ath
A. Merriman, vice president and gen husband, a pathologist and physician to have a try at the junior trans- that looked at least a thousand feet
what seemed to be the inevitable letic sports and for several seasons
eral manager of sales, of the Ameri-, to study leper conditions at Culion continental record. Through Cap tall. I don't know how many times
can Steel & Wire Co. Mr. May will' a remote island of the Philippine tain Wincapaw I rented a 300 h. p. my wing tips must have dusted it as
prospect of amputation.
played a defensive position on an
"
•
have
a complete
and competent staff archipelago. As a result of the work Cessna. As I stated before I had I circled above in the fog. I forgot
At
about
3.40
p.
m.
Thursday
he
amateur
team known as the Centrals,
which will at all times be able to there in ten years, 1200 cured lepers never been more than 20 miles in my shakiness in the welcome I re
met a local policeman and asked the then regarded as one of the best
offer prompt and efficient service to have been returned to their homes.
land in my life. The next two weeks ceived by the airport officials.
loan of a revolver.
amateur teams in the State. It was
A hospital and leprosarium were I studied harder than I ever had
customers in the New England states
But that night I got my second
on specialties manufactured in the needed and more money to keep up to before in my life. I had full con- scare. I had been taken in town to
“What for?" was the officer's nat with this team that he received the
Worcester district. Some of these 1 the tremendous strides accomplished fidence in my ability to navigate but! see the city. My guide pointed up
ural question.
injuries which may have been one
special products are electrical wiresIin ending this oldest of mankind’s geography was not one of my strong from the sidewalk to a red light atop
“I have just run over a dog and of the causes leading to the tragedy.
and cables, rail bonds and wire rope,' diseases. So Mrs. Wade returned to points. Between helping tune up my j the Book Tower. It looked familiar,
OFFICIALS VISIT AIRPORT
want to kill It,” was the reply.
Mr. Mitchell was an Elk and a
also a great variety of wire special- the United States for a six months’ machine and preparing maps for my j Then I caught my breath. Across
campaign
to
solicit
funds
for
these
The officer turned over his member of the Universalist Church.
ties. Mr. May's assistants will in
elected course, I was a busy young the street was another skyscraper,
clude Hugo D. Sharp and F. K Saw buildings. She remained five years, man. I had hoped to take my pal
weapon, remarking as he did so: He had been twice married and is
and now has returned to her island along with me but under the rules
And Find CurfiM-Wright Flying Service Well Equipped- "There's only one shell in it."
yer. The Worcester Post says:
survived by his second wife—former
home
with
the
$2,000,000
required,
"Mr. May is a New England man.
for the junior flying championship at a speed of 125 miles an hour!
Damage To Seaplane Ramp Coat $1000
"That will be enough,” said Mitchell ly Luda Richards—a brother-in-law,
having been born in Rockland, Me.’ and which sh£ obtained single hand- it was necessary to fly solo.
My friend told me that I went white
and they parted.
Frederick C. Wilson of Chicago, and
some 48 years ago. After gradual-I ed- One of our <reat financiers was
I took off Oct. 26. I didn't get my as I stared. But he also said he
ing from Rockland High School in ’ responsible for the entire sum of .......
....... ........
.................
„....................
In a roundabout way Mitchell re- relatives in Vinalhaven and Union.
first ......
real ........
scare until
after I was, ..........
didn't blame
me when
I told him
Karl
Day,
piloting
a
fast
Cessna
imity of the field to the center of I' turned to the police station, entered
1901, he entered the University of j $180,000 needed to build the Cebu | sa{e on tbe groun(j
Detroit. I had ' how close I had come to ending my
He possessed a most kindly disposi
Maine, taking up an electrical engi- leprosarium and before she returned 1 taken off from Buffalo that morning race jn a crash with one of those cabin plane, with Charles W. Loos town with its railway, marine and
' the lavatory without fastening the tion, and was one of the first to re
neering course and matriculating in lt bad been Put in operation. The 1 wjth pretty poor visibility. My com-1 skyscrapers.
and Daniel F. Reed as passengers, highway facilities for transportation.
door, and shqt himself through the spond in cases where his friends re
1905. Immediately after his gradu- iar8aa‘_par?
.ul'i ^_U^d Pass held true fly‘n8 over Lake OnA few
after that j was ]eav. arrived at the airport Thursday
He therefore feels we are extremely
ating from the university, he entered tn research, in the hope that the en- tarlo but as j approached Windsor,:,
R
Oklahoma at □«.day- morning after a 95-minute trip from fortunate in that, with no other heart. His assertion had been cor quired sympathy and assistance.
the engineering department of the tire world may be purged of this opposite DetroitPa nasty fog and ‘ng
at Santa
The funeral services will be held
rect: one bullet was enough.
___________________
.
a fpw
New York Telephone Co. in New York scourge
rain
closed in on me. I______
had a _good _ — w M
Mexico
few honrq
hours later
later. ! Boston. Mr. Day is assistant to change than the addition to present
The city physician Dr. F. O. Bart at 2 o'clock next Monday afternoon,
City, resigning that position after
One of the peaks of this magnifi- I giimpse of the international bridge A ’strong head-wind prevailed below: thp President of Curtiss-Wright Fly- equipment necessitated by
the lett was summoned, but found that Rev. G. H. Welch officiating. Rock
^Th/NUerwyY7ktOffitakefathPOSiU,0n aemeZ"Wo IVt^eTAme^an6 “d
TT???
a-• ’clV^J^Teet ta mtaT : ing service, in charge oi operations,
growth of air transportation, the death had been instant. Medical land Lodge of Elks will conduct its
in the New York office of the sales a memorial to tnat great American. from that A thick bank of fog de.
Visihilitv was I « •
>•
,
. ... ..
department of the American Steel * the late Gen. Leonard Wood, soldier, stroyed all visibility ahead. T flew
the resistance. Visibility was He u making a periodic vislt t0 the existing facilities are capable of
Examiner H. W. Frohock rendered a ritual service.
Wire Co., handling some of the spe- statesman and humanitarian-one int0 lt as j passed over the river. P°Tr Ts
Ter nr missed Ranta Ilocal base to consult with Mr Am‘ handling efficiently a practically un
cialties which they manufacture, who gave so richly of his mind and That fog was what the natives of
Before I realized mv brose as to plans for the coming sea- limited volume of traffic.
more particularly electrical wires heart to the service of his country, ; Rockland call a pea-souper. At times ^ Te I was confronted bvThigh son In his opinion indications point
Mr. Reed, an engineer for the Fly
THE DOINGS AT AUGUSTA
and cables and wire rope.
hut whose own song was never sung. T could hardly
the propeller-on ™8’aof the sTra Nevada Mounindications point
to a busier season than ever before ing Service, after an inspection of
Ada C. Burpee. | either side and behind me was noth- range 01 tne blerra we'aaa M
“For seven years Mr. May covered
Rockland, March 18.
] jng j bad be€n forced down low tains.
in this vicinity and he finds the the damage done the seaplane ramp
the New York state trade. He was
Up I went and over them, expect Rockland base well prepared to ' by the last no’easter said that repairs House Fails To Concur On Split Sentence Bill—New Draft
then brought in to the New York of
-----------------! because of the poor visibility. Now,
fice and appointed assistant mana
ROTARY CLUB
<] flying blind I knew I was over the ing to find Santa Fe on the opposite handle, not only the regular traffic j costing about $1000 would be com
Of Administrative Code Bill
ger of the wire rope sales department
business district of the city and at side. But I was disappointed—not
Ed Harding, president of the Bel-' once my compass went hay-wire.! a siSn °‘ a settlement, railroad, or , established last year but the in- pleted in a week. The railway must
under Fred A. Keys, a former Wor
cester man. Upon the death of Mr. fast Rotary Club, brought a delight-(The steel framework in skyscrapers |even a trail coald I find. 1 knew crease in operations expected this be strengthened and at the same
then I had made a mistake and I summer.
Keys in 1921, Mr. May was promoted ! ful message to the local club yes- i will do that.
The House Thursday affirmed Its t taxation. Six members signed the
I time will be extended in order that it
to the position of manager of sales J terday noon, discussing the six' Suddenly a bright red light started to hurdle back to the safe
This was Mr. Loos’ first visit to may be used at dead low tide. The attitude of independence toward ; majority “ought to pass” report while
side
of
the
mountains.
But
as
I
in the electrical and wire rope de- colonial presidents in an intimate | pierced the gloom not 50 feet to my
the Senate by killing the "split sen- : fopr f«nad
minority unfavorable
partment. of the New York office, thoughtful study and noting a few I right. I sure yanked back on the looked at my fuel gauge I knew it the Rockland field. As president of rails must be gauged, the holes filled
tence
”
bill,
while
the
Senate
conwas
Burkelt
of
Unlon
couldn't
be
done.
Worse
yet,
an

Curtiss-Wright
Airports
he
has
inin
where
the
storm
washed
away
which position he has held until his related high lights in the careers of stick. I was below the top of the
recent appointment as assistant gen th later chief executives. A zest- buildingfrom which it flashed and other ragged line of lofty peaks spected all of their airports as well earth, the flood-light and flag pole tinued overtures for House coopera- • The new draft provides an excise
eral manager of sales for Worcester ful song period was led by Doc Web- ; theremight be other towers as tall barred my way to the west. There as a great many others. He was very restepped, and the electric winch tion on the Spear order for investiga- , tax of one and one-half cents per
was nothing to do but find a land
specialties.
ber, also of Belfast who was ap- or taller
; square foot of advertising space with
I could and replenish
my- i) favorably impressed with the appear- | moved...
from the south side of the I tion of the Board of State iAssessors'
to the
echo. The
additional | As
as SQOn
soon 8S
as I1 gOl
got a 1EW
few hundred
"Mr. May is a member of Shacka- plauded
p.uuuLy IU
vile vviiu.
i uv auu.liu.iai
UUIlUltU | ing
—o place
------- if -----•
11PP
I aa minimum of $5 IU1
for cavil
each board.
ULTdJU.
visiting
Rotarians
included
Dr.
f
ee
t
more
altitude
as
a
margin
of
Link
from
a
reserve
supply
I
did
ance
of
the
field
and
hangar
and
ramp
to
the
north
and
elevated
an!
methods
by
a
special
committee.
;
The taj[ wouJd be jn ,reu of a], other
maxon Country Club, Westfield. N. J.,
By
adhering
to
its
acceptance
oi
;
t
aX
es.
State
or
municipal,
the Railroad Club of New York city Archie Green, H. A. Thomas and safety I flew bv instinct until I felt j have the foresight to carry in cans was especially pleased by the prox- other foot off the ground.
the unfavorable minority report, the
Erection permits would be issued
and the Alpha Tau Omega frater Marcus Chandler of Camden. George j was beyond’ the tall buildings inside the cabin.
House sounded the death knell of the 1 by [be cbjef of fbe state highway
nity. Mr. May with Mrs. May, a for Dunton and Frank Ambrose were i Then i nOsed down low again, seek- '
“split sentence" measure, although police and would be mandatory exmer Maine girl, and their daughter guests. Mr. Ambrose, who is the new ing a building marker that would
[Continued on Page Eight]
SEEKING VIKING SURVIVORS
the Senate had opened the way for a cep^ where the signs would "obstruct
will make their home in Worcester. manager of Curtiss air port made a
redraft, which was to have been satis clear vision of an intersecting high
Mr. May expects that his organiza few remarks and was given a warm
factory to the opposing factions, by way or highways or otherwise so
reception.
tion will be functioning by April 1."
LOOK WHAT’S COMING !
Bemt Balchen Passes Over Knox County Shores -Winca- voting recommittal yesterday. The situated as to prevent safe use of the
vote for adherence was 79 to 41.
highway.”
paw May Pilot Newspaper Expedition
A "fight to the finish” was prom
The chief of the highway police
Knox & Lincoln Baseball League Opens May 6—“Styvie
ised when the committees on tax would be given power to order re
ation and ways and bridges report moval of board not complying with
Picks Vinalhaven To Win
The big twin motored Sikorsky , ing a large monoplane passed this out the proposal to increase the gaso terms of the act and to so remove if
amphibian plane, piloted by Bemt j section of the coast, quite well out line tax from four to five cents.
the company failed to do so.
Senator
Jackson,
Cumberland,
The bill exempts signs of munici
The Knox and Lincoln Baseball
Saturday. May 9—Camden, Lin- Balchen, famous aviator, passed over to sea. It wa6 promptly reported to member of the Taxation committee, palities, churches or ecclesiastical so
coin;
Rockland,'
Thomaston"
Vinai-1
Knox
County
shores
early
yesterday
The
Courier-Gazette
by
Roy
Jackson
said the majority report would be ciety advertising industry or attrac
League, opens May 6, and will be
Who is heard by thousands in Knox. Lin
afternoon, bound for Newfoundland of Clark Island.
"ought to pass," but that he would tions. A fine of $100 for each viola
composed, as last year, of Rockland, haven. Rockport
coln and Waldo Counties. His name is
Wednesday, May 13 — Camden: in search of the missing survivors of \ Capt. William H. Wincapaw, who submit a minority report and fight tion of the act is provided.
Thomaston, Camden. Rockport, Vi
Mr. Classified Ad.: his address is The Cou
Rockport: the ill fated Viking.
may also pilot an expedition to New- passage of the bill from the floor of
A new draft of the bill to permit
nalhaven High Schools and Lincoln Rocklan^nvinalhavenn'
rier-Gazette; his telephone number is
the Senate, aided in the House by the Governor to close sections of the
I
Academy.
Through
the
courtesy
of
Saturday,
May
16
—
Camden,
Rock-1
7716
Whitehead
Coast
Guard
crew
foundland
for
the
Associated
Press
Rockland 770. He charges a very small
Representative Scates, Westbrook,
Principal L. C. Sturtevant of Thom- land; Thomaston, Rockport; Lincoln/ sighted the relief ship at 12.45 p. m or a group of allied newspapers, ar- Democratic floor leader. If the bill woods to hunting and fishing in case
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
of drouth instead of all the woods
:
aston
High
School
The
Courier-GaSaturday to cry your wares—small or
Vinalhaven
, and the aircraft was also reported i rived last night from Boston, and passed, he said, he would start peti as required at present was reported
i
zette
is
today
able
to
print
the
com

large.
Camden-^Thomastan20 ^ockiand; from/arious
P°‘nts' Balcbe" ™ln>y awai‘ad ^d
‘ba‘ city tions to secure the necessary 10,000 favorably by the committee on State
plete league schedule:
signatures for a referendum. A bill lands and forest preservation. The
Wednesday, May 6—Vinalhaven, Rockport, Vinalhaven
was held up at st John' N- B' last throu8h ‘he night. He left for Port- to increase the tax by one cent, passed new draft would not prohibit fishing
Camden: Thomaston. Lincoln; Rock
Saturday, May 23—Rockport, Cam- \ night on account of unfavorable land this morning. Had he made a by the last Legislature, was turned from boats or canoes but would pro
port, Rockland.
den; Vinalhaven. Thomaston; Rock- weather.
start from Rockland it would have down in referendum two years ago. hibit smoking or building fires out
In the House the bill to permit of doors in the woods during such
laWedneX: Mav 27 - Rockland.
Gurt,SS'Wright Loening
showing of prize fight pictures was closed time. The bill now carries an
Camden; Rockport, Thomaston; Vi- unexP’ained identity was heard over plane which is equipped with a 600 given its second reading after Repre emergency provision which makes it
’
Rockland, and at 7 o'clock this morn- h.
*• p.
- Cyclone
——’--------motor.
| nalhaven, Lincoln.
sentative Gray, South Portland, lost effective on approval.
his motion to table.
Saturday, May 30—Camden, Vinal
haven; Lincoln, Thomaston; Rock|
themselves
to
him
In
the
past,
but
on
AND WHAT CONDUCTOR?
EDUCATIONAL CLUB
sk i land, Rockport;
Five State departments would be
a careful consideration of the pres
I Wednesday, June 3—Thomaston,
reorganized under a new draft of the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ent
circumstances."
I Vinalhaven;
Lincoln,
Rockland; Much To Interest In Yester-, jn illustration of this point Mrs. “administrative code" bill now being
In regard to the coin problem,
! Camden. Rockport.'
day’s Program —,Orono s Spoeri suggested that the people con- drawn up by a sub-committee of the where would I have to go to find a
Saturday, June 6 — Thomaston.
legislative
“
code"
committee.
conductor with a $2.50 gold piece in
Snoobe
sider Uleil' reaction to certain probCamden; Rockport, Lincoln; Vinal
W oman Pastor Speaks
lems of the present day pom^ oul The committee in executive session his pocket?
haven, Rockland.
that we often
condemn'
people
for
Wednesday
decided
report
“
ought
to
viucii uuuuenui
ior
(Mrs.) R. C. Stewart.
Thee Educational Club had what saying
'
that' something is wrong, pass” on organization of a depart
Union, March 16.
Thomaston's Prospects
of
barwhpn
dn
not know
irnnw hnt
hut what
n.hot thev
tho„ ment of finance, with a budget officer
some
ol
the
members
termed
a
"Darwhen
we
do
Coach Sturtevant, who has had an gain day” yesterday, with all sorts ol mean thadt the ^thQb
‘ tbn£
and a purchasing agent; consolida- |
uncanny way of turning out cham-; nice offerings on the program sup- the thing u
tion of the Departments of Public YOUR FAVORITE POEM
; | pionship baseball teams in past plemented by the fine address of Rev. thing it*,“ “If°ngweratner
than
106
are to""have"a I Health and Welfare; abolition of the
>I.thit
«»««,♦
«„t.
Dorothy
Tii
den
Spoeri
of
Orono
years, has this to say about the outIf I had to live my life again I would
successful government,” she con- | commission on sea and shore fisheries
made a rule to read some poetry
! fit which will represent Thomaston
The meeting was opened by Mrs. tinued, "it can only come when peo- : with a commissioner to head the de- have
and
listen to some music at least once
on the diamond in 1931:
Zaida Winslow, and Chapter 33 in p]e reaii2e that they have a moral partment; reorganization of the De- a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
"Thomaston High lost four by Civics was studied, much interest be- responsibility of having a high de- partment of Education and setting loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
graduation, Walker, pitcher; Libby. mg manifested in the methods by gw'of"int'enMtuai“integritv in their up of a department of audit.
A WOMAN’S WISH
catcher; Stevens, third base; Camp which the U. S. Treasury is conduct- _______
Other departments will continue as
reactions__to the problems with which
T were lying In a field of clover.
bell, left field As a nucleus we have ed. Mrs. Lizzie Smith told of seeing we are jaced
at present and provisions are made Would
Of
clover
cool and soft, and soft and
left. Capt. Fales, at first base; Feyler. the currency counted. "Solid read-, We must come tQ yiew pcop,e as a to make "more certain the powers of
sweet.
second base; Felt, short stop; Mor ing” was discussed from varying group with sympathy and under- the council,” Senator Wetherbee, Pe With dusky clouds ln deep skies hanging
over.
gan and Day outfielders. The boys points of view.
standing. Citizenship, according to nobscot, chairman of the committee,
And scented silence at my head and
who must fill the vacancies are
Programs for the year are now Mrs Spoer, mus( include not agpa. said in a prepared statement.
feet.
Grafton, who saw a little service last ready and will be distributed at the j triottsm which cheers and makes
New department heads are to be
one hour to slip the leash of
year, Foster, Johnson,
Paquin, next meeting. A list of the commit- d€monstrations, but instead a citizen- appointed for three-year terms, Just for
Worry,
Moran, Stover, Keefe, Caven, Robin tees is attached. The study on psy- ship which reali2es
whereas the original draft of the bill
In eager haste, from Thought’s Im
patient neck.
son. Perry, Anderson, Bucklin, Hall, chology proved interesting, as did the have
thcm p^iny^. for de^eloP
provided for no tenure of office.
it coursing, in its heedless
Verge, Smalley and Jacobs.
Bills to abolish the present office And watch
CUrff,n? event*:
.. f
' ment” and which therefore sees to it
hurry
"Our team will have a green bat
Disdaining Wisdom’s call or Duty’s
iiayin?.,a® hk subject, The
j that these possibilities are given op of State Treasurer and create a bu
beck!
tery, this year, so is an unknown of Crime,” A. W. Gregory of the State portunity to make themselves ap- reau of the treasury and to require
quantity, but this is my dope: Vinal- Prison Commission, presented some parent.
compulsory membership and partici Ah’ lt were sweet, where clover-clumps
haven first, as they will have a vet- very interesting facts and data,
pation in the State Purchasing
are meeting
And daisies hiding, so to hide and rest:
eran team, not losing a man by
The miscellaneous program, under
Agents’ Association will be reported
SUCCEEDS CAMDEN MAN
No
sound
except my own heart’s sturdy
graduation Second place is a toss the direction of Mrs. Nellie Hall,
unfavorably, according to Weatherbeating.
up between Lincoln Academy, Cam- presented Marion Ludwick in a reciRocking Itself to sleep within my
William K. Irving, newly appoint- bee. The provision for a personnel
breast,—
den and Rockland, with Thomaston tation and piano solo, both of which
and Rockport fighting so as not to i were well "done. Mrs. Ellen Dyer, I pdat^‘Cnes Porf,SthentEasteCrn'rstea°mshm officer also was tossed aside.
The consolidation of the health and Just to He there, filled with the deeper
be last place.
chairman of the music program, pre- (Lines
,._ was
„inallv Pnnn
„.„S | welfare departments, under lhe
breathing
Lines,. In
Inc.,
was nri
originally
connected
That comes of listening to a wild
sented Mrs. Nancy Chamberlain and witb the Metropolitan Lines which °riBinal bill, would abolish 13 boards
bird's song!
----,
I
.
.
and
commissions,
and
give
the
new
CATHOLIC FEAST DAYS
j Mrs. Evelyn White in vocal solos, with ] !ater merged witb the Eastern Lines,
Our souls require at times this full un
Miss Hilma Bradstreet and Miss and be bas ba(j twenty-eight years department many duties relating to
sheathing.- All swords will rust if scabbard-kept
Sunday, March 22—St. Catherine of Esther Fernald as accompanists. Mr. I of steamship experience.
During institutions formerly handled by
too long;
Sweden, Virgin.
Shaw, representing the United Fruit the war Mr. Irving was connected committees of the council and other
This is our own brand of hose direct from one of America s
Monday, March 23—St. Victorian co., showed motion pictures of an with the United States Shipping departments.
And I am tired.—so tired of rigid duty.
So tired of all my tired hands find
and other martyrs.
educational character. A warm wel- Board and for a short period was
The sub-committee of five will be
largest mills in North Carolina. Last year we sold it as
to do!
Tuesday, March 24—St. Simon, in- come was accorded the secretary who with a coastwise transportation com aided in its work of redrafting the I yearn.
I faint, for some of life’s free
fant
martyr.
had
been
absent
two
meetings.
pany,
rejoining
the
Eastern
Lines
in
'
bill
for
presentation
to
the
Legislabeauty.
high as $1.50. All firsts guaranteed—not a broken lot—
Its
loose
beads with no straight string
Wednesday, March 25—The AnCitizenship was the text of Mrs. 1923. In August, 1930, Mr. Irving ! ture by a representative of the Narunning through!
I nunciation of the Blessed Virgin Spoerl's fine address,
was
appointed
general
superintendi
tional
Institute
of
Public
Administrabut about 600 pairs to choose from. We strongly advise
j Mary.
The first and foremost implication ent of the company and his new ap- tion, who was said to be on his way Aye, laugh. If laugh you will, at my
crude speech;
Thursday, March 26—St. Ludger. of citizenship she said is this: “That pointment, now effective, fills the to Augusta.
But women sometimes die of such a
• • • •
the purchase of this hose by the box.
: Bishop.
every person should so consider the vacancy caused by the resignation of
greed.—
Friday, March 27—St. John of problems which come before him that Andrew B. Sides, formerly of CamA divided report on the bill to Die for the small joys held beyond their
reach.
Egypt.
, lie can make a decision which is den. Mr. Irving’s headquarters will \ provide for taxation and regulation
And the assurance they have all they
I Saturday, March 28—St. Gontran, founded not on emotional Ideas, nor continue to be the company’s main and control of billboards returned
need!
King.
[ on the things which have presented office at India Wharf.
to the House by tlie committee on
—Mary Ashley Townsend.
The shrewdness of Patrolman , dressed to Sprowl, whose name and
Christofferson in spotting two sus record was familiar to both officers.
picious characters in a local restau Sprowl was lying in the back seat
with hat closely drawn over his eyes,
rant last night led to the arrest of
and he too passed unrecognized.
Lester (Duffy) Sprowl of this city.
Patrolman Christofferson transand William O'Brien of Vanceboro ferred to the taxi whose driver was 1
who had escaped from the State I ordered to proceed to the State
Prison Farm in South Warren that ! Prison, Lieut. Cushman following in
aiternoon.
•
j his own car. On the way both men
Christofferson communicated his admitted their identity, and were
suspicions to Lieut. Arthur W. Cush turned over to the prison authorities.
man. and the two officers started out Sprowl had on his person a roll said
in the latter's car looking for the to contain $2000, the presence of
men who by that time had finished which was not accounted for.
their restaurant meal and disap
O'Brien told Lieut. Cushman that
peared.
he had come from Lambert Lake and
The officers rode to Warren with was on his way to Portland in his
out seeing their quarry but upon the own car, but had hard luck in an
return trip met a tax; and stopped accident, and was obliged to hire a
it for the purpose of investigation.
taxi.
Both passengers were drunk, the
Sprowl is serving from one to two
officers said. Lieut. Cushman failed years for stealing Oscar Duncan's
to recognize O'Brien, but on the automobile: O'Brien is a short term
man's person found some letters ad- man for breaking and entering.

the‘Tributeln TheseCpapers consoh'dated ' ®ian P6883"1 °f nOt 50 long 8g°' fa
miliarly known as Father Damien.
March 17, 1897.

ori i

,

SS

An Auctioneer

Did You Know?
That we are now selling

Val Doree Service Weight Hose
For

y

3 Pairs $2.35

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

<
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Richard Howarth, superintendent
of Megunticook Woolen Co. and the
Seabright Woven Felt Cn. for thc
Rockland. Me., March 19. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. past 35 years , has tendered his
who on oath declares that he is Press resignation, to take effect March 31.
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of TJiis company has long been noted
March 17. 1931, there was printed a total for the manufacture of printers
of -6265 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
blankets, matrix blankets, roller and
Notary public.
slasher cloths and other cloths used
In the day of trouble I will call for mechanical purposes.
The regular meeting of Camden
upon thee: for thou wilt answer me.
Commandery, K. T., will be held
—Psalm 86:7.
March 24, and there will be work in
The significance of the new the Order of the Temple. Refresh
ments will be served following the
“Montpelier," not only as a fitting meeting.
memorial to Knox, the Revolution
Mrs. J. L. Brewster will entertain
ary War hero, but as a work of art the Monday Club next week at her
on Chestnut street.
in itself, is going to be more widely heme
Seaside Chapter. O.ES.. will meet
impressed upon the New England Monday evening and the degrees will
public with the formal dedication be conferred on a class of candidates.
Amity Lodge. F.&A.M.. holds its
in July. Even now it is the subject of
regular meeting March 27. There
widespread comment, as evidenced in will be inspection in the Master Ma
this paragraph from the editorial son degree, by Rt. Wor. D.DG.M.
columns of the Bangor Commercial: Ralph Clark of Rockland. Supper at
Boston does well to unveil a memo 6.30. Last evening there was work
rial tablet to one of its native sons. in the Fellowcrafts degree.
At the meeting of the past grands
General Henry Knox, a friend of
Washington revolutionary hero and and past noble grands of Knox
the first secretary of war of the Lincoln Counties Wednesday evening
United States. But a memorial tab at I.O.O.F, hall, the following offi
let is not imposing when contrasted cers were elected: President, Luke S.
with the splendid reproduction of Davis. Rockland: 1st vice president.
Montpelier, the Thomaston home of Thomas P. Benner. Waldoboro: 2nd
Knox, that has been erected largely vice president. H. H. Chamberlain,
through the efforts of the Maine Round Pond: secretary. John P.
Daughters of the American Revolu Leach, Camden: treasurer. Leroy S.
Alley. Camden: executive commit
tion.
tee: W. S. Richards. Camden: F. E.
Bristol citizens have raised a fund Mathews. Warren; Elias Burkett,
Union: Perley Perry. Appleton; C. R.
of $2000 for the purpose of running Benner. W’aldoboro; Frank Kerswell,
down and punishing the gang which St. George; J. T. Carroll, Rockland;
on the night of March 2 bombarded C. L, Boman. Vinalhaven; O. A.
the home of Charles W. Ferguson Poland, Round Pond.
The fourth quarterly conference of
with rifles, shotguns, stones and the Methodist Church will be held
pieces of ice. The money will also tonight. Rev. Albert I. Oliver of
be used in the investigation of the Auburn will preside. He will also
occupy the pulpit Sunday morning
attack on the home of Charles Sher and in the evening the pastor. Rev.
man of Round Pond on the same A. E. Luce will conduct a gospel
night. It is entirely to the credit of service.
S. B. Haskell and Harold Corthell
decency in the Lincoln County town
are in Boston and New York on a
that such efforts should be made. business trip.
Down South they lynch negroes, but
The ladies auxiliary to the Sons of
they generally respect the sanctity Union Veterans will hold a food and
of the home. Maine, seeking to ad apron sale at A. S. Prince s store on
28.
vertise its attractions and virtues, March
Friends of George Parker who has
should carry no such blot.
been ill at his honuf on Mechanic
street, will be pleased to learn he is
In the course of his talk before the convalescing.
Baptist Men’s League Wednesday
WARREN
night Judge Pinansky made inci
Monday
evening
St. George Lodge
dental allusion to the inconsistency of Masons was presented
with a large
of barring prize fight pictures from silk flag, staff and holder. The donor
the films in Maine, yet permitting was Barlow H. Wetherbee of Yonkers,
prize fights themselves. And while N. Y.
Mrs. Robert Walker and Mrs. Willis
we are on this subject (holding no
Vinal entertained at cards Tuesday
brief for the promoters of pugilistic evening at the home of the former.
matches) why is it not also incon- j Mrs. Fred Campbell and Mrs. George
sistent to bar real matches and pe»- 1 Newbert were awarded first honors. |
mit the showing of fake fights which the consolation prizes going to Miss
Edna F. Boggs and Mrs. Benjamin
are apparently much more aggres Starrett.
sive and bloodthirsty. Legislature
The Warren taxi is now making
seems to be seriously considering the I daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
removal of the ban on the showing of postoffice at 1.05.
There is a home-like atmosphere
fight films.
at the Millsyde Lunch. James Gan
non of Billerica. Mass., who is finish
The country is speculating as to overseer in the mill, and Mrs. Walter
what happened when President Blake of Oakland, also employed in
Hoover and Senator Borah met in the mill, were quite surprised to have
their birthday anniversaries, which
their luncheon conference this week. apparently coincided as to date, re
The gentleman from Idaho gave membered by Mrs. S. A. Watts who
splendid support to Hoover as a set before them Sunday a pleasingly
Presidential candidate, and it is a decorated angel cake with a delecta
chicken dinner.
pity that these relations have not bleMrs.
Emily Hodgkins, who has been
continued for the country's good. It spending the winter with her daugh
is perhaps no crime not to be “regu ter Mrs. Ida Mallett in North Waldo
lar” in politics, but can it be that boro reopened her home here Tues
Borah has always been right, and day.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Young are
the rest of the world out of step.
being congratulated on the arrival of
a son, March 19.
Public works contracts amounting
Lewis Robinson, who has spent the
to nearly $80,000,000 were made last vacation with his grandparents, Mr.
week, bringing thc total since Dec. and Mrs. Lewis Young, returned Sun
dav night to his home.
1st to $781,819,726, which certainly
There will be a regular meeting of
ought to be a tremendous boon in Mystic Rebekah Lodges March 23,
relieving the unemployment situa and also a rehearsal.
James Gannon expected to spend
tion. Among the projects placed
the weekend at his home in Billerica,
under contract last week were the Mass.
construction of a Hancock County
While at work on the snowplow
courthouse at a cost of $150,000; and Wednesday, Charles Dolham received
a $40,000 addition to the Belfast a serious injury to one of his fingers.
Mrs. Oscar Starrett and Mrs. Anlibrary.
geline Greenough entertained Mrs.
John Robinson of Rockland and Mrs.
The gubernatorial ice has been Benjamin Watts. Thursday.
Mrs. Hannah Hastings of Portland
broken by the announcement that
has been home ill from an attack of
Robert Hale of Portland, former neuritis.
speaker of the House, Is soliciting
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett entertained
support. The potential candidates at cards in a very interesting man
have been somewhat shy in announc ner at Mrs Flora Peabody's Thurs
day evening, all the guests being re
ing their aspirations, but perhaps quired to attend costumed in a child
Mr. Hale’s boldness will start the ish manner or else pay a fine. Many
procession. Meantime what has be amusing dresses were seen, first prize
come of the Eastern Maine candidate going to Mrs. Evelyn Robinson who
had adopted a Lord Fauntelroy suit,
who was to be put in the running?
and tlie prize for the worst to Mrs.
Florence Gardiner who was cos
Associate Justice Charles P. tumed as a tomboy with marbles in
Barnes, of whom, unfortunately her pockets and other nondescript
articles boys have the name of carry
Rocklahd caught only a glimpse ing. Hair ribbons seemed to be all
before Supreme Court was succeed the vogue, too. Prizes were given to
ed by the Superior Court recalls how the four holding the middle scores,
Mrs. Grace Spear, Mrs. Nancy Clarke,
years ago he climbed Mt. Katahdin, Mrs.
Ruth Philbrook and Mrs. Nellie
when he had to leave his team 23 Wellington. Refreshments particu
miles from the summit. Reaching larly suitable for that kind of party
the top and overcoming many obsta were served—lollipops, chewing gum
cles. appears to have been one of and ice cream #cones.
• • •
Judge Barnes' strong points.
Double Birthday Surprise
Two members of the Cuckoo Club,
There will be no let-up in the Fed whose birthdays occur this month
eral war against Chicago gangsters quite near together, were happily sur
according to United States Attorney prised Thursday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn. The
General Mitchell. That's interest evening was pleasantly spent at cards
ing and welcome news, but we would as usual, when in popped two ladies,
have been even more interested to Mrs. B. E. Watts accompanied by Mrs.
have seen what would have hap Harvey Buber, bearing a handsome
birthday cake for Mrs. Hahn. At the
pened if Mayor Thompson’s lead conclusion of the card playing ct
ing opponent had becn successful in which honors were won by Alvah Sim
mons and Mrs. William Partridge,
the recent primaries.
two huge birthday cakes bearing
lighted candles were set before Mrs.
With President Hoover as guest of Arthur Starrett and Mrs. Hahn, who
honor on board the battleship Ari gazed on in amazement, each having
zona, surrounded by courteous and thought the other was the one to be
In addition to the cakes
cultured naval officials, and daily surprised.
ice cream was served. Mrs. Hahn was
putting more miles between himself presented with a handsome pink glass
and Congress, there is no reason why console set and hand painted candles
this should not be a real vacation in behalf of the club and Mrs. Star
rett with a necklace and an exquisite
trip for the Nation's Chief Executive. picture.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

An aviation enthusiast says that
flying in an airplane is as safe as
sleeping in bed. But we can't forget
that statistics show that more people
die in bed than anywhere else.—
Nashville Southern Lumberman.

Every-Other-Day
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Warren folks will be pleased to
learn the Warren Taxi will make
daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
postoffice at 1.05. daily, except Sunday. One way, 60 cents. Tel. WarIren 0-12.—adv,
35-36

PROBATE COURT
Wills allowed: Mary C. Hall, late of
Rockland, deceased, Henry C. Chatto
of Rockland, exr.; Aaron M. An
drews, late of Rockport, deceased, Z.
M. Dwinal of Camden, was appoint
ed admr. c.t.a. Walter L. Conant,
late of Camden, deceased. May Con
ant of Camden, exx.; L. W. Seavey,
late of St. George, deceased. Albert
B Seavey, of St. George was ap
pointed exr.; Hattie M. Kalloch, late j
of Rockland, deceased. Overness Sarkesian of Rockland was appointed
exr.; Frank L. Levenseller, late of
Rockland, deceased. Eva Levenseller
Athearn of Rockland, exx.
,
Petition for administration grant
ed: Estates Cora B. Millay, late of i
Camden, deceased. Charles A. Perry
of Camden, was appointed admr.;
Francis A. Ginn, late of Vinalhaven,
deceased. Carrie F. Ginn, admx.:
Mary E. Dickey, late of Thomaston,
deceased. Rodney I. Thompson of
Rockland, admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.
Petition for distribution granted:
Estate Mary C. Tyler, late of Rock
land. deceased, filed by Alden L
Tyler and Louise M. Tyler both of
Rockland.
Petition perpetual care of burial
lot granted: Estate Annie Sprowl.
late of Rockland, deceased, filed bv
Edward K. Gould admr.
Petition for guardian granted: Es
tate Mildred A. Smith, of Rockland.
Sarah F. Griffin of Rockland was
appointed guardian.
Petition for conservator granted:
Estate Margaret A. Orbeton. of Cam
den. Leroy McDermott of Camden
was appointed conservator.
Petition for reduction of bond
granted: Estate Dorothy M. Feeney
Accounts Allowed: Estate Mary C.
Tyler, final account filed by Alden L.
Tyler and Louise M. Tyler Randall,
exrs ; Isaac E. Philbrook, first and
final account filed b.v Arthur E.
Philbrook, admr.; Nathan M. Leach,
first and final account filed by
Loring J. Orff, admr.; Florence K.
Curtis, late of Camden, final account
filed by J. F. Carver, admr.: Emma A
Wilson, late of Beverly, Mass., final
account filed by Arthur K. Story,
exr.; Luetta B. Storer. of North Wal
doboro. Maine, fourth account filed
by Addie M. Storer. guardian.
Wills filed for notice: Bert F.
Bowley. late of Camden, deceased.
Sadie E. Bowley, of Camden, exx.:
Minnie C. Deane, late of Union, de
ceased. Howard D. Deane of Union.

exr.; Hattie M. Prescott, late of Rock
land, deceased, Stephen G. Prescott
of Rockland, exr.; Thomas O. Long,
late of Thomaston, deceased, Hen
rietta M. Long of Thomaston,
exx.; Ella M. Coggan. late of Union,
deceased. Willie A. Coggan of Union,
exr.; Leroy E. Harding, late of War
ren. deceased, Clara V. Hosmer of
Warren, exx.: Nellie S. Wade, late of
Rockland, deceased. George T. Wade
of Rockland, exr.; Louisa F. Ma
honey, late of Vinalhaven, deceased.
Mertie E. Mahoney Carver of Vinal
haven exr.; Blanchard T. Orne. late
of Thomaston, Cora B. Orne of
Thomaston, exx.
Petition for administration filed for
notice granted: Estates Lizzie A
Carroll, late of Rockport, deceased.
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport,
administrator;
Edward
Shuman
Mitchell, late of Camden, deceased
Simeon N. Butler of Camden, admr
Avery P. Starrett. late of Warren,
deceased. Mae E. Starrett, of War
ren. admx.
Petition for distribution filed for
notice: Estate William M. Cunning
ham late of Rockland, deceased, filed
by Edward C. Payson, admr.
Petition for allowance filed for no
tice: Estate Lena Colson, late of
Rockland filed by William S. Colson
widower.
Petition for perpetual care of
burial lot filed for notice: Estate
Mary C. Tyler, late of Rockland, filed
by Louise M. Tyler Randall, exx.
Petition for license to sell real es
tate filed for notice: Estate Freder
ick A. Sherer, filed by Margie S.
Ingraham, guardian.
Accounts filed for notice: Estate
William M. Cunningham, late of
Rockland, first and final account
filed by Edward C. Payson, admr .
Frank S. Keep, late of Rockland, first
and final account filed by Herbert W.
Keep, admr.: George A. Babb, late
of Camden, first and final account
filed by C. Wilkes Babb, exr.; Addie
L. Roberts, late of Vinalhaven, first
and final account filed by Allston P.
Roberts, admr.; Elisha S. Roberts,
late of Vinalhaven. first and final
account filed by Allston P. Robert?
admr ; George C. Hawes, late of
Union, first and final account filed
by Lizzie R. Hawes, admx.
Inventories filed: Estates Annette
Denig Jones, late of St. George
$58,625.13; Rosaltha E. Rokes. late of
Appleton. $1311.25; Katherine Mather
late of Rockland, $893.73.

Boy Scouts

REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

The Dragons defeated the Five
Aces 94 pins at Carr's Wednesday
night, seven of their 15 strings being
better than 100. All of the honors
went to Atwood who bowled 122, 118
and 194. The summary:
Dragons—Lynch, 285; Pomeroy,
260: Atwood, 344; Cates, 309; Hast
ings. 294: total, 1492.
Five Aces—Lindsey. 264; Shields.
293; Stone, 272; Clukev, 298; Mitch
ell, 271; total, 1398.
* * * «

Rosie May Carle of Camden sold
land in Camden to Benjamin H.
Munroe of Camden.
Harold B. Kaler of Washington sold
land in Washington to William
Thomas Whitmore of Washington.
Everett L. Thompson of Rockland
sold land in Rockland to Frederick
E. Thompson of Rockland.
Ernest E. Knight of Rockland 'old
land in Warren to William O. Mank
of Warren.
William O. Mank of Warren sold
land in Warren to George M. Sim
mons of Rockland.
John A. Frost of Rockland sold land
with buildings thereon in Rockland
to Charles W. Morton and Blanche
E. Morton.
John L. Wood of St. George sold
land in St. George to James Henry
Lowell of St. George.
Mary L. Asiala of Vinalhaven sold
land with buildings thereon in Vinal
haven to Henry Merchant of Vinal
haven.
Elden H. Hannan of Appleton sold
land in Appleton to Altion O. Pease
of Hope.
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to Francis H Ma
loney of South Thomaston.
Jonn R. Ham of Rockland sold iand
with buildings thereon to Albert H
Robbins of Rockland.
Bessie R. George of Owl's Head
sold land with buildings thereon in
Owl's Head to Edith R. Young of
Owl’s Head.
Ellen C. Borneman of Warren sold
land in Warren to Eugene F Dur^n
and E. Viola Durgin, both of War
ren.
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to the State ot
Maine.
Lawrence Packing Company of
Rockland sold land in Rockland to
G. A. Lawrence Co. of Rockland.

Ford Motor Co. beat Rockland
Body Shop three pins Thursday.
Jameson had high string (105) and
high total. The summary:
Ford Motor Co—Black, 256; Cope
land. 283; Jameson, 298; Porter, 287;
McPhee, 276; total, 1400.
Rockland Body Shop — Harjula.
282; O. Nelson. 284; Johnson. 284;
Newbert, 284; E. Nelson, 263; total,
1397.
• « * •
Last night's cores at Carr's alley:
Federals 1377, Street Railway 1354;
Ail Stars 1432, Wholesalers 1395. At
the Star alleys Black & Gay 2312,
Teel’s Cement Wonders 2240.

At the church Sunday evening,
March 22, there will be a church
school business meeting immediately
following the regular service. It is
hoped that all parents who desire a
Sunday school will realize the import
ance of attending this meeting. Be
sides electing the school officers a
committee should be appointed to
have charge of the Easter concert if
it is the wish to have the concert.
The following quotation from Ed
ward Everett Hale is well worth
memorizing: “Coming together is a
beginning; keeping together is prog, ress; working together is success.”

The regular meeting of Troop Nc.
2 was held in the Methodist vestry,
Thursday evening, with a good at
tendance. ______
A special feature was a talk by
troop committeeman
Britt
on
“Orientation." It was very interest
ing and instructive. Mr Gregory,
another committeeman was also
present. The committee plans to
have a special speaker for every
meeting. It is hoped that a still
larger attendance will be present
next meeting which will be featured
by a mock Court of Honor.
• • • «

Court of Honor will be held next
Friday night in the Congregational
vestry at 7.30. Scouts should attend
in full uniform

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Repair Gang's recent victory
over the Cement Quarry was a mat
ter of only 19 pins, the victorious
margin being accumulated in the
list string. Davis had high string
<109> and high total. The summary:
Cement Quarry — Fetterole, 441;
Davis, 475; Warren, 328; Hunt, 452;
Roes. 416; total. 2112.
Repair Gang—Huber. 373; Calder
wood. 462; Kelley. 431; Reynolds,
445; Nash, 420; total, 2131.
♦ ♦ • •

SOUTH THOMASTON

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
wr round the hotel
Many rooms with private balconies.

Town meeting is to be held Mon
day. Everybody should be present to
heip settle satisfactorily the matter
oi the new bridge and of the town
taking over the street lights here in
the village. Both topics are being
diligently discussed now in the stores
but whether the same orators will
hold forth at town meeting remains
to be seen. However, the ladies are
bringing up powerful arguments in
favor of the town taking over the
lights, as the few who have engi
neered the earning of the money for
their up-keep, feel that they do not
get any more benefit than the other
citizens, and that public spirit can
be crushed if kept at work too long
in a hot kitchen or forced to do too
much pleading with others to do their
share.
The ladies' aid will serve the usual
fine dinner of beans, doughnuts, pies,
pickles, bread, tea and coffee at the
regular price in the Grange hall
Monday noon. Every woman who
has not been otherwise solicited will
please send either pie or doughnuts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
children and Miss Jeanie Dt Mc
Conchie motored to Augusta Sunday
to visit relatives.
Miss Miriam Wiggin is the guest of
relatives in Camden for a week.
Miss Celia Crowley is the guest of
her grantjmother in Ash Point this
week.
Harold Rackliff has resumed his
work in Sandner's Bakery. Rockland.
Nature lovers who are watching for
early birds should call at the home
of Ivan Rackliff where a tree full of
all kinds can be seen every morning.
However, a close observer can detect
that the birds are the product of Mr.
Rackliff's jackknife during the long
winter evenings.
Business at Cliff's Garage has in
creased to such an extent that ne
has employed an extra man. A. E.
Gray of Thomaston is working with
him now.
Under the will of the late G. A.
Babb of Camden, who was formerly
a South Thomaston boy, the churcn
here was given $2000 with the condi
tion that should three years pass
without a minister the money would
revert to conference. The gift will
help very materially in the support of
a preacher but yet in order to pay the
cost of an up-to-date speaker and
trained social worker, which we need
here, much work must be done, too.
A business meeting was held after
the service last Sunday evening when
those interested suggested various
forms of activity for church and the
! reopening of the Sunday school.
j However, the matter of a minister
must be arranged by the conference.
Dr. A. I. Oliver, district superintend
ent, will be in town scon to learn the
mind of the people. It is hoped that
everyone will speak freely to him just
what they desire in regard to the
church. As there are only three resi
dent church members it is the voice
of the community which will decide
matters.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Freeman Elwell is in with a
severe cold and is attended by Dr.
Brown of Rockland.
Mrs
Elbridge
Simmons ar.d
daughters are visiting Mrs. Simmon''
parents in Minturn.
Mrs. Charles Burke was enter
tained last Saturday night at a bridge
party at the home of Mrs. Fairfield
Moor in Rockland.
Mrs Clifford Elwell and children
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
Snow.
Walter Drinkwater of the Burnt
Island Coast Guard station is on a
15-day leave of absence.
Philip York has returned home
from Rockland where he has been
the guest of his aunt Mrs. Margue
rite Harris.
Mrs. Eben Elwell spent Thursday
with Mrs. Abbie Clark at South
Thomaston.

“FREE WHEELING”

It is hardly believable that the New Ford Car can now be bad with FREE
WHEELING.
To make your Bicycle “RUN” you pushed on the pedals. Your feet and legs were
the “MOTOR.” The faster you pushed the faster you rode. A Bike without
coaster brakes had to be pedaled all the time.
When you stopped pedaling, your feet and legs rested, while your Bicycle coast
ed on momentum. Then, when you resumed pedaling faster than the Bicycle
was coasting, you again propelled the Bicycle.
A demonstration in one of our New Model A’s with FREE-WHEELING will
prove the following great advantages:
1.

The elimination of back lash, the most prevalent cause of wear.

2.

The elimination of shifting gears from second to high or from high to sec
ond without disengaging the dutch.

3.

Economy—in gasoline, oil and repairs.

4.

Adds to safety of car operation on slippery pavements, curves, etc.

Why not enjoy these driving advantages in a New Ford?
NEW LOW DELIVERED PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Roadster, ..........................................................
DeLuxe Roadster .........................................
Phaeton
.......................................................
Coupe ........................................................
DeLuxe Coupe.....................................
Sport Coupe ....................................................
Tudor Sedan ..................................................
DeLuxe Phaeton ...........................................
Fordor Sedan.......................................... .......
Cabriolet..........................................................
Town Sedan.....................................................
Victoria Coupe ..............................................
DeLuxe Sedan................................................
Station Wagon....................................,.........

Above prices are fully equipped delivered

U C C PLAN FOR FORD PURCHASERS
Free wheeling device installed, optional^ at small cost.

Forty-two per cent of all cars sold in 1930 were FORDS. Why? Because the
Ford is not alone the most popular car, but is value far above the price.
All Model A owners are cordially invited to come in and drive the FREE-WHEEL
ING demonstrator because the FREE-WHEELING device can be installed in their
present car.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Authorized Ford Dealers
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 333

Booklet

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (Europeanl

Manager

j

•
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Austria is said to be considering
First commercial production of
the adoption of a triple Parliament. rubber has begun in the United
We extend our sympathy if that States. That ought to put some snap
The Farm Bureau will meet with means two Senates.—Florence Her into the situation.--Omaha WorldLilia Morton March 24, subject, ! ald.
Herald.
“Home Flower Gardens.”
Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren ,
and Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union
- Al the Sion of
_J
were Sunday visitors of their uncle.
1= North N ation a I Bank
Henry Boggs, in this place.
Thc sale of ladies, misses' and
children's hats conducted by Mrs A. |
orth
W. Payson, is receiving good patron
age. •

EAST UNION

N

FIRST GREAT
PRINCIPLE
Thc first great principle of success is accumulating

a reserve fund.

It stimulates energy and gives

financial standing—assuring happiness and suc

cess. Open an account now with this Bank.

Little drops of water
A single drop of water will not fill a pond
but enough of them will cause a flood.
Falling incessantly in the same spot drops
of water will wear a hole in the hardest
stone. It’s the same with money. A dol
lar alone, is not a great deal of money. But
enough of them will make a fortune. A
dollar a week in a savings account be
comes over $52.00 in a year, and nearly
$1600 in twenty years. Consider your
dollars collectively instead of singly. Start
putting them at work for you in a savings
account at this bank.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

APRIL, 1919
That wasn't so long ago. but TWENTY-SIX SHAREHOLDERS IN
THE ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION have ac
cumulated the very respectable sum ol

$37,311.52
in that short time, and they will receive that amount in cash for
their shares which will mature April twentieth. This is the way it
comes about, and isn't it an ideal and easy method? They sub
scribed for 184 shares on which they have paid $1.00 per month on
each share, thus saving

$26,496.00
They have been credited with seffii-annual dividends at the rate of
5'-i% per annum, which gives them a profit on their savings of

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

Service

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

J

PHONE 334

Polishing

o“?'e7
Hotel
H H. Masi Dining Room Service Unsurpassed Masclyr.n
on

Application

j

A FORD FOR EVERY SERVICE
OUR SERVICE FOR EVERY FORD
FIRFSTONE Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Gas, Oil, Greasing, Washing, Electric^

HOTEL

GRALYNN

$518.00
563.00
523.00
578.00
613.00
588.00
578.00
668.00
678.00
683.00
718.00
668.00
718.00
708.00

Financial Institutions, Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
in banking and financial operation.

$10,815.52
These shares are distributed as follows:
ROCKLAND ............. .... 133 SHARES
CAMDEN ..................
5 SHARES
PORTLAND ............. ... 18 SHARES
SAINT GEORGE .... ....
4 SHARES
BANGOR ..............
5 SHARES
CUSHING ...............
2 SHARES
OUT OF MAINE .... .... 17 SHARES

$26,969.74
1,013.90
3,650.04
811.12
1.013.90
405.56
3,447.26

You may deposit any amount up to $50.00 per month and these de
posits draw interest from the month of deposit.

Rockland lfiff Association
35Stf
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Every-Other-Day
Elks are requested to meet at the
Home at 1.30 Monday to attend the
funeral of Charles A. Mitchell.

IN THE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 23—South Thomaston town
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
meeting.
March 25—Rockport—Easter supper at will broadcast over Station WLBZ
Baptist church, auspices Ladles' Circle. Wednesday night from 7.15 to 8.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 1-4—Rockland's Sixth Automo
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker of New

Clubrme3etlngt°Cop3perP K?ttl7?1orchUOnal HaVeR Were BUestS ^terday at ««I
Thorndike Hotel, while looking up
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Bird Day.
old friends.

John Watts, the versatile tonsoriA carton of shoes was lost from a
alist- at the Thorndike Hotel, is driv truck, between Belfast and Waldo-,
ing a Buick sedan.
boro yesterday. Finder is requested
to notify the State Police.
Not quite so much water in Mirror
Lake as there was last spring, but
Axel Erkkla was fined $10 and
more snow on the watersheds.
costs yesterday, for trapping musk
Carlyle U. Brown and Ansel rats out of season. The arrest was
Saunders have swapped carrier made by Warden Davis.
routes, the former now having No. 6
Rockland High and South Portland
and the latter No. 4.
High tied yesterday in the chain store
There will be a card party at debate, the former winning here and
G.A.R. hall Tuesday night under the the latter in South Portland. A re
auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent, with port of the local debate is deferred to
Mrs. Helen Paladino as hostess. the Tuesday issue.
Buffet lunch will be served .
Raymond Thompson's deft brush
Col. Basil H. Stinson, past depart has transformed the ice cream de
ment commander of the American partment of Chisholm Bros, store at
Legion attended the reception given 438 Main street into a most attrac
in honor of National Commander tive parlor garden. Work of art.
O’Brien in Portland Wednesday
night.
The Celtics overcame a stubborn
) lead in their game with Rockport
The Rockport High School basket- 1 High at Rockport Thursday night,
ball teams, boys and girls, were re and won out 13 to 11. Connon and
cently photographed at Champney’s Frohock were the star basketeers for
Studio They didn’t win any pen the visiting team.
nants this year, but had plenty of
pluck and spirit.
Walter Lane of Warren, arrested
by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick for
The Stool-late Club which has 22 assault and battery upon William
charter members and Charles M. Mank of that town, was fined $25
Lawry as president, holds its first and costs by Judge Butler yesterday,■+
social function next Thursday eve
ning. when the members and guests and sentenced to 30 days in jail.
sentence was suspended for one
hold a banquet at the Orange and Jail
year, on good behavior.
Black cafe.

SERMONETTE

HATS

Sold by burpee

Seth Parker
In giving to the world this
Imaginary citizen of Jonesport,
the author did much for the
religion of today, for Seth Parker
Is true to the Maine and New
England of prayer meeting days.
Not only do millions listen in
on Sunday evenings but thous
ands of oldermen and women, all
over this broad land, are touched
with regret, that in pursuit of
■wealth and for ambition, they
have allowed themselves to drift
away from the simple faith of
these Jonesport folk. Seth Park
er has found response in the heart
throbs of his countrymen. Manyhave drawn nearer to God and
reconstructed the family altar of
other days.
Sunday evenings as they close
by singing, “God be with you, till
we meet again,” the writer sees
anew a midsummer afternoon.
The yacht Yokohoma, in a stiff
breeze, lee rail under, is scudding
across Somes Sound.
Out in the middle of the bay,
making rough weather of it, is a
dory. Two men at the oars, while
a third is closely wrapped and
silent in the stern. By good sea
manship a line is gotten aboard
and while the Yokohoma lies
head to the wind, they inform us,
that the third man has been
blown up in a bad quarry acci
dent and they were rowing him to
find a surgeon. After towing
them where they desired to land,
as the boys cast them off all sang
“God be with you till we meet
again.” Forty years have gone,
we have never seen them and
never shall, till perchance, we
meet again on another shore.—
Seth Parker.
W. A. H.

& lamb

FOR SALE

ased Cars
That will make New Friends
and Keep the Old
1930 PONTIAC CUSTOM SEDAN, like
new .............................
...................................... $650.00
<
1930 PONTIAC SPORT COUPE, six wire
wheels; mechanically o. k............................. 650.00

1930 PONTIAC STANDARD COUPE,
driven only 1800 miles; extras.................. 650.00
1931 CHEVROLET SPECIAL 4-DOOR
SEDAN, with six wire wheels. This car
is new and it will pay you to consider it if
if you want a light, popular sedan.

m.

fourth quarterly conference and an
nual church meeting will be held.
Supper will be served by the Ladies'
Aid Society. Evening devotions will
be led by the pastor immediately
after supper after which Rev. Albert
I. Oliver, district superintendent, will
preside over the business sessions.
Annual reports will be presented by
the pastor and by the chief officers of
all church organizations.

RUSSIAN
CLEERCOAL
Ask the Man Who Burns It

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
District Convention of the Re
bekah Assembly was held at I.O.O.F.
hall March 18. There were about 180
present. Mrs. Marian Crosby of
Milo, president of Maine Rebekah
Assembly, presided, assisted by
Deputy President Mary Dolliver and
Deputy Marshal Marian Mills of
Rowena Lodge, who were very enter
taining. Unison Lodge of Bar Har
bor conducted the work, and Astico
of Northeast Harbor had charge of
the memorial exercises. The work
was beautifully done and great credit
is due all who took part. Mrs
Crosby was presented with an elec
tric lamp. She was the overnight
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Byron Car
penter.
Beginning April 5, the services of
the Larger Parish will be held for
six months at the Congregational
Church. During the past six months
they were held at the Methodist
Episcopal Church.
The union
church school will continue meeting
at the M E. Church as formerly.
Southwest Harbor friends of Mrs.
Hattie Gregory of Glencove were
sorry to learn that she had the mis
fortune to fall and injure her hip, and
hope she may make good recovery.
Wednesday’s snowstorm was a real
one, and in places the drifts were
seven feet deep.

UNION

95 Per Cent Pure
20 to 30 Per Cent More Heat
75 Per Cent Less Ash
Absolutely Flexible

I

1

Shake your Grates only ONCE in Four Days
instead of twice daily
Less than a Barrel of Ash to a ton

TRY SOME NOW
We absolutely guarantee

CLEERCOAL
to contain the greatest amount of heat units
and leave the least ash of any anthracite produced
Dealers in practically every city and town in Maine

May be secured locally from

ROCKLAND COAL CO.

Miss Wilma Hills has returned to
Rockland, Maine
Wollaston, Mass, to- resume her
studies at the E. N. College.
A. R. WRIGHT CO.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thompson of
Edna L., wife of William A. Stan
The battleship North Dakota,
Lowell, and Mr. and Mrs. H. S. DimDistributors for Maine
which was viewed with awe when she ley (former proprietor of the Stanley
mick of Wollaston, Mass., have been
passed her builders’ acceptance trials House) died at her home, 236 Cedar
PORTLAND, MAINE,
TEL. FOREST 1620
1930
CHEVROLET
4-DOOR
SEDAN,
ma

i guests at the home of Mrs. R. C.
on the Rockland course some years street, this morning. There will be
! Stewart.
35-lt
ago, passed into the obsolete discard prayers at the home Monday at 12 '
roon color, like new........................................ 550.00
William Byamhall was a dinner
the other day, and was sold to a o'clock and the remains will be taken
guest of Mrs. R. C. Stewart last week.
to Swan’s Island where funeral serv
junk concern for $87,706.
Also Some Good Buys, from $45.00 up
Miss Cora M. Hawes of Union and
ices will be held at 2 p. m. Tuesday.
Boston is in Florida for a much
Ralph K. Hall, formerly of Rock
At the Congregational Church to needed vacation.
The Maine Central Railroad has
land, was defeated for re-election as
morrow Mr. Rounds will preach on
city treasurer in Bath, as the result announced that another coach ex
the subject, "In the Valley of De
of factional differences which cul cursion to Boston will be operated
cision.” The Sunday school will
minated in the last election. Eleven over Easter. Tlie low round trip rate
65
Limerock
Street
Rockland
Tel.
1000
convene at the noon hour. The
ballots were necessary before he was of only one fare plus 25 cents for re
Comrades of the Way will meet in
turn ticket will be on sale, tickets1
eliminated from the picture.
35-lt
the vestry at 6 o’clock.
good going April 3 and 4. good for
» ♦ * #
Morse High School, with which return until April 7 inclusive.
Rockland High has had athletic rela
Salvation Army weekend meetings
Tlie W.C.T.U. held an all-day ses- j will include Saturday. 8 p. m.. pub
tions for many years, will have two
Winners in this week’s classifiedM1CK1E SAYS—
sion Friday at thc home of Misses ! lic meeting; Sunday, 10 a. m„ Sun
salutatorians at the coming com Park Theatre puzzle are: Virginia
Alena and Ada Young. During the i day school and Bible class; 11, holi
mencement Katheryn Shorey and Proctor, Ruth Richards. Leighton
forenoon much progress was made ness meeting; 6.30, young people; 8,
Miriam Doble being tied for thc White, Sylvia Webster, Morris Gor
SOME READERS SAY OUR.
in finishing two layettes, one to be salvation meeting. There are also
honor with a four-year average of don. Don Huntley, Mrs. Frank Allen.
WAUT AC’S ARE -THE BEST
used by Rev. Mr. Corson in the ness meeting: 6.30. young people; 8.
91.82 percent.
Jakie Smalley, H. Baker, Edward
READING IU TH' PAPER
Sea Coast Mission; the other for thc p. m„ for young people especially, i
RENEW THE BEAUTY 07 YOUR WALLS
Specify S-W Flat-Tone
Griffin, Mrs. E. K. Mills, Annie I..
0ECUX. THEV OFFER- SO
department of Americanization. At and every Thursday, 8 p. m., a senior
and engage a good
The Salvation Army hall was well Nye, of Rockland; Charles Rackliff,
MANY OPPORTUUITIES -=»
noon a delightful picnic lunch was mee;ing.
painter.
filled Thursday night with friends South Thomaston; Dorothy L. Star
OUR- WAUT ADS AGE
enjoyed by the 16 members present.
<1 * ♦ *
and comrades who accepted the pub rett and Ralph Caven of Thomaston;
SHEffM6iV-WlUMMS
SMALL, BUT THEY
In the afternoon letters and reports
lic invitatiqp to hear Captain George and Hilliard R. Spear, Warren.
At the Church of Immanuel, Uni
of
interest
to
various
departments
Martin and Lieut. Ralph Richardson,
were read. Posters were given out versalist, George H. Welch, minister,
officers in charge of the Bath Corps.
The Bates Glee Club concert at the
for- display in the Sunday schools Sunday services will be: 10.30 a. m.
Special musical numbers were pre High School auditorium Friday eve
tomorrow. Temperance Sunday. The servic eof worship, subject, “The
sented by a group of young boys who ning wen praise on all sides. The
program on the subject of Anti- j Great Physician;” 11.45 a. m. Knick
Velvety soft walls, restful and beautiful any home
are members of the Bath Corps. outstanding numbers were baritone
narcotics, was led by Miss Ada erbocker Class for men, E. L. Toner
The lieutenant led the singing dur solos by Sylvester Carter, “Mandalay'
leader; church school at 12, attend
can have them by using Sherwin-Williams FlatYoung.
The
State
Anti-Cigaret
j
ing the testimony meeting and the and “The First Morning" but the
law was discussed. An article en ance pins for this quarter will be
Tone, the washable flat wall paint, walls that stay
captain brought the Bible message, whole program was well balanced
titled. "Poisoning, Robbing and Kill awarded at the end of this month;
The
taking for his text, “Is thine heart and of excellent quality.
beautiful without fading. Flat-Tone spreads easily
Junior
Y.P.C.U.
at
4
o
’
clock,
and
the
ing
Our
Babies
”
was
read
by
Mrs.
“Garnet Trio” with their classical se
right?"
without brushmarks over smooth or rough plas
Helen Carlson, and a leaflet on “Is Senior Y.P.C.U. at 6. At the morn
lections formed a vivid contrast to
the Cigaret Destroying Our Young ing service the choir will sing “O
An excellent piece of work of the melodious nonsense of the
ter, wallboard or similar interior wall surfaces.
People?” The World's W.C.T.U. con blessed are they which loved thee," j
interest to sportsmen has been done “Revelers” thus pleasing both exOsgood,
and
"Be
still,
be
still,"
Scott.
With
Flat-Tone you can also produce the beautiful
vention meets at Toronto in June
by Donald E. Clark at the Maine ttemes of taste In the audience. So
* * * ♦
and Mrs. Carlson said she expected
Music Store. A whole section is now with Norman Demarco’s violin solos
and
popular
“Liquid Wallpaper” effects which are
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the!
to attend. Plans for the meeting on
devoted to fishing tackle of every “Serenade” and "Memories of Child
suitable
alike
for either the simpleor the more pre
Littlefield
Memorial
Church,
will
April 3, which is to be a joint meet
known variety and realism is lent hood Days” followed by “Aloha” on
ing with the missionary societies of preach at 10.30 from the subject, "A I
tentious
home.
Flat-Tone walls are every bit as
by a life size log lodge with pelts the saw. Edward Small's skilfull
the churches at the home of Mrs. Miracle of Calvary.” The choir will
nailed to the wall and fishing gear manipulation of the xylophone was
economical
as
they
are attractive.
sing,
“
He
sends
it
all
in
love."
Lorenz
Etta Stoddard, were discussed. Mrs.
about. A bench across the front in- an especially ,popular
. .. . number The
Atherton was elected to act as local Sunday school is at 11.45 with classes
vites rest while one inspects the fine orchestra work both in the concert
superintendent of department of for everybody. Baptism at the First
rods, etc., in an atmosphere needing and later at the dance won favorable
comment.
The
gymnasium
was
Temperance and Missions. Miss Baptist Church at 2.30. B. Y. P. U.
only Mr. Tutt’s rusty stove pipe hat
Price per Quart
decorated
in
the
Bates
colors.
The
Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Lottie Gregory will meet at 6.15, subject, ' Important
and bedraggled “Rusty Miller" to
ideas in John 3:16,” leader, Sherman
affair
proved
to
be
very
gay
and
in

and
Mrs.
Kate
Brawn
were
appoint

make it complete.
formal and the seniors’ Washington
ed a committee on refreshments. It Lord. The church orchestra will
was voted to meet with the Educa play for the praise service at 7.15
The Past Grands Association in fund reaped the profits.
tional Club on the evening of and the subject of the sermon is
session at Camden Wednesday night
"Another Miracle of Calvary.” The
Albert Sharpleigh, the veteran
April 17.
elected these officers: Luke S. Davis,
BORN
choir will sing, "Everybody needs the
Rockland, president; H. H. Cham umbrella mender, is exhibiting a GUISTIN—At Rockland. March 20, to
C W MAD NOT A water-resisting floor varnish made to walk on. I
Saviour,” Lorenz. Prayer meeting on
berlain, Round Pond, vice president; cauliflower ear as the result of an
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Guistin, a daugh
iMI HJ.fUVilvl Keep floors and printed linoleumbeauti- i nr ■
Tuesday
evening
at
7.30.
unexpected
attack
made
upon
him
ter.
John P. Leach, Camden, secretary;
Fast-Dri
fuj jn
husies, homes. Per quart .... I .Z□
• • • •
by
Richard
Higgins
the
bewhiskered
YOUNG
—
At
Warren.
March
19,
to
Mr.
Leroy Allen, Camden, treasurer.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),!
Officers of the Past Noble Grands’ stranger who has been seen on thc and Mrs. Maynard Young, a son.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Association, which met at the same Streets the past week, carrying a
MARRIED
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
CW FlfUlR FNAMPI A beautiful ename! finish for wood, conSharpleigh who was at rest
place, the same night were elected ‘cane.
™ * LUvIX Ll nlllLL fre|e or |ino|eum floors. Wears well even
BACHELDER-MacKENZIE-At the Bap
for Passion Sunday: Holy com- s
thus: Gertrude Benner, Waldoboro, after the day’s work, puffing con
tist
parsonage.
Tenant's
Harbor.
March
munion at 7.30; church school at j
Rapid Drying
in heavy service.
qj20. by Rev. F. W Barton. Granville N.
president; Alice Mathews, Warren, tentedly at his pipe, felt a sharp pull
9.30, matins at 10.15, choral eucharist I
both of his ears, and looked up to
Bachelder of Martinsville anti Jean
Per quart ..........................
•«/1)
Alta A. Dimmick, Rockland, and at
MacKenzie of Rockland.
and sermon at 10.30, the Way of the
see an array of whiskers which could
Grace Howe, Camden, vice presi belong to none other than Higgins.
Cross at 4.30. evensong at 7 o’clock at
dents; Doris Hyler, treasurer.
DIED
St. John's. Wednesday, the Feast of
“I am the eagle of the air!" shouted
C W QFMI 1IKTDF An interior paint with thc hard-drying and
STANLEY—At Roekland. March 21, Edna
the Annunciation of the Blessed
u-U uLlill'UJiJl I\E washable qualities of enamel. Dries
on
Our Rockville correspondent writes: the man with the beard. Sharpleigh
L..
wife
of
William
A.
Stanley,
aged
Virgin
Mary,
holy
communion
at
has lots of respect for the American
58 years, 6 months, 14 days.
“Deer seem to be wandering from eagle, but no particular reverence
with half-enamel gloss. Per quart........................................................UU
7.30. Friday, evensong and sermon
their haunts in The Bog and are for the kind that Higgins purported
at 7.30. Rev. Ezra Fefris, rector of
CARD OF THANKS
frequently seen. The five recently to be, and in spite of his 80-odd
St. Stephen’s Church. Portland, will
We
desire
to
thank
our
friends
and
observed by Lester Sherer and Luke years fetched an upper cut which
be the preacher. Saturday, evensong
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
neighbors for their floral tributes sent
brushing
Brewster browsing on the back slope should have knocked Higgins' head at
the time of our recent bereavement.
at 7.30 p. m. The public arc welcome '
of Dodge's Ridge were again seen from his shoulders, whiskers and all We also wish to thank those who sent
at the Lenten services.
bequer. Easily applied. Exquisite colors. Dries while you wait.
rn
Sunday on the Chickawaukie Lake But the 75-year-old teaser executed cards during Mrs. Matthews' Illness.
* * * »
Per half pint....................................................................................
»0u
side of the ridge. Wednesday morn a cute little toe dance and whirled ’ W. B. Matthews, Mrs. W. D. Young.
'The Spotless Sun," is the subject'
fin NOTgo/hg ro^\
ing on his way to the city Leroy out of harm’s way. He applied for
of the sermon at the First Baptist \
Tolman had the pleasure of watch lodging at the police station that
Church on Sunday morning. Mrs.
wait years
ing seven deer on the slope between night, and the next sunrise found 1855
1931
Kathleen Marston is the soloist.
the Holmes' and Davis’ farms It Is him following the advice of the late
years eeftfir z
Til1? church school meets at noon with
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
not unusual to see foxes on the hill Horace Greeley. Sharpleigh strokes
BEGIN' to Enjoy
classes for all ages. The Christian
Waldoboro and Rockland
sides also."
his starboard ear tenderly and
Endeavorers meet at 6 o’clock with
Highlands
thinks lovingly of what would have
Everett Frohock and Paul Merriam
Artistic Memorials in Stone
A young man with familiar fea happened if that uppercut had
as the leaders and "Important Ideas
122S-tf
tures stared out of the columns of landed.
in John 3:16,” topic. The people's
the Portland paper yesterday morn
evening service opens at 7.15 with the
ing and the accompanying news mat
prelude and sing spiration service.
ter told that Rodney E. Bucklin, na
The question to be answered in the
tive of Cushing and former resident
five minute question period is, "Was
of Rockland, had resigned from the
Judge Pinansky right when he said
Older your Spring Suit and Top Coat within a few
Portland Fire Department to take
that the name ‘Christian’ was not
over a ferry line—steamer Lottie and
days and have it made to measure.
known for a hundred years after the
May. running between Portland Pier
death of Christ?’ The special music
SUITS $25.00 up; TOP COATS, $22.50 up
and Ferry Village, South Portland.
is to be furnished by the ladies'
As a boy of 15 he served as fireman
.
with silk yoke and sleeve linings
quartet and a mixed double quartet.
on the steamer Gov. Bodwell. The
qhone 986-J and I will call on you with samples at
friends he made at that time, and
Right! Live NOW! Buy a re The last sermon in the series on
“Some ABC Lessons,” is the sub
those he already had In his native
q
your convenience
liable car now! Good looks! Good ject of Mr. MacDonald's sermon.
county will wish him success in his
Condition! Low Price!
Thc happy prayer and praise meet
C. A. HAMILTON
new venture.
fol
ing is hcld on Tuesday evening at
-CHESTNUT STREET
TEL. 986-J
ROCKLAND, ME,
7.15.
Thc St. Bernard Parish Players,
1929
Ford
Tudor
• • • •
J
A_
will present the celebrated threerMefe
Thc subject of the morning sermon
1927 Pontiac Sedan
act comedy, “Nothing But the Truth"
and a' Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
next month. This vehicle which the
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
at 10.30 will be "Super-Conquerors."
committee has selected for its an
1927 Essex Roadster
The choir will sing “Babylon,”
YOUR GROCER
nual spring show has enjoyed re
Michael Watson, and “O Give
markable runs on Broadway and
1929 Chevrolet Coach
WILL GIVE YOU
Thanks Unto the Lord,” Hosmer.
made more popular through stock and
1928 Willys-Knight Sedan The Sunday school will convene at
amateur companies throughout the
THIS STRAINER
12 o'clock
Epworth League will
country. It was chosen as the first
1929 Whippet Coach
meet at 6 p. m. to discuss the topic:
role in the "talkies" for Richard Dix
1926
Chrysler
Roadster
"What Has Jesus Meant to Others?"
and scored an instant hit in its ab
At the evening service the pastor will
breviated form. The comedy is well
1929 Ford Coupe
tell three stories. After each dis
balanced and gives an equal oppor
1928
Pontiac
Coach
cussion will bc invited on the ques
tunity to the 11 members of the cast
to display their talents The play
tion "Was this person a Christian?"
will bc presented in its original form,
After the discussion the audlftace will
WITH A JAR OF
with reheasals being held twice a
be asked to propose answers to the
question “What Is a Christian?"
week at present.
The choir will sing "Even Me,” John
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
C Warren, and the young people's
SALAD DRESSING
will be open Saturday nights here
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
orchestra will provide some more
after.—adv.
8-tf
good music On Tuesday evening the

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

C. W. HOPKINS

i

SHEfiWM-WllUAMS

PAINT* H EADQUARTERS

FLAT-TONE

$ .80

TIMELY TLGOETTIONT

E

EASTER IS APRIL 5th

<CEEgs>

LACQUER

It is not too early to have your
screens put in order for summer
and new ones made.
Look at our combination storm and
screen doors—remain on the year
round. Equally good for summer
or winter.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

FREE
NO-OIL

453 Main Street
Telephone 14
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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The Courier-Gazette

There will be no let-up in the Fed- j
eral war against Chicago gangsters
according to United States Attorney
General Mitchell. That's interest
ing and welcome news, but we would
have been even more interested to
have seen what would have hap
pened if Mayor Thompson's lead- ’
ing opponent had been successful in
the recent primaries.

With President Hoover as guest of
honor on board the battleship Ari
zona, surrounded by courteous and
cultured naval officials, and daily
putting more miles between himself
and Congress, there is no reason why
this should not be a real vacation
trip for the Nation's Chief Executive.
An aviation enthusiast says that
flying in an airplane is as safe as
sleeping in bed But we can’t forget
that statistics show that more people
die in bed than anywhere else.—
Nashville Southern Lumberman.

SOUTH THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Richard Howarth, superintendent
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
of Megunticook Woolen Co. and the
Seabright Woven Felt Co. for the
Rockland. Me.. March 19. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. past 35 years , has tendered his
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, resignation, to take effect March 31.
and that of the Issue of this paper of TJiis company has long been noted
March 17. 1931. there was printed a total for the manufacture of printers
of -6265 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
blankets, matrix blankets, roller and
Notary Public.
slasher cloths and other cloths used
In the day of trouble I will call for mechanical purposes.
The regular meeting of Camden
upon thee: for thou wilt answer me.
—Psalm 86:7.
Commandery, K. T„ will be held
March 24. and there will be work in
The significance of the new, the Order of the Temple. Refresh
ments will be served following the
"Montpelier," not only as a fitting meeting.
memorial to Knox, the Revolution
Mrs. J. L. Brewster will entertain
ary War hero, but as a work of art the Monday Club next week at her
on Chestnut street.
in itself, is going to be more widely heme
Seaside Chapter. O.E S . will meet
impressed upon the New England Monday evening and the degrees will
public with the formal dedication be conferred on a class of candidates.
Amity Lodge, F.&A.M.. holds its
in July. Even now it is the subject of
regular meeting March 27. There
widespread comment, as evidenced in will be inspection in the Master Ma
this paragraph from the editorial son degree, by Rt. Wor. D.DG.M.
columns of the Bangor Commercial: Ralph Clark of Rockland. Supper at
Boston does well to unveil a memo 6.30. Last evening there w’as work
rial tablet to one of its native sons. in the Fellowcrafts degree.
At the meeting of the past grands
General Henry Knox, a friend of
Washington revolutionary hero and and past noble grands of Knox *
the first secretary of war of the Lincoln Counties Wednesday evening
United States. But a memorial tab at I.O.O.F. hall, the following offi
let is not imposing when contrasted cers were elected: President, Luke S.
with the splendid reproduction of Davis, Rockland: 1st vice president.
Montpelier, the Thomaston home of Thomas P. Benner. Waldoboro; 2nd
Knox, that has been erected largely vice president, H. H. Chamberlain.
through the efforts of the Maine Round Pond: secretary, John P.
Daughters of the American Revolu Leach, Camden; treasurer. Leroy S.
Alley. Camden; executive commit
tion.
tee: W. S. Richards. Camden: F. E.
Bristol citizens have raised a fund Mathews. Warren; Elias Burkett.
Union; Perley Perry. Appleton; C. R.
of $2000 for the purpose of running Benner. Waldoboro; Frank Kerswell,
down and punishing the gang which St. George: J. T. Carroll, Rockland;
on the night of March 2 bombarded C. L. Boman. Vinalhaven; O. A.
the home of Charles W. Ferguson Poland, Round Pond.
The fourth quarterly conference of
with rifles, shotguns, stones and the Methodist Church will be held
pieces of ice. The money will also tonight. Rev. Albert I. Oliver of
be used in the investigation of the Auburn will preside. He will also
occupy the pulpit Sunday morning
attack on the home of Charles Sher and
in the evening the pastor. Rev.
man of Round Pond on the same A. E. Luce will conduct a gospel
night. It is entirely to the credit of service.
S. B. Haskell and Harold Corthell
decency in the Lincoln County town
are in Boston and New York on a
that such efforts should be made. business trip.
Down South they lynch negroes, but
The ladies auxiliary to the Sons of
they generally respect the sanctity Union Veterans will hold a food and
of the home. Maine, seeking to ad apron sale at A. S. Prince's store on
28.
vertise its attractions and virtues, March
Friends of George Parker who has
should carry no such blot.
been ill at his hornet on Mechanic
street, will be pleased to learn he is
In the course of his talk before the convalescing.
Baptist Men's League Wednesday
WARREN
night Judge Pinansky made inci
Monday evening St. George Lodge
dental allusion to the inconsistency
of Masons was presented with a large
of barring prize fight pictures from silk flag, staff and holder. The donor
the films in Maine, yet permitting i was Barlow H. Wetherbee of Yonkers,
prize fights themselves. And while N. Y.
Mrs. Robert Walker and Mrs. Willis
we are on this subject (holding no
Vinal entertained at cards Tuesday
brief for the promoters of pugilistic evening at the home of the former
matches) why is it not also incon Mrs. Fred Campbell and Mrs. George
sistent to bar real matches and pe»- Newbert were awarded first honors,
mit the showing of fake fights which the consolation prizes going to Miss
Edna F. Boggs and Mrs. Benjamin
are apparently much more aggres Starrett.
sive and bloodthirsty. Legislature
The Warren taxi is now making
seems to be seriously considering the I daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
removal of the ban on the showing of postofflee at 1.05.
There is a home-like atmosphere
fight films.
at the Millsyde Lunch. James Gan
non of Billerica. Mass., who is finish
The country is speculating as to overseer in the mill, and Mrs. Walter
what happened when President Blake of Oakland, also employed in
Hoover and Senator Borah met in the mill, were quite surprised to have
their birthday anniversaries, which
their luncheon conference this week. apparently coincided as to date, re
The gentleman from Idaho gave membered by Mrs. S. A. Watts who
splendid support to Hoover as a set before them Sunday a pleasingly
Presidential candidate, and it is a decorated angel cake with a delecta
chicken dinner.
pity that these relations have not bleMrs.
Emily Hodgkins, who has been
continued for the country’s good. It spending the winter with her daugh
is perhaps no crime not to be "regu ter Mrs. Ida Mallett in North Waldo
lar” in politics, but can it be that boro reopened her home here Tues
Borah has always been right, and day.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Young are
the rest of the world out of step.
being congratulated on the arrival of
a son, March 19.
Public works contracts amounting
Lewis Robinson, who has spent the
to nearly $80,000,000 were made last vacation with his grandparents, Mr.
week, bringing the total since Dec and Mrs. Lewis Young, returned Sun
day night to his home.
1st to $781,819,726, which certainly 1 There w’ill be a regular meeting of
ought to be a tremendous boon in Mystic Rebekah Lodgej March 23,
relieving the unemployment situa and also a rehearsal.
James Gannon expected to spend
tion. Among the projects placed
the weekend at his home in Billerica,
under contract last week were the j Mass.
construction of a Hancock County I While at work on the snowplow
courthouse at a cost of $150,000; and i Wednesday. Charles Dolham received
a $40,000 addition to the Belfast i a serious injury to one of his fingers.
Mrs. Oscar Starrett and Mrs. Anlibrary.
geline Greenough entertained Mrs.
John Robinson of Rockland and Mrs.
The gubernatorial ice has been Benjamin Watts. Thursday.
Mrs. Hannah Hastings of Portland
broken by the announcement that
has been home ill from an attack of
Robert Hale of Portland, former neuritis.
speaker of the House, is soliciting
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett entertained
support. The potential candidates at cards in a very interesting man
have been somewhat shy in announc ner at Mrs Flora Peabody's Thurs
day evening, all the guests being re
ing their aspirations, but perhaps quired to attend costumed in a child
Mr. Hale's boldness will start the ish manner or else pay a fine. Many
procession. Meantime what has be amusing dresses were seen, first prize
come of the Eastern Maine candidate going to Mrs. Evelyn Robinson who
had adopted a Lord Fauntelroy suit,
who was to be put in the running?
and the prize for the worst to Mrs.
Florence Gardiner who was cos
Associate
Justice Charles P. tumed as a tomboy with marbles in
Barnes, of whom, unfortunately her pockets and other nondescript
articles boys have the name of carry
Rockland caught only a glimpse ing. Hair ribbons seemed to be all
before Supreme Court was succeed the vogue, too. Prizes were given to
ed by the Superior Court recalls how the four holding the middle scores,
Mrs. Grace Spear, Mrs. Nancy Clarke,
years ago he climbed Mt. Katahdin. Mrs.
Ruth Philbrook and Mrs. Nellie
when he had to leave his team 23 Wellington. Refreshments particu
miles from the summit. Reaching larly suitable for that kind of party
the top and overcoming many obsta were served—lollipops, chewing gum
cles, appears to have been one of and ice cream cones.

Judge Barnes' strong points.

Every-Other-Day
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Double Birthday Surprise
Two members of the Cuckoo Club,
whose birthdays occur this month
quite near together, were happily sur
prised Thursday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn. The
evening was pleasantly spent at cards
as usual, when in popped two ladies,
Mrs. B. E. Watts accompanied by Mrs.
Harvey Buber, bearing a handsome
birthday cake for Mrs. Hahn. At the
conclusion of the card playing ct
which honors were won by Alvah Sim
mons and Mrs. William Partridge,
two huge birthday cakes bearing
lighted candles were set before Mrs.
Arthur Starrett and Mrs. Hahn, who
gazed on in amazement, each having
thought the other was the one to be
surprised. In addition to the cakes
ice cream was served. Mrs. Hahn was
presented with a handsome pink glass
console set and hand painted candles
in behalf of the club and Mrs. Star
rett with a necklace and an exquisite
picture.

Warren folks will be pleased to
learn the Warren Taxi will make
daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
postoffice at 1.05, daily, except Sun
day. One way, 60 cents. Tel. WarI ren 0-12.—adv.
35-36

Town meeting is to be held Mon
day. Everybody should be present to
i help settle satisfactorily the matter
j of the new bridge and of the town
i taking over the street lights here in
| the village. Both topics are being
diligently discussed now in the stores
exr.; Hattie M. Prescott, late of Rock but whether the same orators will
land, deceased, Stephen G. Prescott hold forth at town meeting remains
of Rockland, exr.; Thomas O. Long, to be seen. However, the ladies are
late of Thoenaston, deceased, Hen bringing up powerful arguments in
rietta M. Long of Thomaston, favor of the town taking over the
exx.; Ella M. Coggan, late of Union, lights, as the few’ who have engi
the earning of the money for
deceased, Willie A. Coggan of Union, neered
exr.; Leroy E. Harding, late of War their up-keep, feel that they do not
ren, deceased. Clara V. Hosmer of get any more benefit than the other
Warren, exx.; Nellie S. Wade, late of citizens, and that public spirit can
Rockland, deceased, George T. Wade be crushed if kept at work too long
of Rockland, exr.; Louisa F. Ma in a hot kitchen or forced to do too
honey. late of Vinalhaven, deceased. much pleading with others to do their
Mertie E. Mahoney Carver of Vinal share.
The ladies' aid will serve the usual
haven exr.; Blanchard T. Orne, late
of Thomaston, Cora B. Orne of fine dinner of beans, doughnuts, pies,
pickles, bread, tea and coffee at the
Thomaston, exx.
Petition for administration filed for regular price in the Grange hall
notice granted: Estates Lizzie A Monday noon. Every woman who
Carroll, late of Rockport, deceased. has not been otherwise solicited will
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport, please send either pie or doughnuts.
administrator;
Edward
Shuman
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
Mitchell, late of Camden, deceased. children and Miss Jeanie Dk McSimeon N. Butler of Camden, admr.; Conchie motored to Augusta Sunday
Avery P. Starrett. late of Warren, to visit relatives.
deceased. Mae E. Starrett, of WarMiss Miriam Wiggin is the guest o!
ren. admx.
relatives in Camden for a week.
Petition for distribution filed for
Miss Celia Crowley is the guest of •
notice: Estate William M. Cunning
ham late of Rockland, deceased, filed her grandmother in Ash Point this
week.
by Edward C. Payson, admr.
Harold Rackliff has resumed his
Petition for allowance filed for no
tice: Estate Lena Colson, late of work in Sandner's Bakery. Rockland.
Nature lovers who are watching for
Rockland filed by William S. Colson
early birds should call at the home
widower.
Petition for perpetual care of of Ivan Rackliff where a tree full of
burial lot filed for notice: Estate all kinds can be seen every morning.
Mary C. Tyler, late of Rockland, filed However, a close observer can detect
that the birds are the product of Mr.
by Louise M. Tyler Randall, exx.
Petition for license to sell real es RacklifTs jackknife during the long
tate filed for notice: Estate Freder winter evenings.
Business at Cliff's Garage has In
ick A. Sherer, filed by Margie S
creased to such an extent that ne
Ingraham, guardian.
Accounts filed for notice: Estate has employed an extra man. A. E.
William M. Cunningham, late of Gray of Thomaston is working with
Rockland, first and final account him now.
filed by Edward C. Payson, admr.:
Under the will of the late G. A.
Frank S. Keep, late of Rockland, first Babb of Camden, who was formerly
and final account filed by Herbert W a South Thomaston boy. the church
Keep, admr.: George A. Babb, late here was given $2000 with the condi
of Camden, first and final accoun' tion that should three years pass
filed by C. Wilkes Babb, exr.; Addie without a minister the money would
L. Roberts, late of Vinalhaven, first revert to conference. The gift will
and final account filed by Allston P. help very materially in the support of
Roberts, admr.; Elisha S. Roberts a preacher but yet in order to pay the
late of Vinalhaven. first and final cost of an up-to-date speaker and
account filed by Allston P. Roberts, trained social worker, which we need
admr; George C. Hawes, late of here, much work must be done, too.
Union, first and final account filed
A business meeting was held after
by Lizzie R. Hawes, admx.
the service last Sunday evening when
Inventories filed: Estates Annette those interested suggested various
Denig Jones, late of St. George forms of activity for church and the
$58 625.13; Rosaltha E. Rokes, late of reopening of the Sunday school.
Appleton. $1311.25; Katherine Mather However, the matter of a minister
late of Rockland, $893.73.
must be arranged by the conference.
Dr. A. I. Oliver, district superintend
ent. will be in tow’n scon to learn the
• » « ’ ’ MHWW mind of the people. It is hoped that
everyone will speak freely to him just
what they desire in regard to the
REAL ESTATE
church. As there are only three resi
dent church members it is the voice i
TRANSACTIONS
of the community which will decide'
matters.
'(SvijY/i)

“FREE WHEELING”

PROBATE COURT
Wills allow’ed: Mary C. Hall, late of
Rockland, deceased, Henry C. Chattu
of Rockland, exr.; Aaron M. An
drews, late of Rockport, deceased. Z.
M. Dwinal of Camden, was appoint
ed admr. c.t.a. Walter L. Conant,
late of Camden, deceased. May Con
ant of Camden, exx.; L. W. Seavey,
late of St. George, deceased. Albert
B Seavey, of St. George was ap
pointed exr.; Hattie M. Kalloch, late
of Rockland, deceased, Overness Sarkesian of Rockland was appointed
exr.; Frank L, Levcnseller, late of
Rockland, deceased. Eva Levensellpr
Athearn of Rockland, exx.
Petition for administration grant
ed: Estates Cora B. Millay, late of
Camden, deceased. Charles A. Perry
of Camden, was appointed admr.;
Francis A. Ginn, late of Vinalhaven,
deceased. Carrie F. Ginn, admx.;
Mary E. Dickey, late of Thomaston,
deceased. Rodney I. Thompson of
Rockland, admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.
Petition for distribution granted:
Estate Mary C. Tyler, late of Rock
land, deceased, filed by Alden L
Tyler and Louise M. Tyler both of
Rockland.
Petition perpetual care of burial
lot granted: Estate Annie Sprowl.
late of Rockland, deceased, filed bv
Edward K. Gould admr.
Petition for guardian granted: Es
tate Mildred A. Smith, of Rockland.
Sarah F. Griffin of Rockland was
appointed guardian.
Petition for conservator granted:
Estate Margaret A. Orbeton. of Cam
den. Leroy McDermott of Camden
was appointed conservator.
Petition for reduction of bond
granted: Estate Dorothy M. Feeney
Accounts Allowed: Estate Mary C.
Tyler, final account filed by Alden L.
Tyler and Louise M. Tyler Randall,
exrs ; Isaac E. Philbrook. first and
final account filed by Arthur E.
Philbrook. admr.; Nathan M. Leach,
first and final account filed bv
Loring J. Orff, admr.; Florence K.
Curtis, late of Camden, final account
filed by J. F. Carver, admr.; Emma A
Wilson, late of Beverly, Mass., final
account filed by- Arthur K. Story,
exr.; Luetta B. Storer. of North Waidoboro. Maine, fourth account filed
by Addie M. Storer. guardian.
Wills filed for notice: Bert F.
Bowley. late of Camden, deceased.
Sadie E. Bowley, of Camden, exx.:
Minnie C. Deane, late of Union, de
ceased, Howard D. Deane of Union,

Boy Scouts
The regular meeting of Troop Ne.
2 was held in the Methodist vestry.
Thursday evening, with a good at
tendance. _____
A special feature was a talk by
troop
committeeman
Britt on
"Orientation." It was very interest
ing and instructive Mr. Gregory,
another committeeman was also
present. The committee plans to
have a special speaker for everv
meeting. It is hoped that a still
larger attendance will be present
next meeting which will be featured
by a mock Court of Honor.
• • • «

Court of Honor will be held next
Friday night in the Congregational
vestry at 7.30. Scouts should attend
in full uniform

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Repair Gang's recent victory
over the Cement Quarry was a mat
ter of only 19 pins, the victorious
margin being accumulated in the
I9st string. Davis had high string
(109) and high total. The summary:
Cement Quarry — Fetterole, 441;
Davis, 475; Warren. 328; Hunt, 452;
Roes. 416; total. 2112.
Repair Gang—Huber, 373; Calder
wood. 462; Kelley, 431; Reynolds,
445; Nash, 420; total. 2131.
« • • •

The Dragons defeated the Five
Aces 94 pins at Carr's Wednesday
night, seven of their 15 strings being
better than 100. All of the honors
went to Atwood who bowled 122, 118
and 104. The summary:
Dragons—Lynch, 285; Pomeroy,
260; Atwood. 344; Cates, 309; Hast
ings. 294; total. 1492.
Five Aces—Lindsey. 264: Shields.
293; Stone, 272; Clukey, 298; Mitch
ell, 271; total, 1398.
« • « «
Ford Motor Co. beat Rockland
Body Shop three pins Thursday.
Jameson had high string (105) and
high total. The summary:
Ford Motor Co—Black, 256; Cope
land, 283; Jameson, 298; Porter, 287;
McPhee, 276; total, 1400.
Rockland Body Shop — Harjula,
282; O. Nelson, 284; Johnson, 284;
Newbert, 284; E. Nelson. 263; total,
1397.
• • • •
Last night's cores at Carr's alley:
Federals 1377, Street Railway 1354;
Ail Stars 1432, Wholesalers 1395. At
the Star alleys Black & Gay 2312,
Teel's Cement Wonders 2240.

Rosie May Carle of Camden sold
land in Camden to Benjamin H
Munroe of Camden.
Harold B. Kaler of Washington sold
land in Washington to William
Thomas Whitmore of Washington.
Everett L. Thompson of Rockland
sold land in Rockland to Frederick
E. Thompson of Rockland.
Ernest E. Knight of Rockland sold
land in Warren to William O. Mank
of Warren.
William O. Mank of Warren sold
land in Warren to George M. Sim
mons of Rockland.
John A. Frost of Rockland sold land
with buildings thereon in Rockland
to Charles W. Morton and Blanche
E. Morton.
John L. Wood of St. George sold
land in St. George to James HenryLowell of St. George.
Mary L. Asiala of Vinalhaven sold
land with buildings thereon in Vinal
haven to Henry Merchant of Vinal
haven.
Elden H. Hannan of Appleton sold
land in Appleton to Altion O. Pease
of Hope.
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to Francis H Ma
loney of South Thomaston.
Jonn R. Ham of Rockland sold iand
with buildings thereon to Albert H
Robbins of Rockland.
Bessie R. George of Owl s Head
sold land with buildings thereon in
Owl's Head to Edith R. Young of
Owl's Head.
Ellen C. Borneman of Warren sold
land in Warren to Eugene F Durg^n
and E. Viola Durgin, both of War
ren.
Oscar W. Carroll of Rockport sold
land in Rockport to the State ot
Maine.
Lawrence Packing Company of
Rockland sold land in Rockland to
G. A. Lawrence Co. of Rockland.

SOUTH THOMASTON
At the church Sunday evening,
March 22, there will be a church
school business meeting immediately
following the regular service. It is
hoped that all parents who desire a
Sunday school will realize the import
ance of attending this meeting. Be
sides electing the school officers a
committee should be appointed to
have charge of the Easter concert if
it is the wish to have the concert.
The following quotation from Ed
ward Everett Hale is well worth
memorizing: "Coming together is a
beginning: keeping together is prog
ress; working together is success."

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel
Many rooms with pnvate balconies.

It is hardly believable that the New Ford Car can now be had with FREE
WHEELING.
To make your Bicycle “RUN” you pushed on the pedals. Your feet and legs were
the “MOTOR.” The faster you pushed the faster you rode. A Bike without
coaster brakes had to be pedaled all the time.
When you stopped pedaling, your feet and legs rested, while your Bicycle coast
ed on momentum. Then, when you resumed pedaling faster than the Bicycle
was coasting, you again propelled the Bicycle.

A demonstration in one of our New Model A’s with FREE-WHEELING will
prove the following great advantages:
1.

The elimination of back lash, the most prevalent cause of wear.

2.

The elimination of shifting gears from second to high or from high to sec
ond without disengaging the dutch.

3.

Economy—in gasoline, oil and repairs.

4.

Adds to safety of car operation on slippery pavements, curves, etc.

Why not enjoy these driving advantages in a New Ford?

NEW LOW DELIVERED PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Roadster, .......................................................... $518.00
DeLuxe Roadster .............................................
563.00
Phaeton
...........................................................
523.00
Coupe ................................................................
578.00
DeLuxe Coupe.................................... ..........
613.00
Sport Coupe .......................................................
588.00
Tudor Sedan ......................................................
578.00
DeLuxe Phaeton ...............................................
668.00
Fordor Sedan..................................................
678.00
Cabriolet ...........................................................
683.00
Town Sedan........................................................
718.00
Victoria Coupe .................................................
668.00
DeLuxe Sedan....................................................
718.00
Station Wagon............................................
708.00

Above prices are fully equipped delivered

U C C PLAN FOR FORD PURCHASERS
Free wheeling device installed, optional at small cost.

Forty-two per cent of all cars sold in 1930 were FORDS. Why? Because the
Ford is not alone the most popular car, but is value far above the price.
All Model A owners are cordially invited to come in and drive the FREE-WHEEL
ING demonstrator because the FREE-WHEELING device can be installed in their
present car.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Authorized F ord Dealers

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Freeman Elwell is ill with a
severe cold and is attended by Dr.
Brown of Rockland.
Mrs
Elbridge Simmons
and
daughters are visiting Mrs. Simmon-:'
parents in Minturn.
Mrs. Charles Burke was enter
tained last Saturday night at a bridge
party at the home of Mrs. Fairfield
Moor in Rockland.
Mrs Clifford Elwell and children
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
Snow.
Walter Drinkwater of the Burnt
Island Coast Guard station is on a
15-day leave of absence.
Philip York has returned home
from Rockland where he has been
the guest of his aunt Mrs. Margue
rite Harris.
Mrs. Eben Elwell spent Thursday
with Mrs. Abbie Clark at South
Thomaston.
»

PHONE 333
A FORD FOR EVERY SERVICE

RATES: (European)

on

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5 00 to $12.00 daily

Application
fJH. Mass

34-35

—
Austria is said to be considering
the adoption of a triple Parliament.
We extend our sympathy if that
The Farm Bureau will meet with means two Senates.—Florence Her
Lilia Morton March 24, subject, ald.
"Home Flower Gardens."
Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren ,
and Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union !
were Sunday visitors of their uncle. i
Henry Boggs, in this place.
The sale of ladies, misses' nnd
children's hats conducted by Mrs. A. |
W. Payson, is receiving good patron
age. •

EAST UNION

Manager

Hotel

j

J
—■M

Stamford-in-tbeCatiluU*. N. Y

First commercial production of
rubber has begun in the United
States. That ought to put some snap
into the situation.—Omaha WorldHerald.
te At the Sic
;North Nation'

of
'
Banlf

PRINCIPLE
The first great principle of success is accumulating

a reserve fund.

It stimulates energy and gives

financial standing—assuring happiness and suc
cess. Open an account now with this Bank.

Little drops of water
A single drop of water will not fill a pond
but enough of them will cause a flood.
Falling incessantly in the same spot drops
of water will wear a hole in the hardest
stone. It’s the same with money. A dol
lar alone, is not a great deal of money. But
enough of them will make a fortune. A
dollar a week in a savings account be
comes over $52.00 in a year, and nearly
$1600 in twenty years. Consider your
dollars collectively instead of singly. Start
putting them at work for you in a savings
account at this hank.

North National Bank
>n

Rockland, Main©

APRIL, 1919
That wasn't so long ago, but TWENTY-SIX SHAREHOLDERS IN
THE ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASEOCIATION have ac
cumulated the very respectable sum of

$37,311.52
in that short time, and they will receive that amount in cash for
their shares which will mature April twentieth. This is the way it
comes about, and isn't it an ideal and easy method? They sub
scribed for 184 shares on which they have paid $1.00 per month on
each share, thus saving

$26,496.00
They have been credited with semi-annual dividends at the rate cf
5'2% per annum, which gives them a profit on their savings of

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Service

□one to
October)

Dinins Room Service Unsurpassed Masclyr.n

Electric

FIRST GREAT

Safety

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S, E.
Booklet

OUR SERVICE FOR EVERY FORD

FIRTSTONE Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Gas, Oil, Greasing, Washing,
Polishing

HOTEL

GRALYNN

PHONE 334

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.

$10,815.52
These shares arc distributed as follows:
ROCKLAND ............ .... 133 SHARES
CAMDEN ...........
5 SHARES
PORTLAND ............. ... 18 SHARES
SAINT GEORGE .... ....
4 SHARES
BANGOR ..........
...
5 SHARES
CUSHING ............... • ....
2 SHARES
OUT OF MAINE .... .... 17 SHARES

$26,969.74
1,013.90
3,650.04
811.12
1.013.90
405.56
3,447.26

You may deposit any amount up to $50.00 per month and these de
posits draw interest from the month of deposit.

Rockland BS Association
35Stf

Elks are requested to meet at
TALK OF THE TOWN ; Home
at 1.30 Monday to attend

the
the

I fourth quarterly conference and ani nual church meeting will be held.
Supper will be served by the Ladies'
Aid Society. Evening devotions will
be led by the pastor immediately
I after supper after which Rev. Albert
I. Oliver, district superintendent, will
preside over the business sessions.
Annual reports will be presented by
the pastor and by the chief officers of
■ all church organizations.

funeral of Charles A. Mitchell.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 23—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 25—Rockport—Easter supper at
Baptist church, auspices Ladles' Circle.
March 29-Palm Sunday.
April 1-4—Rockland's Sixth Automo
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
April 3 (3 to 9.30 p. m l—Educational
Club mee'.lng, Copper Kettle Porch.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Bird Day.

The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
will broadcast over Station WLBZ
Wednesday night from 7.15 to 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker of NewHaven were guests yesterday at the
Thorndike Hotel, while looking up
old friends.

John Watts, the versatile tonsoriA carton of shoes was lost from a
alist, at the Thorndike Hotel, is driv truck, between Belfast and Waldo- ;
ing a Buick sedan.
boro yesterday. Finder is requested
to notify the State Police.
Not quite so much water in Mirror
Lake as there was last spring, but
Axel Erkkla was fined $10 and
more snow on the watersheds.
costs yesterday, for trapping musk
Carlyle U. Brown and Ansel rats out of season. The arrest was
Saunders have swapped carrier made by Warden Davis.
routes, the former now having No. 6
Rockland High and South Portland
and the latter No. 4.
High tied yesterday in the chain store
There will be a card party at debate, the former winning here and
G.A.R. hall Tuesday night under the the latter in South Portland. A re
auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent, with port of the local debate is deferred to
Mrs. Helen Paladino as hostess. the Tuesday issue.
Buffet lunch will be served .
Raymond Thompson's deft brush
Col. Basil H. Stinson, past depart has transformed the ice cream de- '
ment commander of the American partment of Chisholm Bros, store at
Legion attended the reception given 438 Main street into a most attrac
in honor of National Commander tive parlor garden. Work of art.
O'Brien in Portland Wednesday
night.
The Celtics overcame a stubborn '
' lead in their game with Rockport
The Rockport High School basket High at Rockport Thursday night,
ball teams, boys and girls, were re and won out 13 to 11. Connon and
cently photographed at Champney’s , Frohock were the star basketeers for
Studio They didn’t win any pen the visiting team.
nants this year, but had plenty of
pluck and spirit.
Walter Lane of Warren, arrested
by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick for
The Stool-late Club which has 22 assault and battery upon William j
charter members and Charles M. Mank of that town, was fined $25
Lawry as president, holds its first and costs by Judge Butler yesterday, ,
social function next Thursday eve
ning, when the members and guests and sentenced to 30 days in jail.
sentence was suspended for one
hold a banquet at the Orange and Jail
year, on good behavior.
Black cafe.

The battleship North Dakota,
which was viewed with awe when she
passed her builders’ acceptance trials
on the Rockland course some years
ago, passed into the obsolete discard
the other day, and was sold to a
junk concern for $87,706.

Edna L., wife of William A. Stan
ley (former proprietor of the Stanley !
House) died at her home, 236 Cedar
street, this morning. There will be
prayers at the home Monday at 12 ;
o’clock and the remains will be taken
to Swan's Island where funeral serv
ices will be held at 2 p. m. Tuesday.

HATS

Seth Parker

SoLDBY BURPEE & LAMB

FOR SALE

used Cars
That will make New Friends
and Keep the Old
1930 PONTIAC CUSTOM SEDAN, like
new ............................ X....................................... $650.00
1930 PONTIAC SPORT COUPE, six wire
wheels; mechanically o. k............................ 650.00
l

1930 PONTIAC STANDARD COUPE,
driven only 1800 miles; extras.................. 650.00
1931 CHEVROLET SPECIAL 4-DOOR
SEDAN, with six wire wheels. This car
is new and it will pay you to consider it if
if you want a light, popular sedan.

1930 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR SEDAN, ma
roon color, like new........................................ 550.00

Also Some Good Buys, from $45.00 up

Ralph K. Hall, formerly of Rock
land, was defeated for re-election as
city treasurer in Bath, as the result
of factional differences which cul
minated in the last election. Eleven
ballots were necessary before he was
eliminated from the picture.

The Maine Central Railroad has
announced that another coach ex
cursion to Boston will be operated
over Easter. The low round trip rate
65 Limerock Street
Rockland
Tel. 1000
of only one fare plus 25 cents for re
turn ticket will be on sale, tickets j
35-lt
good going April 3 and 4. good for ,
Morse High School, with which return until April 7 inclusive.
Rockland High has had athletic rela
The W.C.T.U. held an all-day ses
tions for many years, will have two
Winners in this week’s classified- i
MICKIE SAYS—
sion Friday at the home of Misses
salutatorians at the coming com- Park Theatre puzzle are: Virginia
Alena and Ada Young. During the
mencement Katheryn Shorey and I Proctor, Ruth Richards, Leighton
forenoon much progress was made
Miriam Doble being tied for the I White, Sylvia Webster, Morris Gor- J
SOME READERS SAY OUR.
in finishing two layettes, one to be
honor with a four-year average of don. Don Huntley, Mrs. Frank Allen.
V/AktT ADS ARE THE BEST
used by Rev. Mr. Corson in the
91.82 percent.
! Jakie Smalley. H. Baker, Edward
READIWG IU TH' PAPER
Sea Coast Mission; the other for the
-------. Griffin, Mrs. E. K. Mills. Annie I..
0ECUX. THEY QFFER. SO
department of Americanization. At
The Salvation Army hallwas well! Nye. of Rockland; Charles Rackliff, i
MAKS' OPPORTUNITIES'
noon a delightful picnic lunch was
filled Thursday night withfriends' South Thomaston; Dorothy L. Star- !
OUR. V/AWT ADS ARE
enjoyed by the 16 members present.
and comrades who accepted the pub rett and Ralph Caven of Thomaston;
SMALL, SOT THEY
In the afternoon letters and reports
lie invitatiqp to hear Captain George and Hilliard R. Spear, Warren.
of interest to various departments
Martin and Lieut. Ralph Richardson,
were read. Posters were given out
officers in charge of the Bath Corps.
The Bates Glee Club concert at the i
for- display in the Sunday schools
Special musical numbers were pre High School auditorium Friday eve- '
tomorrow. Temperance Sunday. The
sented by a group of young boys who ning wen praise on all sides. The |
program on the subject of Anti
are members of the Bath Corps. outstanding numbers were baritone
narcotics, was led by Miss Ada
The lieutenant led the singing dur solos by Sylvester Carter, "Mandalay’
Young.
The State Anti-Cigaret
ing the testimony meeting and the and “The First Morning” but the
law was discussed. An article en
captain brought the Bible message, whole program was well balanced
titled. “Poisoning, Robbing and Kill
The
taking for his text, “Is thine heart and of excellent quality.
ing Our Babies” was read by Mrs.
“Garnet Trio” with their classical se
right?”
Helen Carlson, and a leaflet on “Is
lections formed a vivid contrast to
the Cigaret Destroying Our Young
An excellent piece of work of the melodious nonsense of the
People?" The World's W.C.T.U. con
interest to sportsmen has been done “Revelers" thus pleasing both ex
vention meets at Toronto in June
by Donald E. Clark at the Maine themes of taste in the audience. So
and Mrs. Carlson said she expected
Music Store. A whole section is now with Norman Demarco's violin solos
to attend. Plans for the meeting on
devoted to fishing tackle of every “Serenade" and “Memories of Child
April 3, which is to be a joint meet
known variety and realism is lent hood Days" followed by “Aloha” on
ing with the missionary societies of
by a life size log lodge with pelts the saw. Edward Small’s skilfull
the churches at the home of Mrs.
nailed to the wall and fishing gear manipulation of the xylophone was
Etta Stoddard, were discussed. Mrs.
about. A bench across the front in an especially popular number. The
Atherton was elected to act as local
vites rest while one inspects the fine orchestra work both in the concert
superintendent of department of
rods, etc., in an atmosphere needing and later at the dance won favorable
The gymnasium was
Temperance and Missions. Miss
only Mr. Tutt’s rusty stove pipe hat comment.
Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Lottie Gregory
and bedraggled “Rusty Miller” to decorated in the Bates colors. The
affair proved to be very gay and in
and Mrs. Kate Brawn were appoint
make it complete.
formal and the seniors’ Washington
ed a committee on refreshments. It
was voted to meet with the Educa
The Past Grands Association in fund reaped the profits.
tional Club on the evening of
session at Camden Wednesday night
Albert Sharpleigh. the veteran
April 17.
elected these officers: Luke S. Davis,
BORN
Rockland, president; H. H. Cham umbrella mender, is exhibiting a GUISTIN—At Rockland. March 20. to
berlain. Round Pond, vice president; cauliflower ear as the result of an
Mr and Mrs. Frank Gulstln. a daugh
ter.
John P. Leach, Camden, secretary; unexpected attack made upon him
by
Richard
Higgins
the
bewhiskered
YOUNG—At Warren. March 19. to Mr.
Leroy Allen, Camden, treasurer.
stranger
who
has
been
seen
on
the
and Mrs. Maynard Young, a son.
Officers of the Past Noble Grands'
Association. which* met 7nh7«mVUMto J?
wp„ek' carry‘ng *
MARRIED
Sharpleigf. who was at rest
________
place, the
same-i-kt
night...»
were elected fcane. Sharpleigh
BACHELDER-MacKENZIE-At the Bap
thus: Gertrude Benner, Waldoboro, after the day's work, puffing con
tist parsonage. Tenant's Harbor. March
tentedly at his tiipe, felt a sharp pull
20. by Rev. F W Barton, Granville N.
president; Alice Mathews, Warren, at
both of his furs, and looked up to
Bachelder of Martinsville anti Jean
Alta A. Dimmick, Rockland, and
MacKenzie of Rockland.
an array at whiskers which could
Grace Howe, Camden, vice presi see
belong to no# other than Higgins.
dents; Doris Hyler, treasurer.
DIED
“I am the eame of the air!” shouted
STANLEY—At Rockland. March 21. Edna
the
man
witfT
the
beard.
Sharpleigh
Our Rockville correspondent writes:
L. wife of William A. Stanley, aged
lots of pt-spect for the American
58 years. 6 months. 14 days.
“Deer seem to be wandering from has
eagle, but Do particular reverence
their haunts in The Bog and are for the kind that Higgins purported
CARD OF THANKS
frequently seen. The five recently to be, and in spite of his 80-odd
We desire to thank our friends and
observed by Lester Sherer and Luke years fetched an upper cut which
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
neighbors
floral tributes sent
Brewster browsing on the back slope should have knocked Higgins’ head at the timeforoftheir
our recent bereavement
of Dodge's Ridge were again seen from his shoulders, whiskers and all We also wish to thank those who sent
Sunday on the Chickawaukie Lake But the 75-year-old teaser executed cards during Mrs. Matthews' illness.
side of the ridge. Wednesday morn a cute little toe dance and whirled ’ W. B. Matthews. Mrs. W. D. Young.
TinNoTao/HO ro^\
ing on his way to the city Leroy out of harm's way. He applied for
Tolman had the pleasure of watch lodging at the police station that
WAIT YEARS wO\
ing seven deer on the slope between night, and the next sunrise found
1855
1931
the Holmes' and Davis' farms It is him following the advice of the late
YFARS OEFORr I
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
not unusual to see foxes on the hill Horace Greeley. Sharpleigh strokes
BEGIN* TO E/YJOy
Waldoboro
and
Rockland
sides also.”
his starboard ear tenderly and
Highlands
thinks lovingly of what would have
UFE
A young man with familiar fea happened if that uppercut had
Artistic Memorials in Stone
tures stared out of the columns of landed.
122S-tf
the Portland paper yesterday morn
ing and the accompanying news mat
ter told that Rodney E. Bucklin, na
tive of Cushing and former resident
of Rockland, had resigned from the
Older your Spring Suit and Top Coat within a few
Portland Fire Department to take
over a ferry line—steamer Lottie and
days and have it made to measure.
May. running between Portland Pier
SUITS $25.00 up; TOP COATS, $22-50 up
and Ferry Village, South Portland.
As a boy of 15 he served as fireman
with silk yoke and sleeve linings
it’ll
on the steamer Gov. Bodwell. The
lone 986-J and I will call on you with samples at
friends he made at that time, and
Right! Live NOW! Buy a re
those he already had in his native
your convenience
liable car now! Good looks! Good
county will wish him success In his
Condition! Low Price!
C. A. HAMILTON
new venture.

C. W. HOPKINS

L

EASTER IS APRIL 5th

The St. Bernard Parish Players
will present the celebrated three-’
act comedy, “Nothing But the Truth"
next month. This vehicle which the
committee has selected for its an
nual spring show has enjoyed re
markable runs on Broadway and
made more popular through stock and
amateur companies throughout the
country. It was chosen as the first
role in the “talkies” for Richard Dix
and scored an instant hit in its ab
breviated form. The comedy is well
balanced and gives an equal oppor
tunity to the 11 members of the cast
to display their talents The play
will be presented in its original form,
with reheasals being held twice a
week at present.
filo’s Repair Shop, Spring -treet,
I be open Saturday nights hereer.—adv.
8-tf
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Every-Other-Day

29 CHESTNUT STREET

TEL. 986-J

ROCKLAND, ME.

YOUR GROCER
WILL GIVE YOU

THIS STRAINER

FREE

1929 Ford Tudor
1927 Pontiac Sedan
1929 Oidsmobile Sedan
1927 Essex Roadster
1929 Chevrolet Coach
1928 Willys-Knight Sedan
1929 Whippet Coach
1926 Chrysler Roadster
1929 Ford Coupe
1928 Pontiac Coach

WITH A JAR OF

NO-OIL
SALAD DRESSING

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

RUSSIAN
CLEERCOAL
Ask the Man Who Burns It

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

i District Convention of the Re
In giving to the world this bekah Assembly was held at I.O.O.F.
imaginary citizen of Jonesport, hall March 18. There were about 180
the author did much for the present. Mrs. Marian Crosby of
religion of today, for Seth Parker Milo, president of Maine Rebekah
is true to the Maine and New Assembly, presided, assisted by
England of prayer meeting days. Deputy President Mary Dolliver and
Not only do millions listen in
Deputy Marshal Marian Mills of
on Sunday evenings but thous Rowena Lodge, who were very enter
ands of oldermen and women, all
taining. Unison Lodge of Bar Har
over this broad land, are touched bor conducted the work, and Astico
with regret, that in pursuit of of Northeast Harbor had charge of
'wealth and for ambition, they the memorial exercises. The work
have allowed themselves to drift was beautifully done and great credit
away from the simple faith of is due all who took part. Mrs
these Jonesport folk. Seth Park Crosby was presented with an elec
er has found response in the heart tric lamp. She was the overnight
throbs of his countrymen. Many guest of Mr. and Mrs. Byron Car
have drawn nearer to God and penter.
Beginning April 5, the services of
reconstructed the family altar of
other days.
the Larger Parish will be held for
Sunday evenings as they close six months at the Congregational
by singing, “God be with you, till Church. During the past six months
we meet again,” the writer sees they were held at the Methodist
The union
anew a midsummer afternoon. Episcopal Church.
The yacht Yokohoma. in a stiff church school will continue meeting
breeze, lee rail under, is scudding at the M E. Church as formerly.
Southwest Harbor friends of Mrs.
across Somes Sound.
Out in the middle of the bay, Hattie Gregory of Glencove were
sorry to learn that she had the mis
making rough weather of it, is a
dory. Two men at the oars, while fortune to fall and injure her hip. and
a third is closely wrapped and hope she may make good recovery.
Wednesday’s snowstorm was a real
silent in the stern. By good sea
manship a line is gotten aboard one, and in places the drifts were
and while the Yokohoma lies seven feet deep.
head to the wind, they inform us,
that the third man has been
UNION
blown up in a bad quarry acci
Miss
Wilma
Hills has returned to
dent and they were rowing him to
find a surgeon. After towing I Wollaston, Mass, to- resume her
them where they desired to land, studies at the E. N. College.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thompson of
as the boys cast them off all sang
“God be with you till we meet Lowell, and Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Dimagain.” Forty years have gone, mick of Wollaston, Mass., have been
we have never seen them and guests at the home of Mrs. R. C.
never shall, till perchance, we Stewart.
William Bjamhall was a dinner
meet again on another shore.—
I guest of Mrs. R. C. Stewart last week.
Seth Parker.
W. A. H.
Miss Cora M. Hawes of Union and
Boston is in Florida for a much
At the Congregational Church to- j needed vacation.
morrow Mr. Rounds will preach on —
the subject. “In the Valley of De
cision.” The Sunday school will j
convene at the noon hour. The'
Comrades of the Way will meet in
the vestry at 6 o'clock.

95 Per Cent Pure
20 to 30 Per Cent More Heat
75 Per Cent Less Ash
Absolutely Flexible

1

Shake your Grates only ONCE in Four Days
instead of twice daily
Less than a Barrel of Ash to a ton

TRY SOME NOW
We absolutely guarantee

CLEERCOAL
to contain the greatest amount of heat units
and leave the least ash of any anthracite produced
Dealers in practically every city and town in Maine

May be secured locally from

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
Rockland, Maine

A. R. WRIGHT CO.
Distributors for Maine
PORTLAND, MAINE,
TEL. FOREST 1620
35-lt

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Sherwin-Williams

Salvation Army weekend meetings
will include Saturday, 8 p. m., pub
lic meeting; Sunday, 10 a. m., Sun
day school and Bible class; 11, holi
ness meeting; 6.30, young people; 8,
salvation meeting. There are also
ness meeting; 6.30, young people; 8
p. m., for young people especially,:
and every Thursday, 8 p. m., a senior
meeting.
<> * ♦ *
At the Church of Immanuel, Uni- '
versalist, George H. Welch, minister,
Sunday services will be: 10.30 a. m.
servic eof worship, subject, “The
Great Physician;” 11.45 a. m. Knick
erbocker Class for men, E. L. Toner
leader; church school at 12, attend
ance pins for this quarter will be
awarded at the end of this month;
Junior Y.P.C.U. at 4 o'clock, and the
Senior Y.P.C.U. at 6. At the morn
ing service the choir will sing “O
blessed are they which loved thee," [
Osgood, and “Be still, be still," Scott.

PAINT® HEADQUARTERS
RENEW THE BEAUTY OF YOUR WALLS

Specif; S-W Flat-Tone
and engage t good
painter.

SHERWiN-WlLUAMS

FLAT-TONE
Velvety soft walls, restful and beautiful anyhome
can have them by using Sherwin-Williams FlatTone, the washable flat wall paint, walls that stay
beautiful without fading. Flat-Tone spreads easily
without brushmarks over smooth or rough plas
ter, wallboard or similar interior wall surfaces.
With Flat-Tone you can also produce the beautiful
and popular “Liquid Wallpaper” effects which are
suitable alike for either the simpleor the more pre
tentious home. Flat-Tone walls are every bit as
economical as they are attractive.

* * # *

Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
Littlefield Memorial Church, will [
preach at 10.30 from the subject, “A j
Miracle of Calvary." The choir will |
sing, “He sends it all in love," Lorenz.
Sunday school is at 11.45 with classes
for everybody. Baptism at the First
Baptist Church at 2.30. B. Y. P. U.
will meet at 6.15, subject. “Important
ideas in John 3:16," leader, Sherman J
Lord. The church orchestra will1
play for the praise service at 7.15
and the subject of the sermon is
“Another Miracle of Calvary." The
choir will sing, "Everybody needs the
Saviour," Lorenz. Prayer meeting on
Tuesday evening at 7.30.

Price per Quart

♦ * * *

“The Spotless Sun," is the subject1
of the sermon at the First Baptist
Church on Sunday morning. Mrs
Kathleen Marston is the soloist.
Tlfb church school meets at noon with I
classes for all ages. The Christian
Endeavorers meet at 6 o’elock with
Everett Frohock and Paul Merriam
as the leaders and "Important Ideas
in John 3:16,” topic. The people’s
evening service opens at 7.15 with the
prelude and sing splration service.
The question to be answered in the
five minute question period Is, “Was
Judge Pinansky right when he said
that the name ‘Christian’ was not
known for a hundred years after the
death of Christ?' The special music
is to be furnished by the ladies’
quartet and a mixed double quartet.
The last sermon in the series on
“Some ABC Lessons," is the sub
ject of Mr. MacDonald's sermon.
The happy prayer and praise meet
ing is held on Tuesday evening at
7.15.
• * • *
The subject of the morning sermon
a’ Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
at 10.30 will be “Super-Conquerors."
The choir will sing “Babylon,”
Michael Watson, and "O Give
Thanks Unto the Lord,” Hosmer, i
The Sunday school will convene at
12 o'clock Epworth League will
meet at 6 p. m. to discuss the topic:
“What Has Jesus Meant to Others?" '
At the evening service the pastor will j
tell three stories. After each dis-1
cussion will be invited on the ques
tion “Was this person a Christian?”
After the discussion the audience will
be asked to propose answers to the
question “What Is a Christian?”
The choir will sing “Even Me,” John
C Warren, and the young people's
orchestra will provide some more
good music On Tuesday evening the

$ .80

TIMELY JlGGErTIOM
S-W MAR-NOT
U-H

* * * «

At St. Peter's Church lEpiscopal), j
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for Passion Sunday: Holy com-j
munlon at 7.30; church school at j
9.30, matins at 10.15, choral eucharist i
and sermon at 10.30, the Way of the •
Cross at 4.30, evensong at 7 o'clock at1
St. John's. Wednesday, the Feast of
the Annunciation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, holy communion at
7.30. Friday, evensong and sermon J
at 7.30. Rev. Ezra Fefris, rector of
St. Stephen's Church. Portland, will
be the preacher. Saturday, evensong
at 7.30 p. m. The public arc welcome
at the Lenten services.

•••«..

ItJ.rMViiul

Faat-Dri

water-resisting floor varnish made to walk on.
Keep floors and printed linoleum beautinr
fu| j„ fl,e busiest homes. Per quart ... l.Z J

SW FI flflR FNAMF1
H

I LVUlY

L. .nlllLL

Rapid Drying

A beautiful enamel finish for wood, concrele or iinoleum floors. Wears well even
in heavy service.
qjPer quart.................................
. JJ

C W QFMI WQTRF An interior paint with the hard-drying and
u'll uElTll'LUu I nL washable qualities of enamel. Dries
with half-enamel gloss. Per quart....................................................... HU

BRUSHING LACQUER
lacquer. Easily applied. Exquisite colors. Dries while you wait.

Per half pint.....................................................................

.60

It is not too early to have your
screens put in order for summer
and new ones made.
Look at our combination storm and
screen doors—remain on the year
round. Equally good for summer
or winter.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 Main Street
Telephone 14
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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THE FEATHERHEADS

Success

MOTORIST

FOR
THE

By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

Wood Alcohol, A Questionable Antifreezant
Its Poisonous Vapor Penders Its Use Somewhat Hazardous
ALCOHOL AS SOLD FOR USE in cooling systems la denature*
grain or ethyl alcohol, the same liquid as present in alcoholic beverages,
hut rendered unfit for drinking. Methyl cr wood alcohol, obtained from
the distillation of wood, although it is a somewhat more powerful anti
freezant than denatured alcohol, has not been used for this purpose
to any considerable extent and has never hitherto been generally
marketed for radiator use, partly because the supply of the distilled
liquid has been rather limited. Recently, however, a synthetic method
for producing methyl alcohol, chemically identical with wood alcohol,
has been developed and this product is being energetically pushed,
under a trade name, as a substitute for denatured alcohol. Everyone is
familiar with the fact that wood alcohol, when drank, causes blindness
and sometimes death, but it may not be generally realized that inhaling
wood alcohol vapor in sufficient concentration may also produce the
same dire results. This, however, is the fact and the Federal Public
Health Service has recently raised the question as to the possible
danger involved in the use of wood alcohol as an antifreezant, on ac
count of the liability of motorists and garage workers becoming exposed
to breathing the toxic vapors given off when overheated cooling systems,
containing wood alcohol mixtures, are boiling in confuied spaces. An
official investigation as to the magnitude ot such dangers is being
conducted and, pending its results at least, motorists are advised to
be cautious in substituting wood alcohol for denatured alcohol, as an
antifreezant, especially as the former has a lower boiling point than
the latter and is thus more likely to give off vapors under given condi
tions of use.
SPARKS FROM THE EXHAUST be necessary to secure tightness.
W. F. D. asks:
What causes Even hot alcohol vapor, escaping

sparks to be delivered through the through

the overflow

pipe

may

exhaust pipe and w’hat is the rem damage the finish on the sides of
the hood, if boiling is allowed to
edy?

occur.

RUSTED RIMS
R. E. II. asks: What Is the best
way of removing rust from tire
rims? I find it very slo'w work
removing it with a wire brush or a
file. Is there any liquid which will
eat the rust off? What v the best
kind of pa nt to use on rims to
prevent their rusting?

Answer: These sparks are par
ticles of carbon, which become de
tached from the deposits formed on
the piston heads, valves and cylin
der head and are blown out with
the exhaust gases. If carbon is'
removed by scraping at frequent (
intervals or is kept from accumu
lating heavily by the constant use
of a liquid carbon remover, there j
will not be much of this sparking.
ALCOHOL DAMAGES CAR
FINISH

Care should be taken, when re
filling with alcohol antifreeze, not
to spill any of it on the finish of
the car, for it will destroy its'
lustre and may even dissolve the ,
lacquer unless it is immediately
wiped off. The ftller cap should
make a liquid-tight joint with the
radiator filler neck, so that in case
the antifreeze overheats it cannot
boil over on the hood. Replacing
the gasket under the filler cap may ;

Had to Produce Proof
of Claimed Accident

The man with a black eye and
badly scratched face, who was
smashing up a new, good-looking
motor car with a sledge-hammer,
naturally attracted a crowd. He
would hit the car, pause, take a
deep breath, and hit It again. He
aimed blows at the running board,
mudguards, radiator and wind
shield.
“Your car?" asked a bystander.
“My car,” said the man, as he
smashed a headlight.
He surveyed the result and grant
ed with satisfaction. Then he
handed the hammer to a garage
man—who, It turned out, had lent
it to him—got In the car, and
drove off. As he disappeared the
garage man explained what it had
all been about.
“That fellow got mixed up In a
fight last night,” he said. “Got 1
badly knocked about, so he staved (
at a hotel Instead of goln’ home.
Called up his wife and told her
he’d been in an accident. So"—the
garage man shrugged his shoulders
—“so he had to have an accident."

Scotland Scores Again
The tailor discovered when ex
amining his stock that he had six
30-shllllng suits.
"I can't sell them at all," he con
fessed to his friend.
“Why not wrap them up and put
an Invoice In for five suits at 40
shillings and send them to MacNab?" advised the other sharp busi
ness man.
"What will happen then?” asked
the tailor?"
“MacNab will think that yon've
made a mistake and buy them at
once,” the friend replied.
The tailor called on his friend
three days later, and his face was
white with rage.
“You ruined me,” he cried. “1
sent the six suits to MacNab with
an Invoice for five, and he returned
five suits saying he did not order
them.”—Exchange.
Luck
Two friends were discussing the
various events which had taken
place in their lives since last they
met—a year ago.
“I’ve not done anything much at
my job,” said one. “I took a Job
as groom, and I've not had a min
ute’s peace since—on the go day
and night, and ordered about."
“That’s Just how I’ve been treat
ed,” broke in the other.
“Yon!” said the first, surprised.
"How can you be putting up with
my sort of life? You never took
on as a groom!”
"I did.” said the other, gloomily.
“I took on as a bridegroom!”
Worse

Answer: We would suggest tak
ing these r’ms to a tire shop where
they have a power - driven wire
scratch brush. This will accom
plish in a few minutes what it
would take many hours to do by
hand. We doubt if there is any
liquid which it is practicable to use
for this purpose. You had better
buy a can of regular rim paint,
which is to be had at any auto
accessory store. Some of these
paints contain rubber and some of
them graphite.

Elastie Clausa
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Clause 18, Section 8, of Article
I of the Constitution is called the
Elastic clause. It reads as follows:
"The congress shall have the
pewer ... to make all laws
which shall be necessary and prop
er for carrying Into execution the
foregoing powers and all other
powers vested by this Constitution
In the government of the United
States, or In any department or of
ficer thereof.” This clause does
not give any new power, but It does
give congress a wide latitude In
choosing means and passing laws
for carrying on the powers granted
elsewhere.

B
44

39

B
40

The sign “A” la called the am
persand. The term la a corruption
of the expression “and per se and,”
meaning "and by Itself la and,”
which refera to the fact that the
sign when followed by a c (Ac)
naans and so forth. More common
nowadays In this use is “etc.,” the
abbreviation of the Latin words et
cetera. The script ampersand, a
cross made with one stroke of the
pen, la atlU very common. In type
the ampersand is most commonly
used In the abbreviation of firm
names.

Mb

W 45

AH Maryland Territory

47

46

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I
HORIZONTAL
►-Large single-bladed 35- A notion
36- A Mohammedan
pocket-knife
proper name
^-Intentional killing
38-To move over ice on
of one man by
runners
another
j39-Scottish oap
9-Each (abbr.)
0-A three-toed sloth Ul-To revolve
[43-An archbishop of
1- Made of lead
Canterbury
♦-Heat-units
7-To spread for drying [45-Conjunction
46- Half an em
8- To worship
47- Fascinating
9-To cornode
dangerous women
O-Otherwise
2- Worthless leavings 48- Caused to sit down
4- To move with swift
VERTICAL
and headlong
1- A sea north of
motion
Germany
5- Separated
2- A school book
6- To make love to
I 3-A boy
7- A word used by
| 4-Those who work
magicians
miracles
O-Llcked up with the
| 5-Dwellers in a
"Hongue
metropolis
4-A ruminant with
I 6-A roe (Scot.)
antlera

VERTICAL (Cont.)
7- Mest dreadful
8- Paused
12- Eye (Scot.)
13-Comfort
15- Greek queen of the
gods
16- Mother
21-To let
23-Part of the stomach
of an ox, used for
food
27-Gems from the sea
23-Conductor of a
newspaper
29-To try
31- A British seaport in
Arabia
32- Apparent to
ev sty body
33- Obstructed with a
dam
37-Behold
40-Short for Alfred
,42-Part of “to be”
44-Flow of the waves

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

The original District of Columbia,
which was ten miles square, in
cluded a tract south of the Potomac
ceded by Virginia. No public
buildings were erected on that tract
and In 1846, upon petition of the in
habitants, It was receded by con
gress to the parent state. The pres
ent District of Columbia, which
comprises an area of about 70
square miles, was carved entirely
out of Maryland territory.—Path
finder Magazine.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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6 Short Cuts to Dinner
On Mother ’s Rush Days
By JOSEPHINE B. GIBSON
Director, Home Economics Dept..
H. J. Heinz Company

makers often must take short cuts
to the inevitable three meals a day.
At such times, everyone welcomes
dishes that are quick and easy to
prepare, yet are sure to prove ap
pealing to a family coming home
tired and hungry through the chill
Autumn dusk
Following are a few favorite re
cipes that should help you greatly
la planning quick-time menus for
just such busy days as these:

ROCHESTER AMERICAN INSURANCE
COMPANY
1 Liberty Street, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ............... $3,214,871 12
Cash in Office andBank ........
1.609 53
Agents' Balances
...............
44.221 43
Interest and Rents ..............
22,153 00

will bring almost instsnt raliaf7

Gross Assets ....................... $3,282,855 13
Deduct items not admitted .... 230.734 12

73 PARK ST.

Onion Long in Favor

Native to southern Asia or the
borders of the Mediterranean sea,
the onion has been esteemed an ex
cellent food from the earliest
I times, of which there are authentic
records. Egyptians cultivated on
ions at the dawn of their history.

Tork Chops and Baked Beans F.n

Cinnamon of Commerce

Cntrcrolc
pork vhopx:
can „.
Chen
lujjnvir.■ 6Baked
Beans 1,Veget
in ,
Stylei; 1 teaspoon sugar; % cup Ton..to
Ketchup.

Cinnamon is the bark of the un
der branches of a species of laurel
which is found chiefly in Ceylon
and In the East Indies. The trees,
which attain a height of 20 to 30
feet, are barked twice a year—in
April and November.

Fry .pork chops until nicely
brown. Add Baked Beans, sugar. I
and Ketchup, and mix lightly. Bake |
in a moderate oven (350 degrees F ) :
for about 20 minutes.

Everyday Chop Suey: be’eV0”0;
onions; 2 green peppers. 1 cup water ,
3 tablespoons butter. 1 teaspoon salt >«
teaspoon pepper; 1 medium can Cooked water. Cook until potatoes are
done, basting frequently with the
Spaghetti
Fry the chopped onions and green
pepper in butter until slightly
brown. Add the chopped meat anti
fry until brown. Add water, sea
son with salt and pepper and sim
mer for 10 minutes. Then add the
Spaghetti, allow to boil, and serve.

soup.

Left Over Meat and Tomato
c
2 tablespoons fat; 6 medium
CXlliCt9. size onions (thinly sliced*; 2

cups Cream of Tomato Soup; ft teaspoon
celery salt; 1/8 teaspoon pepper; 2 cups
cold cooked beef or veal cut In small
pieces, or an equal amount of cold sliced
meat; 1 teaspoon salt.

1 small can Cream of
Creole rork: Tomato Soup; 1 small Melt the butter in a frying pan,
can Cooked Sphaghetti; 1 lb. ground raw- add the onion and cook over a low
pork; 1 tablespoon butter; 2 onions: *a flame until slightly brown, stirring
teaspoon salt;
lb. grated cheese; 14 cup
frequently. Add the tomatoes and
crumbs.

i

n

r

Chop onion’ fine and cook with
pork until brown. Drain off excess
fat, and add Spaghetti, Tomato
Soup and cheese. Turn into bak
ing dish and cover with crumbs
and butter. Bake 30 minutes in a
moderate oven (350 degrees F.j.

Potatoes Stuffed with Sausage:

8 large potatoes; 14 lb. link sausages: v«
cup water; 1 small can Cream of Tomato
Soup. '

Wasn and pare potatoes. With
a knife or apple corer cut a hole
through each potato large enough
so that a sausage may be inserted.
Drop sausages into boiling water
and cook for 3 minutes. Usert
sausages into potatoes, place 1n a
casserole, and cover with soup and
a

seasoning, and cook slowly until
thick and rich—about one half hour.
Then add the cold cooked meat,
heat thoroughly, and serve.

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
j

By NELLIE MAXWELL ,

To Conjure With

The expression, "a name to con
jure with,” harks back to the time
when conjurers claimed to perform
their tricks by uttering some “name
of power," such as Solomon.
Constitution in Type

In a regular issue of Dunlap A
Claypoole’s Pennsylvania Pocket
and Daily Advertiser appeared, on
September 19, 1787, the first official
printing of the Constitution.

If you have built castles In
the air, your work need not be
lost: that Is where they should
be. Now put foundations under
them.—Thoreau.

Various Good Things

SALAD may be made from so

many different food combina
Ations
that one need never be at

Infants’ Heads Flattened

The Chlnookan Indians indulged
1 cup tuna flxh; 2 tablespoons butter; 2 , In the practice of flattening the
tablespoons flour; 14 teaspoon salt; Dash
heads of their children. A board
of Worcestershire Sauce; 114 cups milk;
attached to the cradle board of the
3 tablespoons Preserved Sweet Gherkins;
Paprika; 1 tablespoon minced parsley;
infant brought pressure to bear
buttered toast.
upon the forehead which soon llatSteam fish over hot water until
tened it.
thoroughly heated. Melt butter In
a saucepan, add flour and salt, then
Chrysanthemum
gradually add milk. Cook until
In
Japan
a method is known of
thick and add the chopped Gher
one chrysanthemum plant
kins. Place the fish on a platter, | making
bear as many blossoms as possible.
pour sauce over it, and sprinkle
It is called senrinzukurl. By this
with paprika and parsley; or serve
method one plant was made to bear
on slices of buttered toast. '
1,100 flowers on one stem.

"- Pa

—

Divided Treasure

In Roman law, ‘‘treasure-trove,’’
called “thesaurus" and defined us
an ancient deposit of money found
accidentally, was divided, half go
ing to the finder and half to the
owner of the land upon which It
was found.

Tuna Fish with Pickle Sauce:

m m M e« eai-

a

Fox Dogs
Foxes can be trained to act as
watch dogs. Farmers sometimes
use them for that purpose and find
them efficient. They are very fierce.
—London Answers.

loss for one. An apple, a few dates,
a slice of mild onion, will make a
Faith Personified
most tasty combination. A slice of
tomato, topped with chopped onion
An Infidel today scoffed at faith.
and celery, or chopped cucumber
Then he went into a restaurant and
and onion; a bit of chopped green
ate hash. No man has greater
pepper and any dressing at Land
faith than the man who eats hash.
will make another.
—Atchison Globe.
Arrange alternate slices of or
ange and tomato on lettuce. Sprinkle
It’s a Good Idea
with finely chopped celery and serve
They are now talking of “human
with french dressing.
izing ichthyology,” and the first
Coffee Souffle.—Scald one cupful
step to a raw outsider’s view. Is to
of milk with one tablespoonful of
change the spelling of it—Savan
coffee and strain. Add four and
nah Morning News.
one-half tablespoonfuls of tapioca,
a dash of salt, and cook until the
Nature Faking
tapioca Is clear, stirring frequently.
Now add one-third of a cupful of
We have long suspected Mr.
sugar, cool, add three beaten egg
Aesop’s reputation as a fabulist
yolks and fold In the stiffly beaten
dated from the time he said a fox
ONE
CAN
HARDLY
BEwhites. Pour into a greased baking
liked grapes.—Kansas City Star.
' LIEVE IT
dish and bake In hot water in a
moderate oven for one hour. Serve
It’s Really Quite a Tribute
"Oh, my, one can hardly be
with:
Anthropologists always go away
lieve it!” cries Mary. She is read
Custard Sauce.—Combine one and
from home to search for the miss
ing a letter from her friend Tom
one-half cupfuls of milk, three
ing link. Thanks for the compli
my. Tommy says he is having
egg yolks beaten slightly, one-third
ment.—Toledo Blade.
of a cupful of sugar, one-eighth
a wonderful time and is sitting
tenspoonful of salt, one-fourth teaunder a tree writing this letter.
Weight of Gold
spoonful of vanilla, added after the
He drew a picture of the tree and
above mixture has cooked In a
One thousand dollars In gold
if you want to draw it too, take a
double boiler until the mixture
weighs 53.75 troy ounces, which Is
pencil and join all the numbered
coats the spoon. Chill, fold in onethe equivalent of 3.68 pounds
dots
together,
starting
with
dot
fourth of a cupful of cream just
avoirdupois.
number
one
and
ending
with
dot
before serving.
number forty-seven.
Crab Mornay.—Pour three table
Mystery of Figure,
spoonfuls of lemon Juice over oneWoman’s intuition is wonderful,
half pound of crab meat. Melt four
Advertising school of music offers but not when sue tackles the fam
tablespoonfuls of butter in a sauce Crooning in Ten Easy Lessons. Easy
ily budget—Shoe aud Leather Re
pan, add the crab meat, one tea on whom’—Arkansas Gazette.
porter.
spoonful of salt, two chopped red
peppers and a dash of white pep
per, Cook 20 minutes.
Honeymoon Divinity.—Boil one
cupful of honey, two cupfuls of
sugar, one-half cupful of orange
That's the cost of a bottle of
Juice until It forms a soft ball In
An Old Family
cold water, or when It reaches 240
Doctor’s Favorite
F. on the candy thermometer. Re
Prescription.
move from the fire and pour over
two stiffly beaten egg whites. Beat
The best household emergenfcy
remedy—nothing better for Croup.
until thick, add two cupfuls of
Colds.
Coughs, Colic, Cramp and
chopped raisins and 20 marshmal
Family Ills and Ails, safe for chil
lows shredded. Cut Into square*
dren. Buy it anywhere. You may
before it hardens.
need it any time.

BIG RETURNS FROM 35c

Ballard’s Golden Oil

(ffl 1930. Western NewepeDer Unlon.4

There is no more per

Unlucl^y Poker Hand

A freight steamship recently
reached New York from the Philip
pines with 500,000 feet of mahog
any for the manufacture of motor
boats. The timber Was cut from
trees estimated to have been from
800 to 1,000 years old.

FTER the lull of summer, when

AT EASTERTIDE

A “dead man’s hand” in poker Is
a hand containing a pair of aces
and a pair of eights. It is said to
be the hand held by Wild Bill
Hiekok when he was shot at a card
table in Deadwood, August 2,
1870.

If you were as thoughtful of peo
ple while in your car as you are
| when you are in your store, office,
' shop or home, your style of motor
ing would not be so much at fault.
What the world needs is more wellmannered motorists. — Atchison
Globe.
Old Mahogany

all the activities that crowd our
Alives
are in full swing again, home

STATE OF MAINE
County of Kuox. SB.
March 5. 1931.
Taken this seventh day of March A.
D 1931. on execution dated the fourth
day of March A. D. 1931. Issued on a
judgment rendered by our Justices of
our Superior Court holden at Rockland
within and for the County of Knox, on
the first Tuesday In February A. D. 1931.
In favor of Claes E. Boman of Vlnalhaven. In the County of Knox and State
of Maine, as he Is collector of taxes
therein for the year 1928. against George
Kay of Vlnalhaven 111 said County of
Knox and State of Maine, for the sum of
thirty-two dollars and
elghty-ftve
cents, debt or damage. and fif
teen dollars and thirty-six
cents,
costs of suit, and the least undivided
fractional part thereof that any person
bidding will take and pay the amount
due on the execution with all necessary
charges of sale, will be sold at public
auction, at the office of the Selectmen of
Vlnalhaven. on the seventeenth day of
April A D. 1931. In said Vlnalhaven at
2 o’clock In the afternoon, the follow
ing described real estate situated In said
Vlnalhaven. to wit: land bounded N. by
shore of Seal Bay, E. by land of Mrs. C.
I. Kittredge. S. & W. by land of C. E
Orcutt. Including the Emily Poole lot
(so-called) 23 acres.
WARREN BILLINGS.
32-S-38
Deputy Sheriff.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Fred L. Simmons of Warren.
County of Knox and State of Maine, and
Miles A. Simmons, formerly of Rockport
in said County of Knox, but now de
ceased. by their mortgage deed dated
October 5th, 1897, and recorded in Knox
County Registry of Deeds, Book 92. Page
624 conveyed to Linda O. Calderwocfd.
formerly of Vlnalhaven in said County
of Knox, but now deceased, a certain lot
or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Warren and
bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning on the North side of the
road leading from Warren to Camden
at a stake and stones on the East corner
line of land of heirs of Charles Spear
deceased; thence North 4*2 deg. East 22
rods to stake and stones on line of land
of said Spear heirs; thence North 30’2
deg. West 41 rods by said Spear’s line of
land to stake and stones at Southwest
corner of Blake line of land; thence
North 54 deg. East by said Blake line of
land 62 rods to stake and stones on line
of land of G. A. Miller; thence South
30’2 deg. East, 20 rods to stake and
stones at Northeast corner of line of
land of O. A. Fiske; thence South 59 Va
deg. West 20 rods by said Fiske line of
land to stake and stones at Northwest
corner of said Fiske line of land; thence
South 30’2 deg. East 74 rods by land of
said Fiske and land of Isaac Blake to
said Camden road to stake and stones;
thence Southwesterly by said Camden
and Warren road to place oi beginning.
beln" the homestead of the late Samuel
Simmons, now deceased,—which said
mortgage was assigned by Ralph W- Caiderwood, as Administrator of the Estate
of the said Linda O. Calderwood, to us,
the undersigned, together with the
mortgage debt thereby secured, by writ
ten assignment dated August 26th, 1922,
and recorded in Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 173, Page 173,—and
Whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, we claim a foreclosure of said
Mortgage.
Dated this seventh day of March. A. D.
1931.
LOTTIE E. STARRETT.
CHARLES R. CALDERWOOD,
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
March 7th. 1931.
Personally appeared the above sub
scribed Lottie E. Starrett and Charles R.
Calderwood. and made oath that the
above foreclosure notice by them signed
is true.
Before me.
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
32-S-38
Justice of the Peace.

The Great Need

HINTS

1

Every-Other-Day
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Admitted .............................. $3,052,121
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $55,978
Unearned Premiums ............. 438.213
All other Liabilities ............... 35.000
Cash Capital ........................... 1,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,522,929

sonal gift than a pho
tograph of yourself or

your children.

Champney’s Studio
Foot of Limerork Street

ROCKLAND. MAINE
34-36

VLNALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A. M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 120 P. M.,
Vlnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 6.00 P M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

143-tl

POULTRY WANTED
Large or Small Lots
CALLED FOR
We are in Waldoboro the first two
clays of each week and all week of
March 23-28.

Tel. Waldoboro 39
MEDOMAK HOUSE

Mass. Live Poultry Co.
27-39

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruisss
when

METHYL BALM
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in avery home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
ROCKLAND

Sent Poet Paid on receipt of pries
76 cants
•Itf

01
48
20
00
00
33

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,052,121 01
ROBERT U. COLLINS. Agent
375 Main St., Rockland. Me.
35-S-41
COUNTY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA
110 South Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate .................... -.... $ 62.880 00
Mortgage Loans ....................
7.000 00
Stocks and Bonds ................ 2,002,869 08
Cash in Office and Bank ......
97,213 30
Agents' Balances .................. 149.519 54
Interest and Rents ...............
14,744 00
All other Assets .....................
6.840 27

We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES MrKELLAR

WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3

Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tl

Gross Assets ..................... $2,341,066 19
Deduct Items not admitted
45.877 85
Admitted .............................$2,295,188
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $ 62 207
Unearned Premiums ............. 515 362
All other Liabilities .............
45.082
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 672.536

34 (

FUHERAL SERVICE

00
74
38
00
22 i

► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBUIANCi

Total liabilities and surplus $2,295,188 34
CLARENCE E. JOHNSON.
]
Agent, i
32-S-38
AMERICAN EQUITABLE ASSURANCE
COMPANY
of New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ......... $13,018,564 42
Cash In Office and Bank ---- 1,203.296 55
Agents' Balances ................. 934.226 45
Bills Receivable ....................
33.746 72
Interest and Rents ...............
21.928 99
All other Assets ...........
718,068 41

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450

781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. MARY E. REUTER
Osteopathic Physician

Gross Assets .................... $15,929,831 54
Deduct items not admitted .. 3.339.806 08

Graduate American School of

Admitted ....~.....................$12,590,025 46
Osteopathy
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ............ $ 892.496 40 400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
Unearned Premiums ........... 6.471,446 34
28tl
All other Liabilities ............. 1.226,082 72
Cash Capital ......................... 2.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,000,000 00

Total liabilities and surplus $12,590,025 46
E. C. MORAN Ac CO..
Agents.

I

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician

29-S-35
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
NORWICH UNION INDEMNITY CO
PHONE 136
New York. New York
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds
$3,845,748 50
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 315.351 04
Agents' Balances .................. 735.554 12
LET
Interest and Rents ..............
48 216 27
All other Assets ....................
.744 64 Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
Gross Assets .......................$s.0M.«i4 57 Papered and thoroughly cleansed,
Deduct items not admitted
90.680 68 ceilings whitened and floors refinished.

TO

Admitted .......... *................. $4,910,933
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $2,020,184
Unearned Premiums ........... 1.414.601
All other Liabilities ............. 26^.896
Cash Capital ............... ,........ 50(1,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 704.251

Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms

89 . vprv reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
'
, _.
22tf
16 Middle Street Tel. 1185-W
41
90
00
DR- ETHEL CRIE
42

Osteopathic Physician
Total liabilities and surplus $4,910 933 8
29-S-35
THOMASTON
— MAIN STREET,
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
of Hartford, Conn.
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
/
Every Saturday Morning
Real Estate ............................ $ 493.6>J2 47
23-U
Stocks and Bonds ................ 6 282.134 70
485.557 04
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents' Balances .................. 550,55(3 64
45.786 M11 1
Interest and Rents
-iL
7,0210 45
All other Assets
Gross Assets ....................... $7,864,744 41 f
Deduct items not admitted
489.141 11 I
Admitted ............................ $7,375,603
_
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
\
TOt Unpaid Losses ............... $ 340 2851 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 3,038.694', 99
All other Liabilities ............. 278.801 95
Cash Capital ......................... 1,000 000 DO
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 2,708.821 36

Total liabilities and surplus $7,375,603 /30
EDWARD W. BERRY Agent. ( i
40 Broad Street,
Rockland. Mairle.
29-S-35
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with th<?
home news, at the Old South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old Soutjfh
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 TreS
mont St.

4 RADIOEXPERT

0

R. W. TYLER

I

509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland

IN FIGHTING AGAINST

FLUGRIP
Keep the bowelt

open and taka

BROWN’S RELIEF
or rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Ce.

Every-Other-Da/
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A Look into the Future
Suppose a crystal gazer, gifted with the power to lay the future before our eyes, parts the curtains and gives us a glimpse into
the future—
Before our eyes unfolds a picture of CONTINUED and INCREASING prosperity for our America—already the most prosperous
nation in the world!
An increase of millions of population in the United States.
Transportation systems developed to such a degree that distant rural sections become easily accessible suburbs.
Industry, decentralized from the few congested areas, following the present trend toward the smaller community, closer to raw
material, lower overhead, ideal labor conditions.
A healthier, happier race, working shorter hours, taking full value of play hours, yet producing MORE in the shorter working time
because of increased efficiency of labor and machinery.
. . . But enough of the general—the picture changes, and in it place we see the future of OUR OWN COMMUNITY!
Opportunities have been grasped, possibilities realized. Ea'-’ sees the result of having done bis part. WE HAVE BECOME
THE ONE OUTSTANDING TOWN IN TEN WITH EVEN /
2EATER GOAL BEFORE US!
We have MADE people like us; trade with us; live with us
Not just through HAPPENSTANCE, but because we have made
OUR town a better place in which to live than other towns L-tier schools; better churches; better health conditions; better work
ing conditions; we have made OUR town more beautiful, -nd have given it a more pleasant personality!
We have made it a BETTER BUSINESS TOWN because we have made people like to come to do business with us. And we
have grasped our opportunities as they have been presented to us, and have made our town a good place to earn a living in by
bringing industry to it, and by expanding our trade radius.
Through our schools, churches, clubs and business organi .ions, we have perfected our present policy of making those living out
side our corporate limits FEEL THEY ARE A PART OF OUR TOWN, by joining with us in our every community activity.
Property values increased—business better—population
ubled.
Community detriments removed; community possibilitie: -nproved!
Health, wealth, prosperity for all, because we all did our part!
And from the inspiration of this fleeting glimpse into our future we turn to TODAY and DO our part in the fulfillment of this
future for our community!
The past, the present, and the future! We have reviewed the past of our community with
respect and reverence for the pioneers of this community; we have safeguarded the pres
ent with a sincere study and survey of community conditions and problems; NOW
LET US SAFEGUARD OUR FUTURE by DOING our part of making OUR community
THE ONE IN TEN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

ROCKLAND

878 MAIN STREET

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

Authorized Dealers in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon & Co.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

c

Wafa

3

ALFRED P. CONDON
78 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

LAWRENCE PACKING
CO.
r

Agents for The Texaco Co.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

G. A. LAWRENCE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE REXALL STORE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.
Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNINQ

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

Central Maine Power Company
NORTH NATIONAL BANK

FINE CONFECTIONERY

FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C. M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Camden

COR.

ROCKLAND, ^AAINE

“GOOD CLOTHES”

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

TEL. 7Z7

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”

A ROOKLAND PRODUCT

444 MAIN ST.

LOBSTERS

ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vlnalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Antiques Bought and Sold
,8 HIGH STREET

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

TAVERN STUDIO

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
MAIN a ELM STS. TEL. 288 ROCKLAND

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET
FREEMAN S. YOUNG

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

REAL ESTATE

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
COR. MAIN A PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868

Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
a LIMEROCK STS.
ROCKLAND

COR. MAIN

THOMASTON
The sophomore class of Thomas
ton High School will hold a card
•arty in the assembly hall March 26,
with tables for all thc popular games.
Tickets are 35 cents, to be obtained
by members of the class or at the
door.
' The Baptist Mission Circle will
neet at the parsonage next Tuesday
lit 2 p. m„ the topic, ‘'How the mis
sionary interest was organized in
I Maine;" leader. Mrs. E. P. Starrett.
Mrs. Clara Williams is recovering
rom an attack of grippe. Miss Lulu
Simmons is her attendant.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Copeland who
have been visiting relatives in Low
ell and Belmont. Mass., the past
month returned home Thursday.
A meeting of the Thomaston Rifle
Club was held Wednesday evening at
W. B. D. Gray's home for the pur
pose of organizing said club with the
National Rifle Association. The new
club looks forward to many enjoy
able days of practice and competiItion on both indoor and outdoor
Jl ranges. Matches will be arranged
'deach week for the shooters and the
$ public is heartily invited to attend.
| All who desire to join this national
| organization may do so at any time.
* and draw their annual issue of am
munition free .along with the use of
< government rifles, by seeing W. B. D.
i Gray, secretary.
A special meeting of Orient Lodge.
F.A.M.. will be held Tuesday evening.
' with work in the Fellowcraft degree.
Lewis Tabbutt, a school boy, was
recently knocked down near the
High School building by a passing
' automobile. His head was cut. but
apparently no serious injury was in
flicted. The driver of the car. a Mr.
McDonald of New Jersey, took the
boy to his home on Georges street.
Gordon Spalding of South Port
land spent Monday night with his
parents on Hyler street. He was in
Rockland on business for the Gulf
Refining Co.
Mrs. Addie Jones entertained at
bridge Wednesday evening in honor
of her daughter Mrs. Wallace Parker.
The guests were Mrs. Cora Currier.
Mrs. Lucy Clark. Mrs. Edna Smith,
with honors falling to Mrs. Currier.
Mrs. Parker expects to leave Sunday
for her home in Marblehead, Mass.
Spofford Crawford is again con
fined to the house by illness.
Miss Nellie Gardiner arrived to
day from Castine to spend two weeks'
vacation with her sister, Mrs. George
Cross, Gleason street.
Miss Helen Carr and Miss Blanche
Raysor are busy making articles for
their Easter sale which will be held
at their home on Elliot street.
Miss Minnie Fernald has returned
from a four days’ stay in Boston
where she attended the funeral of a
relative.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker went to
Portland thc first of the week. Later
Mr. Walker went to Boston. They
returned home Thursday.
The fisherman “Viking” was
launched Thursday from the shop of
C. A. Morse & Son.
Mrs Karl Stetson left Tuesday for
Bluchill. where she has a position as
teacher in the public schools for the
remainder of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. George Potter and
children Joan and Clark are now liv
ing in Eoston, Mr. Petter having been
recently transferred there by the in
surance company by whom he is em
ployed. For some years past their
home has been near New York City.
As formerly Helen Clark, Mrs.
Potter is well known here.
The ladies' circle of the Congrega
tional Church will meet Tuesday
afternoon in the vestry, with supper
at 6 o'clock. All ladies of the Fed
erated Church are cordially invited.
Please take dishes and silver.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday: Church School at 9.45; at
11. Rev. II. S. Kilborn will speak on
“Appearance and Reality:” at 7.15,
the subject. “Do we need the Chris
tian Church in Thomaston today?”
The Crusaders, junior missionary
organization of the Baptist Church,
gave a fine entertainment Friday
evening under thc leadership of Mrs.
H. S Kilborn. The singing and act
ing of the young people showed care
ful training. The display of their
handiwork was very interesting, and
many favorable comments were
heard. Thc map of the Philippines
was noteworthy for the taste and
skill displayed in the painting and
drawing. Maps of Cuba and Porto
Rico were also shown, and models of
rice fields, a Philippine village, in
terior of a house, animals, etc. The
program: Song. “There Rings a
Melody;" Busy Day in the Philip
pines; Candlelight service; novelty
song. ' Mother. Where's the Jam?";1
Dumpling Brothers, acrobats; read
ing, “Tale of a Stamp;" dialogue, “A
Boy's Troubles;" playlet, "Sweet
Surprises;" action song, "Thc Com
ing Movie Actors.”
Services at the Federated Church
on Sunday: Church School at 9.45;
morning service at 11. subject, "The
Meaning of the Cross;" the choir will
sing, “Here Rest Is Found," by Wil
son; evening service at 7 o'clock
when thc topic will be, "First Things
First."
Mrs. Elvin Richards of Morse's
Corner entertained Wednesday in
honor cf her birthday, having as
dinner guests Supt. and Mrs. F. L.
S. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chaples,
Mrs. James Cochrane. Mrs. AlbAt
Brown. Mrs Harvey Butler. Mrs.
Clyde Butler and daughter Priscilla.
Mrs. Bert Merrill and daughter Dor
othy, Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Richards.
Mrs. Richards received gifts of
money, glassware and two pretty
birthday cakes made by Mrs. Albert
Brown and Mrs. Bert Merrili.

TENANT’S HARBOR
'The perfect man buiding for thc
ture" will be the Sunday morning
ojcct at thc Baptist Church: duet
Mrs. James Taylor and Mrs. F.
Barton; the Bible school which
sets following the morning service
aiming at 100 in attendance. Chrisn Endeavor at 6 in charge of the
llowship Commission with the
,ic from John 3:16. will be led by
ss Margaret Reid. Those who en■ singing are asked to be present at
/clock to join in the song service
by John Reid. Following the sing
; pastor will speak from the subt "Our own or not our own." Those
thc Easter pageant choir will meet
practice at 2 in the church.
Vail Street reports that the public
getting in the marl '
aln. Tfs
se to the season when thc saps bc-

rise.—Virginian-Pilot
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FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover,
Mrs. Katherine Dunbar returned the guest of her sister Mrs. Cora over the surface of the record.
POULTRY wanted, large or small lots.! long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs,
Monday night from a delightful six Lombard, North Yarmouth, the past
Pompeii Wears Color
Then followed the perfection cf
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MODERN 5-room flat with bath,
cottage house for sale,
Except for a chance bit of an mother This was not open to the served at intermission.
whatever, and then came the pickup again! Im entirely over my ner-! 109 Park st. Low rent. s. h. hall atI1 4 ATTRACTIVE
rooms, furnished if desired. Electriccient mosaic or frescoes on a few public and could be visited only on
News has been received of the built-in as standard equipment for vousness, get good rest at night, and I____________________________ 35-37 ■ ity. ROBERT FRY. 4 Erin St.. Thomas
walls, the sight of the wonderful permission In Florida they found death of Mrs. Mary Banks, 77, widow most electric sets and lastly the my stomach trouble is completely ” SIX ROOM rent, first floor, all newly ton._____________________________ 34*36
carmine is so rare as to be star the weather much colder than ex of George Banks, which occurred phono-radio combination of which gone. M.v general health is wonder papered and painted, with or without , HEN HOUSE. 10x15. all shingled. TEL.
| 122 or call at 497 Old County road.
tling. The prevailing color impres pected. but continuing their journey March 17 at Avon. Mass. Mrs. Banks there are many models today.
fully improved, and I'm brimming garage, 102 Union St. TEL 1049-J. 35-37
.
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sion of Pompeii is the lava gray to Havana, Cuba." they enjoyed de was a resident of Vinalhaven many
SMALL house to let, furnished. 3
Phono-pickups never realized the over with energy and vitality."
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
rooms, lights, toilet and water. FLOR
which old Vesuvius painted there lightfully warm weather and beau- years, and a member of Union quality of which they were capable
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, ENCE McLAIN, 84 Crescent St. Tel. 1263 and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Talat the time of Its destruction.
1 tiful scenery during the five days' Church and of Ocean Bound until the dynamic speaker returned
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St
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT.
32*34
# « • •
i Darres, Maurice Darres. Agnes audio channels used in receivers at Rockport.
240 Broadway.
27-ti PHONE 1049-J?
• * * »
Dr. rres and Robert Nickerson. It was the time is was designed.
SIX-ROOM HOUSE. 146 Limerock St
Curts for British Soldiers
Notes of the Church
The
latest
and
possibly
most
suca very happy occasion and enjoyed
•••
27-tf le *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• *•* ••* *•* ••• •••
Mervin Flanders of Bayview TEL. 819-W.
Curls, which some Parisian en
c:.-;ful application of phono-pickup Square has received his license and
Baptist, Rev. George F. Currier, by all.
TO LET—Modern rent ln brick house
thusiasts are adopting in memory j minister, Sunday morning service at
and dynamic reproducers Is in thc has been QSO with Ken White who at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt
of the fashion current at the revo 110.45. children's story "Ruggylug."
talking pictures.
The Vitaphone gave me his call letters which I have Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
SOUTH CHINA
27-tf f ...
lution of ISM were once insisted I sermon subject, "Reasoning Up to
... ... *•• ... ... ... 1^
uses huge discs for their sound in alreadv forgotten. (Print them next 568-W.________
TO LET—On Warren St., 6 room tene
upon in the British army, writes a i God;" Sunday school at noon;
talkies” of their issue, but unlike week Mervin).
HALF
TON
1927
G. M C truck en
ment.
also
7
room
single
house
on
Knox
Schools in town havc reopened after the conventional disc record as used
columnist in the Manchester Guar B. Y. P. U. at 6, leader, Mary Cavan• • . «
St., gas and electricity. Apply at 12 closed body, doors on rear, $150. will ex
dian. When the Twenty-ninth regi i augh; union service at the Methodist a short recess.
change
for
Ford
Coupe;
electric coffee
WARREN
ST.
1-el.
577.
27-tf
at home the sound track starts in
Another r.ew “ham" abiding in our
mill. $25. cost $60; rolled top oak desk,
ment—now the Worcesters—were I Church at 7 o'clock; Scout meeting
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman re the middle of the record and works section and therefore eligible to thc
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St five drawers, pigeon holes in top. $25,
stationed at Weymouth in 1797 an Tuesday evening; prayer service turned to their home in South Hop' outward towards the edge. The Penobscot Bav Net is Wallace Spaul MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St cost $55. J. D. McEDWARD, Union. Me.
27-tf Tel. 10-21.
order was issued directing that the Thursday evening at 7.
Friday after two weeks' visit with the sound is pre-synchronized with the ding of Sea street. Camden. Wallace Tel. 874-W.
34*39
hair of the head was to be dressed
Esancy family. Though snowbound film before released and there is a called me and was delighted when
1923 BUICK Six. with winter top. 3
Methodist,
Rev.
F.
F.
Fowle.
min

je,
*•*
•••
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,
“with one cnrl on each side,” and
new tires, new clutch. $65. ROLAND
for a part of the time, with variou starting mark on both thc disk and
identified himself as W1BFZ. fcy
♦ PAYSON. East Union. Tel. 18-2. 33*35
tlie effect seems to have been re ister: Sunday morning service at members of the family they enjoyed the film which, if the film has not he
authority
of
the
Federal
Radio
Com

■
10.30
at
which
thc
children's
choir
will
... ...
... ... ... ... ...
y ■•* *•* ■
garded ns so pleasing that other
a shopping trip to Waterville and a been damaged, insures synchroniza
regimental commanders followed sing; sermonette for the children; matinee, a day’s fishing and a trip tion throughout the duration of the mission. Hi. Hi.
... * *
ie
*•**•*
*•*
*•*
*•*
*•*
*•*
•••
...
...
...
|e
I
Sunday
school
at
11.45;
Epworth
suit. Even the Guards did not
to Oakland.
subject, but if the film is damaged
Understand that Norman Rich
escape, for in 17S9 the commander j League at 6 with pastor as leader; at
PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON. Regular
Ralph Esancy and sister Gertrude, or if it is shortened or lengthened ards. W1AYL of Washington street Monday
|
7
o'clock
a
union
service
with
Rev.
A.
and Tuesday specials, shampoo
of the Grenadiers issued an order
Huber: Kali, and Perley Crossman even two or three squares by careless is back on the air after a temporary and waves $1. PHONE 8S8
29-S-tf
I.
Oliver,
district
superintendent
as
for officers and men alike to dress
patching
it
will
remain
out
of
"sync"
were
in
Augusta
Saturday.
layoff
in
activity
due
to
apparent
A
GRADUATE
of
Maine
School
of,
their hair was “side locks, which i speaker; instrumental solos, selec
leakage of condensers in his oscilla Beauty Culture will do marcelling by
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Esancy and Miss the balance of the reel
may come down so as to cover the tions by quartet and choir will also be
In
such
systems
thc
turn-table
and
appointment,
for
35
cents.
Call
at
1
tor
circuit.
Gertrude
Esancy
were
in
Waterville
ears, and must be frizzled so as enjoyed; Ladies Aid will meet WedELM ST.. Thomaston or phone 66.
the film driving mechanism are
• • • •
I nesday; Johnson Society Wednesday Monday.
33-35
not to blow about.”
driven by gears off the same shaft
Another bit of cheerful news cred
' evening at the home of Mrs. Hildred
Ralph Esancy and George Starkey and once out of “syr-" it is only
CARPENTER AND BUILDER—Carpen
ited to Ken White, reporter for this ter work of all kinds. FRANCIS L
j Rider; Thursday evening prayer were in Farmington and Livermore possible
to get it right by starting al! column and legal informant to the TILLSON. Thomaston.
32*37
i service at 7.
Puppy Spoiled Scheme
Falls Sunday.
over again. Each reel of approxi
MARCEL WAVING. 50c; shampooing.
Wendall Austin was in Boston a mately 1000 feet has a disc of its own secretary of the local net, is that our 50e.
An actress on tour became tired
MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St
few days this week. Kenneth Austin and therefore a nine-reel subject has mutual friend and the network's Tel. 191.
of paying railway fares for her
26*37-tf
CUSHING
prize genius for hard luck. Ross Mc
is
attending
the
School
of
Forestry
small dog. so she bought a basket
LET E A. KNOWLTON file your sawfc
nine huge discs which must be Kinney, has at last got his transmitW. G. Maloney has sold his house
S. C R. I REDS—Baby chicks from
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEwith ventilation holes.
changed in continuity for uninter ter.going and was in QSO with Ken and
I in Thomaston and is moving his in New York.
utility stock.
Maine ac
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010______________ 27-tf, standard
On the first occasion when she ; household furnishings to the place
Mrs. Morrison of Waterville is visit rupted showing of a pic ire. Two neth
credited. April 20 to May. 18c. after
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods Mav 1. small lots. I6c each. 500 or more
attempted to use it, the ticket col I he recently bought from Mrs. Annie ing her brother Will Crossman. Other machines and two operators are day. Dyer, W1AEC of Camden Mon
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St 15c each.
Hatching eggs. Write or
lector at the station barrier asked j Creamer in this town.
recent visitors were Mr. and Mrs. therefor necessary and as change
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES phone E. C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel.
what was in the basket.
Tel.
519-J.
72-tf
13-42.____________________________ 35-tf
1 Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall who Russell Morrison and Gilbert Libby over cue approaches between reels
WALDOBORO
"Hats,” replied the actress, and have been in South Hope the post of Waterville.
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down;
both operators are at thc observation
RHODE ISLAND RED and White Wy
agent
Chase
Bros,
nurseries.
A.
J
went on the platform.
andotte
quality Hatching Eggs. 10 cents
window to handle their machines sq.
All schools in town will open Mon HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3.
; year returned to their home here
27*33 j each
Reds raised from Connactlcut
Before she had proceeded many J Thursday.
day.
that
there
will
be
no
pause
in
either
R.
O.
P.
stock. Beautiful, vigorous and
SWAN’S ISLAND
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ail buy
yards, she was recalled by the grin
picture or sound between reels, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred I. Geyer of South
Mrs. Milton Creamer and Mrs. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the persistent, standard brown eggs. On
ning ticket collector, who, pointing Hope were in town Thursday. Mrs.
State
accredited
list. V. P. HALL, Rocknews, at Central News Co., 66 Con
Mrs Milo Clark of Stonington is it is doubtful if many in the audi Fred L. Burnes are In Portland this home
to a stump of fuzzy tail which Geyer is still in poor health.
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 »a Con land, Maine._____________________ 33-35
ence
can
-tell
when
the
actual
change
week.
visiting her mother Mrs. Lilia
gress Rt.
wagged joyously from one of the
R. I RED CHICKS can book a few
from one machine to the other is
A health hffbit trophy has been
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Mills have
hundred for April hatching capacity
ventilation holes, remarked: “You'll awarded to the school in district 2. Moulden.
made. The “fader" and the “douser" been in Rockland.
1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
Judson Stinson is in town for a uncoined names of appliances used
have to pay for that one with the I Miss Evelyn Mossman of Thomaston
W. H. Crowell was host at the
few days making somc repairs on
GLOBE LAUNDRY C. E. OVERLOOK, Warren. Tel. 3-4. 32*27
feathers.”
, teacher, by the Maine Public Health his boat. He has been vessel fishing on the changeover, play their part meeting of the Men's Bridge Club
Portland, Maine
f r
Association for the faithful perform during the winter with Capt. Edgar between each reel. All “talkie" per Tuesday evening.
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
formances are monitored in the
Family Washings standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
Miss Betty Stahl and Miss Bar Quality Work,
ance of health habits over a period of H. Smith of Portland.
Pity Poor Hubby
They make healthy, productive hens.
booth so that the chief operator can bara Benner have been r iests of
Called For and Delivered
' 12 consecutive weeks.
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up,
On her birthday she moved her
Phyllis Joyce is in Rockland, where keep check on_the quality and in- Mrs. Perley Damon in Roc’ land.
Parcel Delivery Service
March is still with us, as is evi$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
low chair close to lier husband's I denced by the traveling and weather, she has employment with Mrs. I tensity of thc sound as issued from
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Mr and Mrs. A. L. She cy are in
side as he sat reading. She placed causing much illness among our citi Cheever Ames.
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R Warren.__________________________ 11-tf
the loud speakers behind the screen. Surry this week.
her dear little hand lovingly on his
The disc-phono-pickup as used in
BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
A fine entertainment oi music and
arm and moved it along softly to zens, many of whom either are or
for sale $20 per 100; S.C.R I. Chicks, $16
j the "talkies" runs independent of the magic was g(,ven in Medomak Ath
have
been
affected
by
the
prevailing
per
100; White Leghorn Chicks, $14 per
ward his coat collar.
photoelectric cell which is used when letic hall Friday evening under the
100. from our own breeders. On display
He certainly expected a kiss. r illness from grippe.
5
the
sound
track
is
made
along
the
auspices
of
the
Methodist
Church.
at
656
Main St. R. W. DAVIS & SONS,
Harry Young is cutting wood for
“Hubby,” she said.
I side of the film, but that is another F. O. Harrell proved hirnself a per
Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
Eldrean
Orff.
“What, my love?” lie asked.
32-37
story. Phono-pickup runs into the former of merit and held the close
Alvaro Olson is still busy with his
“I was just thinking—”
audio system of a receiver only, dur- attention of his audience. He was
NEW AND USED Buckeye brooder
wood-sawing machine visiting nearly
"Were you, my love?”
| stovee. v2 price If sold at once. A C.
j ing which the radio system is usual- accompanied on the piano by Mrs. A.
1 HAWES. Union. Tel. 8-24._________ 31*36
“I was just thinking how nicely every door yard.
j ly shut off purposely or automati- P. Jackson whose finished perform
this suit of clothes you have on
| cally, but I have often heard radio ance added much to the evening's
BABY CHIX. Wyllie’s S.C. Reds. Bred
would work Into a rag carpet.”
for eggs, type and color. State accred
SOMERVILLE
signals in the loudspeaker while enjoyment.
ited
for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 postThe following officers were elected
running phonograph records through
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge served
I paid for April 21 and 28; Mav $16 for
a set. Thc way it looks to me is that an excellent public dinner in Odd
at the recent town meeting:
I 500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100 Safe arProving Earth’s Motion
! rival guaranteed. F. II. WYLLIE & SON, ji
the phono-pickup amounts to about Fellows dining hall during the ses
Moderator—Warren Glidden
I Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
27-tf
A ball suspended in the National
the same on a modern radio set as sion of town meeting.
Town Clerk—John F. Booker.
Academy of Sciences is a Foucault
the “autographic" feature which was
FOR
SALE
—
R.
I.
Red
Chicks.
State
Selectmen and Road Commission
Donald French entertained at a
'$18 per 100. W. L MERRIAM.
pendulum. The action of this pen ers—John F. Booker, S. L. Bartlett
built into the back of the Kodak sev- most delightful party Friday evening ^yOeddinqE^e//s accredited
Union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf
dulum depends upon the fact that, and John Grotton.
f oral years back, and is used just at his home on Friendship street.
according to the laws of motion, a
; about as frequently.
Treasurer and Tax Collector—
The time was passed in playing
freely swinging pendulum tends Parker E. Marr,
• • • •
games. Sandwiches, cocoa, ice cream
(Relieved
constantly to move in the same i Constable—Warren Glidden.
I Baby chicks from a flock that tested
Returning
to
the "shortwavers." I and cake were served. Those bidden
plane. The experiment proves that I School Committee — Gordon P.
100% free from Puilorum Disease. A
were Harold Campbell. Jane Rider.
j
found
good
attendance
at
the
last
heavy laying strain that matures early.
the earth rotates eastward, and the Marr.
Nathan
Farwell,
Floyd
Hilton.
Ken

.
All large orders ln this locality, we de
'
Sundav
morning
session
and
among
by this
rate of deviation of the pendulum
liver by heated car. others sent postpaid
I several contacts made I was most neth Winchenbich, Edward Genth
proves that the relative motion of
'
by mail. These chicks for March and
NOTES SOME INACCURACIES
pleased to get hold of George Coombs. ner. Lowell Wallace, Thelma Hoak
! April, $15 per 100; $70 per 500 or $130 per
the earth with respect to the stars
and Justine Noyes.
1000. Tel. 37-31. V. R. WOODMAN.
WIGQ
of
Castine,
who
has
failed
to
ECAUSE
thc
wedding
NEW
EXTERNAL
is due entirely to its rotation and Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Winterport. Me.
•
35*35
An interesting quilt begun 50 years
! make contact with manv of the locals
not to the motion of the stars
invitations
should
bc
ago
by
Mrs.
Hannah
Kuhn
is
in
the
In your report of the recent Union ,
this
winter.
George
told
me
that
he
around it
PRINCIPLE has an entire new station over there possession of the family of her son' town meeting it was stated that the
mailed two weeks before
j amount voted for the support of comin the “Br.ga'lucc” colony and is now in-law Thomas P. Benner. It has
W
hen
pains
of
cramps
start,
apply
thc wedding itself, they
recently
been
completed
by
the
j mon and high schools was $7000 last
using a push-pull transmitter with
Modern
| year or $1000 more than this year, FEM-PAC. This new feminine ne a couple of UX245s and a power pack great-grandchildren of Mrs. Kuhn
must be ordered well in
A woman applying to go to tbe
j This is not correct as the appropri
from a Crosley A. C. receiver. Since and will be preserved as a family
poor farm stated that she had five ation last year was $5500. The school cessity quickly soothes and alleviates rebuilding
advance. And, because
he has been almost entire heirloom
children. “But they don't help me board asked for $7000 this year but
the pains. No medicine, no drugs. ly in the phone band and has a new
anv; they all grew up and married
they are so critically in
modulation and speech amplification
I the sentiment prevailed that we could
off.”
FEM-IV.C is so simple and safe to system on bis phone. His note was
not
grant
it
under
the
present
de

spected by their recipi
CHINESE
HERB
“I suppose that made you pretty
lonesome at home,” remarked the pression. The citizens of Union have use. Body shaped and flat. Cannot much improved and his signal
QUICKLY
ALUYS
ents, they must also bc
strength was about normal.
I always been liberal in their appro
judge kindly.
be seen under the lightest garments.
a. • e •
PAIN and ITC:ilN6
priations
for
schools,
having
in

ultra-correct. Unweave
AJTo Us Printing is more than
“Oh, no,” said the woman. "Every
If you suffer from Itching, blind,
Ken White, WIBOF of Rockland, protruding
or bleeding Piles you are
once in a while one of them gets a creased them 50"' during the last A specific worn
just putting words into type.
Wedding
Papers
can
be
continues his activity on 80 meters likely to be amazed at the soothing,
] decade.
divorce and wanders back.’’It is the creation of a work of art,
en's product.
while assembling and testing the new healing power of the rare, Imported
The report also infers that we had
shown you at
be it a simple little announcement
Chinese Herb, which fortifies Dr.
tuned-plate tuned-grid push-pull Nixon
a real contest relative to a new school Women users
’s Chlnarold. It’s the newest
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
$
transmitter for the 40-meter work and fastest
building. The fact is that there was recommend it to
acting treatment out.
The Courier-Gazette
Boomerang in Action
we take all the pride of an artist
! which he will take up when the new Brings ease and comfort ln a few
,
very
little
said
in
opposition
to
it
in his craft, in each job; and that
The ordinary boomerang, the
minutes so that you can work and
A,k to see them
rig is completed.
their friends.
enjoy life while it continues its
is the secret of the superlative
kind used as a weapon, does not and when the motion to build one at
« « e *
a
cost
of
$20,000
was
amended
so
that
soothing,
healing
action.
Don
’
t
de

ON SALE AT ALL STORES—50C EACH
return lo the thrower. It is a sur
quality of The Courier-Gazette
News reaches me that WICRD, lay. Act ln time to avoid a danger
$10,000
must
be
raised
by
public
sub
Printing.
prisingly effective weapon in the
Charles Veazie of Rockport, is plan ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
’s Chlnarold under our guar
hands of the blacks of Australia, scription less than a score opposed it.
iav emat
ning to work on 20 meters soon. Nixon
Tlie
writer
thinks
these
corrections
antee
to
satisfy
completely
and
be
revolving when It is thrown nnd
I Charles is now acting as reformer of worth 106 times the amall cost or
striking with such force as to cut are due the citizens of Union.
WKDIIIMi PAPFIIS
<
| CQ hounds, (operators who call CQ your money back.
W. A. Ayer.
| the flesh of the unlucky victim.
C.
H.
Moor
&
Co.,
Rockland
1
out
of
all
proportion
to
fundamentals
___ 'I
Union, March 19.
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Page Seven

High School Notes

to the
Dry Cleaner

Send it

Myron Sprague is “office boy” this
i week and is, so far as is known, the
! first on record to complain of hav1 ing too little to do!
In addition to personal notes regard
Miss
Eleanor
Bird
who
is
a
teach
* * * *
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of er in the kindergarten at Old Town,
The
following
dates *ill interest
jociai happenings, parties, musicals, etc arrived Friday for a week's vacation
Notes sent by mall or telephone will bc visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. all speaking contest fans. School
gladly received.
contests will be held April 10; Spear
TELEPHONE .... . ................ . 770 or 794-W Henry B. Bird.
Contest trials, April 8; Spear Con
Mrs. George M. Simmons enter test tDistrict) the evening of April
At the third annual meeting of the tained the Outing Club at luncheon 17.
Contestants registered are:
©THE ALMCOt
American home department of the Wednesday. Sewing for local charity Boys — Merton Sumner, Donald
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs occupied the afternoon.
Fields, Alden Johnston, Frank PieTuesday, March 24, at Orono, at
troski, Everett Frohock, Carl Phil
Dry Cleansing of Garments is the art of completely Renovating, Sterilizing, Deodorizing and Refinishing Garments in
Alumni Hall, Mrs. Maurice O. Brown,
The annual meeting of the Baraca brook, Bernard Freeman, Shirley
such manner that they regain their original freshness and form.”
Dover-Foxcroft, chairman of Ameri Class of the Methodist Church was Barbour, Guilford Bradbury, Robert
can Home Department, will preside. held Wednesday evening, supper be Allen, Laurence Crane; girls—Mary
Quality Dry Cleansing such as we always give and to which our customers are rightfully entitled, can only he rendered
The program offers a wide range ol ing served by a committee of which Ginn, Dorothy Spofford, Helen Rub
topics with some of New England! Miss Nettie Britt was chairman. enstein, Mary Stockbridge, Vclzora
by Skilled craftsmen, working in a modern plant, with the latest equipment, plus the safety and responsibility of a depend
best woman speakers.
The annual reports were given and Look, Mildred Sweeney, Carol Gard
these officers elected: President, ner, Elizabeth Clark, Bernadette
able concern.
Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Morgan, who George W. Gay; vice president, Mrs. Snow.
♦ 0 ♦ 0
recently underwent a surgical opera Shirley Rollins; secretary, Henry de
A complete study of costs and operating expenses plainly shows that a plant cannot operate and maintain quality work
tion at Knox Hospital, was able to Rochemont; treasurer, Mrs. Harrison
Station HOWW was broadcasting
return home Wednesday, and is Dow. “The Tinker,” a play in three from Miss Huges room last week in
and
service
at a price that does not insure a fair profit. To this end we offer the following schedule of prices for ‘‘Quality
making very favorable progress.
acts, is to be presented by the class the 8-3 history class. A very jpterCleansing” to go into effect Monday, March 23, 1931.
before Easter
esting program was presented with
President Frank W. Fuller and
talks on Causes of the World War,
Treasurer E. D. Spear of the Rock
Monday afternoon the Sewing Peace Conference, League of Na
land Savings Bank attended a busi Circle of the American Legion Aux tions, etc., Howard Crockett, an
ness meeting in the manager's office iliary will meet at Legion hall to sew nouncer. The microphone was con
of the Maine Savings Bank Associa for the annual fair. The regular structed by John Karl.
tion, Portland, yesterday.
They meeting will be held at 7.30 with
Dyed
Cleaned
* * ♦ ♦
Cleaned &
Pressed
Dyed &
Article
Pressed
were accompanied on the trip by initiation of new members following.
Article
Miss Hagar's penmanship classes
Pressed
Pressed
their wives.
Pressed
Only
Pressed
have been receiving some very inter
The Missionary Society of the Con esting letters from similar Claeses I
Miss Mary Small of Farmington 1 gregational Church met at the home in California. Some of the young- ■
Normal School arrived home Thurs of Miss Caroline Littlefield, Lime sters out there have strange ideas “
day to spend the weekend with her rock street, Wednesday afternoon. about Maine. One letter referred to J
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Small The devotional period was conduct our “red snow flowers coming up
at The Highlands.
ed by Miss Alena Young. Mrs. E. S. through the snow,” and another in
Levensaler presented a paper on
Mr. and Mrs Harold Glidden were “The Progress of Woman in India.” quired about the silver foxes in |
in Jefferson Tuesday, to attend the Mrs. Walter Rounds and Mrs. David Rockland.
» • ♦ »
funeral of Mr. Glidden's father Beach were in costume representing
Scott
Treworgy.
a senior from
Daniel Glidden.
They returned prominent women of India. Mrs.
Wednesday.
Harold Greene, also in costume, Bates has been here for two days!
sang “In the Secret of His Presence,” this week giving instruction and as
Dyed
Cleaned
sistance to our debaters in prepar
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe who is written by a woman of India.
ing
their
chain
store
topic.
employed in the Woolworth store,
0 0 0 0
has becn confined to her home on I The Shakespeare Society will meet
The
Junior
High
School repeated
Berkeley street during the week with ; Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
a severe cold.
Edward J. Hellier on Talbot avenue. j its blackface comedy at the senior
another hit.
Mrs. G. M. Derry will be the leader. I social and scored
0 0 « •
Kalloch class met at the Baptist Written questions on “Peer Gynt”
Mr. Biaisdell has received a let
Church Tuesday afternoon to tack are to be passed in by thc members
ter from Prof. Maynard of Tufts ex
a comfortable and to do relief sew for general discussion.
pressing his thanks for the privilege
ing, and other work. Seventeen
stayed to supper ^nd attended the
The Chummy Club met Tuesday of holding here the debate which
evening service.
evening with Mrs. Pearl Look on Rockland people so thoroughly en-!
McLoud street. Honors at cards joyed. He goes on to say “The audi-!
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and Mrs. went to Mrs. Nathan Witham and torium is admirably adapted for
such a purpose, the audience respon
Lizzie Morton entertained at a chain Mrs. Nettie Freeman.
sive and your cooperation splendid."
tea Monday afternoon at Mrs. Rog
The Edwin Libby Relief Corps wil! A similar letter came Monday from
ers' home on Amesbury street. The
dining room and tea table were at open their annual fair at 2 p. m. Bates. Evidently that Bates-Tufts [
tractive in their St. Patrick's Day Thursday at Grand Army hall fol debate was a genuine example of the
decorations. The guests were Mrs. lowed by supper at 6 o’clock. The well known party where "a pleasant
Lena Stevens, Katherine Stevens, committee heads for the various time was had by all."
Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Winnie Stan tables are: Mrs. Nellie Higgins, fancy
It is gratifying to record in the
ley, Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Miss Minnie work; Mrs. Amanda Choate, aprons;
Smith. Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. Ethel Mrs. Ella McMillan, cooked food; annals of any High School such an
Richards, Barbara Atkinson and Mrs. Velma Marsh, candy; Mrs. honor to one of its graduates as has
Marcia Green, utility; Mrs. Adelma recently come to a member of
Miss Madlene Rogers.
Mullen, grabs. There will bc a short R H. S. class of 1926. The Henry B.
Miss Jessie Aylward arrived home musical entertainment in the after Sharpe Fellowship is the highest
Wednesday from Boston. She has J noon.
fellowship given at Brown University
been a patient at the New England
for honor work in the graduate
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Barrows of thc school. It gives the recipient the
Deaconess Hospital, operated upon
Governor's Council and Representa privilege of a full year's graduate!
by Dr. Frank Lahey.
tive and Mrs. Biaisdell were dinner study with tuition and expenses paid.
Mrs . Alvin Stone entertained and overnight guests of Mr and Mrs. This fellowship has recently been
Thursday at her Broad street home | Raymond E. Thurston Wednesday.
awarded to Wilbur Frohock, entirely,
Miss Annie Hahn who has been ill
relatives from South Waldoboro and
unsolicited as a result of excellence
—by—
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
Mrs. John A. Bunting of Center in regular graduate work in the Ro since the first of February is now
St. George, the occasion being her
birthday anniversary. A pleasant ville, Calif., and Mrs. John Chand mance languages. Mr. Frohock will suffering from a severe attack of in
SHux/- A -NOW IP THOSE POLKs\
day was spent and Mrs. Stone re- ' ler of Arizona are visiting Mrs. Grace enjoy the privileges of this fellow fluenza.
MAR-TE-E-E-E
THEY'RE HAVING- A BlGi
ceived many gifts and cards from . Black and Miss Louise Ayers. Mrs. ship in attaining the degree of
OH MF\RTY/- I VE
iTHAT ISN'T' HAD A SALE-AND THE A
SALE OP ClOSEOCASS
Bunting and Mrs. Chandler havc re Ph.D. which involves a reading
relatives and friends.
The Diligent Dames met with Mrs.
VALUES WEREN’T AS
cently been on a three months' cruise knowledge of German with further Merle Bartlett, who was assisted by
NEWS/
JUST HEARD
Mrs. Minnie Rogers entertained [ to the West Indies and South study in Spanish, Italian and "vul Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton in serving
(31 Gr AS ALU OUT DOORS
Some supply
/TbEIP values
the N.&S. Club at her home on America returning by the Panama gar” or vernacular Latin. Mr. Fro a boiled dinner. Last night the
-THAT WOULO
'are
WONDER PUL,
Amesbury street Thursday evening. Canal. Several social functions have hock has already studied for a year Dames entertained their husbands
A feature of the evening was a mis- i been given in their honor during in France.
RE NEWS7—
NEWS'
MARVELOUS.
with supper at the Congregational
cellaneous shower for Mrs. Lettie their stay here.
0 0 0 0
vestry.
Kalloch. Luncheon was served. The
_AN0THE VALUES AT?Ey
The
motion
picture machine was J
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston mo
guests were Mrs Phyllis Leach, Mrs.
SIM P LY
in
use
by
the
biology
classes
who
saw
Stanley
Boynton
of
Lexington.
Dorothy Jones, Mrs. Ruth Williams, tored to Augusta to attend the legis the film “Mammals in the Zoo” on i Mass., is a weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Helena Coltart. Mrs. Vesta Kal lative dance Thursday evening, re Monday and by the manual training Mrs. E. D. Spear. He came yesterday
loch, Miss Ruth Rogers, Miss Mad turning Friday.
classes for "Mining and Use of Cop in company with Capt. William H.
lene Rogers and Miss Eva Rogers.
Miss Harriet Parmalee will enter per.” The manual training classes Wincapaw.
have the advantage of being able to
Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw : tain the Chapin Class Tuesday eve
Master Donald Fogg who attended
and son Billy were calied to New ning at her home, 16 Claremont use the machine in their regular Camp
Waziyata in Wareham, Mass.,
room.
York by thc death of Mrs. Winca- street.
last summer attended a campers' re
• • « •
paw's father. George DuBois, which
We attribute a large measure of success to our ironclad guarantee of satisfaction
At the Junior High assembly Wed union given by the proprietor, Miss
Richard Snow, of M.I.T., Miss
occurred March 13.
Edith Childs of Worcester and Miss nesday morning the Orchestra and Helen Neilson in Waltham. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney en Frances Snow of Boston arrived latp Glee Club presented a very pleasing recently.
tertained three tables at cards Mon Friday night to spend the weekend program under the direction of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. McInnis reday evening at their apartment at at the home of Commander and Mrs. Hagar. The glee club Members wore ] turned last evening from Lawrence,
point circuit with the Union Church.
roads to be blocked and shovelling
NORTH WALDOBORO
ROCKVILLE
green
hair
bands
with
shamrocks
in
C.
F.
Snow.
the Bicknell. Prizes fell to Mr. and
necessary. Isn't it nearly time for
A Church of the Nazarene was or Rev. Mary E. Jones will preach each
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Clough are those shovels to be put away until
honor of St. Patrick. Included in Mass., where they attended the fu
Mrs. Foster Jameson and Mrs. Aus
neral of Mrs. Margaret Berry
here last Tuesday night by Sunday afternoon at 2.30, and the
tin Winchenbaugh, all of Waldoboro; | George W. Roberts is home from the program were these numbers: Murphy, a cousin of Mrs. McInnis. again at their home after having another year! Doesn’t the calendar ganized
Rev.
John
Gould, district superin mid-week prayer service will be at
spent
the
winter
with
their
daughter.
“
Organ
Echoes,
”
by
the
orchestra;
Boston
over
the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown. Rock- '
announce the arrival of spring?
The burial was in Biddeford.
tendent,
and
is to be made a two 7.30 Tuesday evening.
Mrs
.Fred
Bronkie.
in
Natick,
Mass.
“
Massa
Dear,
”
Glee
Club;
musical
land, and Rodney Feyler of Thom
Miss Mary Bird is again commut
Mrs. Helen Ames entertained Mr.
B. C. Perry has been in Boston this reading, Florence Dean; “Songs M.v
aston.
Hope
the
ship
they
christen
ing
from
her
home
in
Rockland.
and Mrs. Oliver Holmes and Mrs.
week on business.
Mother Taught Me,” Glee Club;;
Oscar Carroll has been in Boston
“Mister Joe," orchestra; "My Wild Coolidge will choose to run.—Virgini Frank Farrand last Friday.
Lucille Mank, three year old
an-Pilot
Again a snow storm has caused the the past week.
The Methebesec Club met yester Irish Rose," orchestra and Glee
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Myron
Mank of Court street, was probably day at the home of Mrs. Nan Higgs Club; “Wearin’ of the Green,” med
the youngest hostess to entertain a on Talbot avenue, with 23 members ley by the Glee Club. . The youthful
St. Patrick's Day party last Tuesday and two guests present. Mrs. Anne musicians and vocalists acquitted
MONDAY-TUESDAY
afternoon.
The festivities lasted F. Snow, poppy chairman of the themselves with great credit. Mem
from two to four with luncheon and I American Legion Auxiliary, spoke on bers of the two organizations are:
games, St. Patrick's Day decorations I the importance of this work to the
Girls' Glee Club—Rose Flanagan,
and favors. Her guests were Lee , disabled veterans who make the president; Margaret Dunton. vice
Wotton, Nathalie Post. Donald poppies, and to other branches of president; Barbara Jordan, secre
This Woman’s
A Love Story
Snowman. Robert McWilliams, Mar ! community welfare work supported tary; Thelma Whitehouse and Fran
garet Huntley and Albert Havener. ■ by the poppy day contributions. ces Storer, librarians; Avis Norwood.
Drama Speaks
Of Today . . .
I These haVe provided nurses jn iso Lilia Sherman, Sylvia Cohen, Cath
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth enter lated cases where Red Cross aid was erine Black, Julia Molway, Vivian
For All
Tomorrow , . .
tained at supper and bridge Wednes not available and aided in the milk Mullen, Virginia Leach, Ruth Harp
day evening in honor of her house fund. Most interesting was the story er, Emma Harding, Lillian Simmons,
Women!
And All I imc!
guest. Mrs. George Tait of Brockton. of the godsend that the poppy work Pauline Oliver, Bernice Hainir.g
The decorations were in green and has been to thc disabled veterans at Frances Pettee, Ruth
Marston,
white carried out not only in the Togus. One man, sent to Togus for Dorothy Kenderdine,
Helenamay
table-cloth and place cards but even a few weeks’ hospital treatment be Mahoney, Gertrude Heal, Catherine
in the edibles as well. There were cause of crowded conditions in New Chisholm, Marion Marshall. Olive
three tables at cards, honors falling York.had a part time job in the lat Carnes, Margaret Johnson. Margaret
to Mrs. George Welch, Mrs. Dana ter city which, with his compensa Pendleton, Vera Ames. Accompan
Bump Off
Smith and Mrs. Ruth Spear.
tion, was enough to support him. ists, Gertrude Heal, Dorothy Ken
Your BluesHis employer promised to hold the
Put Your Grouch
The auxiliary cf Winslow-Hol place for him if he could get back derdine.
Junior High School OrchestraOn The Spot—
brook Post will serve a public baked within a month. The money which Violins, Ted Ladd, (manager). Wil
See—
bean supper at Legion hall tonight. he was able to earn making the pop
liam Wincapaw, Jr. and Ruth Harp- ]
pies in the workshop at Togus was er; mandolins, Avis Norwood and I
6
Miss Ebba Kalloch was a charm enough to pay his fare back where
In Frank Lloyd’s Fox Movietone Drama
ing little hostess at a party at her he could maintain himself. This Eleanor Bradbury; clarinet, Howard
Crockett;
saxophones,
Florence
Dean
home on Amesbury street Thursday was only one of the many examples
PICTURE
afternoon in observance of her 9th showing what the poppy work has and Charles Merritt; cornet, Abra
ham
Small;
alto
horn,
Winfield
birthday.
Recitations, songs and meant to these men. Mrs. Snow
piano solos were given by John spoke of the need for a new hospital Chatto; baritone horn, Wyvern Fer
with
Knight, Harriet Clark and Barbara which John Nelson, representative nald: drums, Joseph Emery, Jr.; .
Dunton.
Atkinson. Thc prize for pinning on to Congress from Augusta has piano, Margaret
0 0 0 0
CONRAD NAGEL
CLIVE
BROOK,
the donkey’s tail was won by Bar worked hard to bring to pass and
O. P. HEGGIE
BERYL MERCER
Mr. Taylor, director of the Cambara Waldron. Miss Barbara also which
Thc heart cry of a million married women . . .
is now being displayed while den Y.M C.A. spoke briefly before a
See It
Sec It
received the first prize in the peanut
worshipped, courted, won . . . then taken for
Before
Before
hunt. At the close of the games Miss the bed ridden veterans occupy a special assembly Thursday morning
granted.
But
still
longing
for
flattery
and
wooden
structure
inadequate
and
and conducted one of the most en
Boston
F ortland
Ebba played a march and her guests
gayety,
romance
and
glamor.
Dreaming
danger

unsuitable
for
hospital
use.
thusiastic
and
inspiring
song
sessions
Docs
Will
entered the dining room where the
ous dreams that need only the right man to
that the new building has ever
table decorations and appointments
Mrs.
Charlotte
Alley
of
the
Lady
make
them
real.
heard.
7
were in keeping with St. Patrick’s
NOW SHOWING
Day. A birthday cake with eight Knox Beauty Shop announces to her
with
customers
that
she
has
engaged
the
“
THE
SEAS
BENEATH
”
William
Stone
is
ill
with
bron

candles was the center of interest.
GEORGE O’BRIEN
WILLIAM COLLIER, SR.
The children were adorned in gay assistance of a Wilfred Academy chitis at his home on Tillson avenue.
7
___ Dialogue by Eddie Cantor
caps. Each guest upon leaving was graduate, Miss Dorothy Feeney, vho His son Austin also has bronchitis.
presented with a basket of candv and will specialize in facial, scalp and
NOW PLAYING
body
massage.
The
Wilfred
Method
Miss Olive Edwards of th’s city
nuts and a balloon. Many very
“THE OKLAHOMA CYCLONE"
pretty presents were received. Those ' of teaching and operation are too was hostess at a bridge party ot the
\
present were John Knight, Norma well known to need further recom home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter
Philbrick, Leatrice Benner, Barbara mendation. Call Lady Knox Beauty Strout in Thomaston last night.
TEL. 892
Atkinson. Shirleen McKinney, Har Shop, 780. for any sort of personal Winners at the two tables were Miss
Home o»
Paramount
Z
riet Clark, Edith Clark, Barbara beauty service. Shampoo, perma- Elenora Ney and Miss Anna Rich
Paramount
Publix
A Paramount
Waldron, Carl Kalloch and Ebba 1 nent wave, marcel, water and finger ardson. Other guests were Dr. Ethel
Home of Para
Picturee
Theatre
Kalloch. Mrs. Kalloeh was assist waves, manicure, violet, rays. Prompt Crie, Marion Starrett, Dorothy Star
Publix Theatre
mount Pictures
ed in serving by Mrs. Katherine 1 and personal service given any re rett, Eleanor Seebcr and Edith Keller
quest.—adv.
Lunch was served.
Knight and Mrs. Minnie Rogers.

MEN’S GARMENTS

2-Pc. Suits,
3-Pc. Suits,
4-Pc. Suits,
Trousers,
Top Coats,
Overcoats,
Mackinaws,
Felt Hats,
Panamas,
Caps,
Ties,

$1.50
1.50
2.00
.75
1.50
2.00
1.50
.75
1.50
.35
2 for .25

$ .75
.75
1.00
.25
.75
.75
.75

LADIES’ GARMENTS

53.00
3.50
4.00
1.50
4.00
4.00
3.00

Plain Coats,
$1.50 $ .75
Fur Trimmed Coats,
.75
2.00
Plain Dresses,
1.50
.75
2 or 3-Pc. Ensembles, 2.00
.75
Fancy & Pleated Dress 2.00 up 1.00

$4.00
5.00
3.50
3.50 up
4.00 up

$1.00 and $1.50
.75 and 1.00
.75
.75
.50
.20 & .25

$3.00
2.00 up
2.00

Kimonos,
Skirts,
Sweaters,
Blouses,
Felt Hats,
Gloves,

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Dyeing

Cleansing

Pressing

:■

Rockland, Maine

AT SEAVIEW

GARAGE, INC,

always
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“EAST LYNNE”

EL BRENDEi.
FIFI DORSAY

Mr[emon
of Orange
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PARK THEATRE

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

Concerning Hot Water

Is Your Boy Going Io Fly?

What is described as one of the
funniest comedies of the year, “Mr.
Lemon Of Orange,” in which El
Brendel and Fifi D'Orsay are costarred appears at the Park Theatre
Monday and Tuesday.
In this picture Brendel plays two
roles. One is that of “Mr. Lemon,"
an inoffensive Swedish toy salesman,
and the other is “Silent McGee,"
hard-boiled gangster chieftain.
The fun really starts when' “Mr.
Lemon," who resembles "McGee," is
mistaken for the gang leader just
after a truckload of liquor is hijacked and one of the gangsters is
killed. Fifi enters the plot at this
point, determined on revenging her
brother, the slain man. She invites
“Mr. Lemon" to visit the night club
where she sings, thinking he is
“McGee.”
When he gets there
gangsters try their best to put him
“on the spot."
How Brendel outwits the crooks
and finally accomplishes the capture
of both gangs affords hilarious en
tertainment.—adv.

:•
*•
------------------------------ $

*

Current Comment
♦

By HARRY A. HAMELS

Today is -the first day of spring— ultaneously. Also, people will lie to
March 21. and a week from tomorrow a reporter When a man or woman
| is Palm Sunday. Today the sun enters a newspaper office, the editor
| crosses the “line" or the equator at knows it is to get something in the
I latitude 0 and continues north at paper or to keep something out."
. 4- <s>
I about 18 miles a day until it reaches '
Tropic of Cancer on June 32.1
i the
the longest dav. or one of the two
excessive cost in distribution
longest days, and the beginning of of foodstuffs has the center of the
summer.
stage tn Washington ar.d in many
,
sections of this state at this writing,
. , . ..
,
In manufacturing they have lesLook at the sun today as it crosses sened the cost of distribution by esthe equator at latitude 0. Rockland tablishing assembling plants operatis about 44 degrees north latitude; ing in connection with mass produc
tive are 69 miles to a degree, apd tion Food is another problem betherefore the sun today is about 3036 cause much of lt is pP1.jshable how.
miles south of you there. The sun ever, there seems to be no good reawill never get nearer you than 24 son why cabbage selUn? herp tod
DRY CLEANSING
degrees north latitude on June 22 fov r> a t01, deIiVered at the freight
and will then be 20 degrees south of yard shcuid b;, w.,..[b s?00 a ton8j
STRAND THEATRE
hpre
Arthur F. Lamb Tells Story
“East Lynne” will come to the you, or 1380 miles. It never gets Bos;on, wh)ch jt is. The ro
Strand screen Monday and Tuesday. over you up there. And it never gets gPls One-fourth of a cent a pound,
of the Business
And although it remains the same over us down here. It docs get over cut alld dplivercd It is pas‘ed Qn'
j from one buyer to another, none of
story of a young girl's heroic struggle Cuba
There are angles to every business
♦
them ever seeing it or having any
to find happiness as the unjustly di
of public interest, and it was with
vorced and slandered wife of a con
The hard sun problem consisted ”loney
UP > i its production,
servative English nobleman, it has in multiplying 69 by 24 and dividing
,om ®ne commission house to anthis thought in mind that a Courierbeen so expertly produced and mod the answer by 92. Then you multi- '
Passescarload lots, on
Gazette reporter approached Arthur
ernized that it emerges as fascinat plied 153 by 18 and added 207, and 1 l"e nooks, each .aking a tol!. and no
F. Lamb and secured the facts on
ing and as arresting as the most got the answer. The only hard part one
<hcm having any interest in
the dry cleansing business here ap
modern of modern screen plays was in sifting the conversation out lts Production or consumption or
pended:
The cast includes Miss Ann Harding. of the real problem. No scholar in J’'Pr s’Nng it at ail, until finally they
“That spick-and-span appearance,
Clive Brook and Conrad Nagel, who any school in Rockland gave the ”,ave Slabbed off for themselves $195.
that snap and renewed life of a
portray the leading roles.
answer. The first answers came in , be farmer got $5 for all his work,
freshly cleaned garment — haven't
"East Lynne" is concerned with a from Union, from ladies, and orange 0:1 crie
cemmis-ion men
you often wondered how it is
lovely . laughter-loving young girl blossoms were their souvenirs.
! renc* letters ar.d telegrams and get
achieved?
who, upon her marriage to a conser
j. a
.
ri95. and it comes to the whole
“The process is simple when
vative English nobleman, retires to
saler in Boston at $200. He jells it
handled by experts with proper
his estate in the country, giving up
The Texas Legislature is trying to to. the retailer. Both of these gentleequipment
forever the gaiety of London society get the big freight trucks off the men have ;o add on a profit for their
“Your suit is first dusted in currents
life. As the wife of a country noble- highways. A year ago Governor, overhead. Then you buy it and eat
of warm, dry air,which carry away )
j man, the girl, Isabel, finds her life Roosevelt of New York found such It ”cu buy it for 3000 per cent more
all surface dust and dirt. Next, it is
dull and uninteresting but so much ’ fine, fresh strawberries on his than the farmer got for it. That Is
gently washed and rinsed in a con
1 is she in love with her husband and breakfast table that he made in- what the government is now invesstantly changing bath of the purest
iater on, her baby boy, that she is quiry and was told that the berries • tigating. Why "hould yon - "’t
of cleaning solvents. In this bath
willing to make any sacrifice to do had been picked the day before in with a salary, working hard have to
all soil, greases and perspiration salts
those things which will make her Virginia, trucked to New York city ) support and buy motor cars for all
and oils are removed; if left in the '
husband happy. But when she is by midnight, and from there the this horde of “in-betweens” who do
garment they would gradually weak- i
unjustly accused by her husband's truck had gone on to Albany, arriv- nothing but keep bpoks and sell,
en the strength of the fabric.
! jealous sister of scandalous conduct ! ing in time for the governor's break- I from one to another, things they
“After this, the suit is placed in a
with another man. Isabel, protesting fast. The Virginia growers had i have never seen? Mr. Hoover says
centrifugal. Here most of the sol
her innocence, is turned out of the j planned it to show the governor the it is wrong. The farmer isn't getting
vent is removed, without wringing or
• house, divorced and forbidden ever to advantages for quick delivery from a fair deal; and the consumer is getsqueezing.
j see her child again. Her attempt to grower to consumer by the truck ting soaked.
“Now your suit is ready for the
i forget her unfortunate experience system and use of the highways, and ,
f
next step of the dry cleaning process.
j leads her to the capitols of many the governor was impressed. It was
It is dried and deoderized in a breeze
| countries with the man whose in this truck delivery from grower to
And Will Rogers told the home
of fresh, warm air that fluffs up the
discretion cost her her reputation ! consumer that saved the scalps of , *0*” out in Claremont. Okla.. refabric—brings the nap to life once
and security.
many fruit growers and truck gard- cently. that Mr. Hoover was to blame
When first confronted with the more.
Miss Harding as Isabel contributes eners along the coast from New York for the cave in ot N agara Falls. He
problem of installing such a con
"An expert spotter then goes over
a performance of lasting tenderness. down to Maryland during the worst said nothing like-that ever happened
From a Photograph Made In Los Angeles When “Sian" Had Completed the Westward Crossing
venience. we wonder if it isn't rather the garment by hand. Before his
One of the screen's most beautiful of the hard times.
j during the Coolidge administration.
expensive. Rather, we should feel skill, any remaining stains and spots
_________________________________
actresses. Miss Harding lends charm
that it's expensive to be without. In vanish like magic. This completes
| to a role which she interprets with
(Continued from Page One)
the homes where there are children, the dr)- cleaning process and your
hard, you bet. And a little tremblv >re licensed planes in the United distinction. Conrad Nagel as her
Out in Denver, a bill has been in- 1 SOUTH WALDOBORO
and especially infants, it is, speaking suit passes into the pressing depart
Bu; those things don't last in the air E.atjs today—and that many first- 5tern- righteous husband, and Clive troduced into the legislature making
----- —
With
my
fuel
supply
rapidly
van

from the health standpoint, a neces ment.
The Union Aid will meet with Mrs.
ishing I searched the deserted can game. When I landed at Santa Fe class transport pilots are out of Erook as the other man. are particu- it a misdemeanor to "wilfully give
sity. We simply must have it, in
"Here, while live, purifying steam yon for a place to sit down. At last some time later I was telling myself .cd
But that will adjust itself in larly wel1. suited to their roles and erroneous information to a news- George T. Palmer March 25. A picstantaneous or otherwise. Now, ev circulates through every pore of the
'.hat I v.as a darn good pilot and time. There is always a demand for glve creditable performances.—adv.
paper." One year in jail and $500 fine nic dinner will be served at neon and
erybody knows that a tired, harassed garment, the snap and style so I found a spot that looked fairly if I get out of that hole I could get ; od men in normal times.
is provided for violation. The bill a good attendance is desired,
------------------woman is bound to be peevish and essential to good appearance are smooth and headed for it. The floor out of any. Maybe!
I have taken both father and FARMINGTON NORMAL is sponsored by the president of the , A young son was born March 10 to
sharp. Every obstacle that has to be added. Neat creases replace baggy of the canyon was 9000 feet above
My third thrill came on the re- mother up for rides and I think
A very attractive poster made by Denver Press Club. Recently polic; j,£r and J4rs orrin Wallace of the
surmounted is a grievance and every wrinkles; the garment once more sea-level. In such rarefied air there
there gave out false information cove, and has been named Lester
mother now enjoys flying more than MjSS Estelle Hall of Rockland ad
unnecessary care only adds to the takes on the flawless, careful 'hang' is little buoyancy. It is necessary to turn journey, the hop from Yuma
land at high speed to avoid possi Phocni v Arizona. It was late in the cud. I don't think either of them vertising the great basketball contes’t about a confession in a murder case orrin.
erievance. In order to make tired that its maker put into it."
and later the evidence showed that
Albgrt Wa]sh
d SQn char]eg of
between thp fleet ond
bility of a crash. My normal land afternoon wnen I took off and und.r will ever be real air fans, however.
housewives easier to get along with
Mr. Lamb's modern plant is lo ing speed was 55 miles. I came in norma! conditions I should have atAlso. I want to state my belief that giris jn Music HaU March 12 Yrp no confession had ever teen made. Provldpnee are at the ho;ne of Ca
someone must resolve to lessen their cated
at 301 Main street and visitors at 90. and as I neared the ground it rived at my destination before (:
winchfnbach_
it need not cost any American Legion Ceived many compliments for its' fine In a speech before the Preso Club.
burden of work and wherever it is
Mr. Seymour said:
Don t waste
•
possible to eliminate the energy sap are welcome at all times. He main didn't look anywhere near as smooth But at once I ran into a couple of father what it has cost my dad to workmanship
youf time taking a slam at your
Mrs. A.ice McLaughlin is in Wool’
• . • .
ping routine jobs that overtax their tains a delivery service in connection i as it had from above. But it was do thunderstorms. It was uncanny he have a pilot in the family. I think
rivals. You don't need lipstick or with where she will be employed at
with it.—adv.
or die. I never bounced or.ee. as I way those things seemed to be chas- the cheapest and best way to train
strength.
superintendents’
conference
 ] pilots is to have them organize in sponsored by the Field service com- rouge if you have plenty of red Rev- Mr. Gray s.
ing was crack
era kMore and more this is being done
would have at a low altitude. The ing me. The lightning
SIMONTON FARM BUREAU
A link from an automobile was
_
s. it seem-c I groups of three. I don't approve
of .....
mit.....
tee of the Student-Faculty Co- corpuscles and a spare explosive
and time and labor saving devices
machine tore across the rough ling on my wing tips,
are being added to homes—electric
ground in a series of jolts that I ran away from the first storm cnly flying clubs because too many mem-) operative" Government was held brain cell. Set up a policy and have ) thrown from the wheel of a car passThere will be an all day session of thought would make me lose all my to have a second come growl;:.. and bers are using the same plane, and March 13. Many interesting ad- the courage to fight for it. Always 1 ing the home of Adelbert Winchenand gas ranges, washing machines,
fight for the truth. It is essential bach. It went through the window
•
vacuum cleaners, ironers. mixing the Farm Bureau March 25 at Com i teeth. The landing gear groaned spitting golden shafts right behind with many students just learning, dresses
were given and a much closer
machines, refrigerators.
But we munity hall, the subject, “Tea Wag , under the punishment it took; a rock me I flew all over the het .-ns the plane is too often being repaired, relationship was felt between the su- that news must be accurate, and yet and landed on the table, traveling
seem to think last of saving our ons and End Tables." Mrs. Cecil tore off my tail-wheel. But I finally dodging it and succeeded in keeping if three boys get together they may perintendents and teachers at the accuracy is not always possible, as a distance of over 100 yards. One
energy in doing away with heating Annis. project leader will give a , rolled to a stop right side up.
a safe distance away, tut at tin jst buy a course that will qualify them end of thp day EIeven SUnerin- no two persons ever agree in deecrib- : of the family had left the table lonly
ing an incident they witnessed sim- | a few minutes before.
endless pans of hot water for dishes demonstration and assist women who
Thankfully I climbed out of my of much time and fuel. Night had as private pilots for somewhere be- tendents were present
and boilers for clothes. It costs wish to make them. Box lunch at cabin into a temperature that fallen and I again saw my fuel gauge ‘ tween $400 and $600. That is in a
• . .
money to heat those pans and boilers noon.
Miss Jennie Starrett of Warren was
i seemed to be 110. What a desolate at low ebb. For half an hour I aw recognized school run under Depart) spot it was! There was not a sign only the black threads of the rail- mPnt of Commerce regulations—the chairman of the decorating commit- for
- the
- of human habitation, or for that toad track I. was following I fig- Cnly safe school. Upon graduation tee
B -hop, the formal social
matter of any animal life. When I u:ed I had twenty minutes more of they may purchase a light plane to- function of the year. Miss Starrett
cut my motor the silence was so flying—and then? It's a depre ing gether for about $1.500—under pres- Is to be highly commended for the
A -.
oppressive that it was ominous. For feeling to be safe and serene up- Pnt conditions for even less. The skill and ability in organizing her
a minute I had the same ail-gone stairs with your motor humming mvestifient for each boy’s father is committee and in the ideas of deco
feeling that had hit me in Detroit. nicely and know that in a given time therefore only Sl.OOO for instruction ration which she very successfully
The chances were ten to one against you will have to bail out in your and plane. Owning their own plane, carried out. The students from
_ ________
_ the
__ _
taking off again in that rarefied at parachute—to v.hat and where? To the boys can build up enough flying Knox County
attending
B hop
mosphere. But I 'elso knew that I attempt e landing in th“ blackntK 1 time to qualify in turn for limited were Misses Jennie G. StarretCwarren; Estelle M. Hall, Rockland; Vlr1 shouldn't think about that. Think- be’.ow s:emed futile. But I had to commercial and transport licenses.
1 don't think every boy should be ; ginia H. Snow. Rockland; Mary E.
) ing about things that look hopeless do so.:iething. Sudde’ih T .nv the
The finest quality
doesn't get you anywhere in the lights of a village ahead, and better aiiowed to fly. Naturally I am -Small, Rockland.
---------------------flying game. So instead I got busy yet. the twin eyes of several auto- prejudiced in favor of the boy with j
KNOX-LINCOLN LEADERS
and filled my almost empty gas tank. mobiles along a highway. The latter , rnechanical leanings. Maybe their 1
Nash has ever built
are doing
I Then I cranked up and taxied to the meant a road. I would use that i own fathers are best qualified to j Knox-Lincolnentries
approximate spot where my wheels j for a landing field. But fifty eel f judge whether their sons have the exceptionally well at the Maine egg
above I suddenly zoomed up
earn- temperament and aptitude to be- ) laying contest at Highmoor. For the
had first touched when I landed.
* * * *
ing faintly in the gloom I had made comP airmen.
month of February Foster Jameson's”
« » » »
Waldoboro, pen of R. I. Reds was
There was no wind to head into to out two lines of poles and w: - on
One thing I am convinced of and ) third and F. M. Johnson’s, of Waldohelp with the lift. I knew I would either
rely catch on one wing, if not cn that is that private pilots should not boro, pen of White Leghorns was
OR fourteen years, Nash has been consist
have to have my throttle wide ope:
As I pulied up. thouei: -’w bg allcwcd t0 takf up pas«engPrs. fifth. For Barred Rocks. L. E.
to get flying speed in the thin air.
ently raising its quality standard and its
somsihing el:-" — a “llmg
ion. They cannot tak° up passengers for Carney of Sheepscott was first and
Also, I knew that the. roughness of Its
lights revealed another roac ead- hJre until
llo]d jimjted com. Hawes Bros., Union, third. For R. I.
the ground would interfere with re
standard of value. In no other cars, however, has
ing into the mam artcr\
: 1 merCia] licenses and the same regu- Reds, Foster Jameson Waldoboro,
gaining
the
necessary
speed.
But
Nash been enabled to advance both quality and
i one thing was in my favor—the
i ground sloped slightly in the direcvalue as far and as high as in its four series for
| tion in which I was headed.
sta- ]Qst and avjatjon reCeives too much 1 are three county pens among the
1931. That original approval has widened and
Just to hear my own voice I yelled for the night b“.und the nl.
bad pub]jC;ty as tbe result of crashes , first ten. Foster Jameson, Waldo“Let's go!" and opened the throttle tion. T agam comp.'.mD::, rnijseif
deepened as the four Nash Sixes and the eighteen
comparatively green pilots.
boro, R. I. Reds, fifth; L. E. Carney,
i and lifted the tail. Off we started, a, a Ii -la.i pilot as I pi< .- my
to the note, in the u. •.
in
j bp|ieve jn the future of aviation, Sheepscott, Barred Rocks, sixth and
Nash Eights became more and more commonly
j bumping over the rocky canyon iviv
light of morning, how
I b(jt j d£) nQt share the Visj0ns of Hawes Bros., Union, Barred Rocks,
j floor. I never want to go through cthe
spoken of as the greatest values in their fields. In
t such an experience again. With my ’nan. ed that term first-rate to p.ain- thoae enthusiasts who see airplanes eighth.
one or all of these models you will note increased
j air-speed indicator at 50 miles the lucky. The side roac led too gravel ; erowding the heavens tomQfrow as
j ship was like a stone. At 60 it was no pit. Had I rolled twenty-five feet (rrnwd thp hitrhwavs tn- 1
horsepower, longer wheelbase, insulated bodies,
) better. I had bumped at increasin
centralized automatic chassis lubrication, extra
i speed for half a mile before I
7. 4 x-'7
>
*\z ’ ’
•'
’ reached 70 miles. I tried tc yank bottom of the pit.
if then.
.
, the aviation executive who Is priquality upholstery, and many other features—at
I pin my faith on the conventional marily interested in showing diviher up—for a split second I thought
the lowest prices ever placed on cars of such pro
design of the airplane as we know dends immediately. But automobil(I was off. But no—a ridge in the
That was my last thrill until I it today, plus certain refinements that jng was not popularized by charging
j ground had sent us into the air and
nounced quality. Drive in—let us demonstrate.
now down she smacked. The right landed back at Rockland on No- em will come gradually, and the perfec- ) the passenger for a demonstration
■■
.
'V ./■
i wheel fell into a hole. The ship ber 6th. where the whole city turned tion of weather safeguards such as ride. T think the same thing holds
I tilted sharply. The wing brushed the out to welcome me. I have received radio direction. The helicopter and , true for aviation,
A NEW DEAL FOR
ground. I started a ground loop as a great many souvenirs, silver < ups. the auto-gyro are not efficient air, 1 have observed that much de
! the propeller seemed to dive for the lighters and such-like, but I think, vehicles, in my opinion. The air- pends on the individual air-executive
TODAY’S DOLLAR
aside from the sentiment that I know plane may adapt some of their ad- jn selling flying to the public. The
I rock-strewn earth.
A lot of thoughts crowded into my goes with those trophies. I liked best vantages, but the efficiency which man who sits behind his mahogany
brain in that moment. I thought of my license as a transport pilot which must make flying commercially) desk directing his field force by
Captain Wincapaw, who had helped was given to me on November 19th. profitable is not in them today.
memoranda and appealing to the
Delivered Prices—Cars Fully Equipped—
Aviation's immediate future, as I pubiic to fly through the written
I said I would tell you what my
I me so much and I knew he d feel
Nothing More to Buy!
see
it,
is
in
air
transportation.
The
word
doesn't get very far. The
1 badly. I thought of my father and flying education has cost dad to date.
I mothen in Lexington because I knew It is $5000. and that sum does not big transport companies are enjoy- executive who spends his hours at
! that if I was injured I'd be dead and represent any ownership in a plane ing increasing traffic despite dull! the field in the hangar with the perEight-77 4-Door Sedan
Six-60 4-Door Sedan
j shriveled up before they found me— That is the equivalent of the cost of business conditions. Air mail con- sonnel, who can present aviation in a
8-cyl.,
116%*
Wheelbeee
6-cyl., 114%* Wheelbase
| if ever—and the suspense would be a college education with reasonable tinues to grow in volume as it es- 1 speech without getting fantastic over
I awful of them. I had only a gal- economy, except that I have com tablishes greater reliability of sched- the future, who is willing to sell flyTWO-DOOR SEDAN
' Ion of water and three bars of sweet pleted my education in less than a ule Trans-oeeanic flying is on the jng to individuals by personal sothreshold of new developments. In ficitation, working 16 hours a day, is
chocolate
with
me.
Even
if
I
got
year
where
otherwise
I
would
now
F. O . B
Delivered
Delivered
out unscathed I doubted that I could have three or more years of study Rockland. Maine, we have demon-: the type who is needed. I hope I'll
LAN SING
find my way back to civilization be ahead of me. Next spring I have strated the financial success of an prcve to be that type.
BUMPERS t SPARE TIME EXTRA
Eight-90 4-Door Sedan
j do not expect to try for any more
fore I died of thirst and starvation. ; been promised a job with base pay all-year-round service from the
Eight-80 4-Door Sedan
I knew nothing of mountains and of $75 a week. In addition I will be mainland to islands 12 miles off flyhig records in the near future,
8-cyl., 124r Wheelbase
8-eyl., 121* Wheelbase
deserts. All I knew was the New paid mileage. One pilot at the Rock shore. We enjoy capacity business The fact that you hold a record
51751
England coast. I wished I was back land base last summer earned $250 through the year on a twice-daily which tomorrow may be broken does
a week for several weeks. I don’t schedule at a cost of little more than ! not jn itself make one an authority
there.
x _
Delivered
Delivered
But at the same time that these ; expect to earn that much at the start, half as much again as the steamboat | On a subject. All that I hope for
■ thoughts were flashing through my but even at base pay figures I don’t rates, but at the saving of several myself is to be a good pilot and, if I
, head a commanding voice was yell think that so many college eradu- hours. We have never had a fatality have the ability, eventually to become
ing at me. "Kick that left rudder! j ates could earn as much as soon as and our patrons are the natives— an executive. And I hope that If the
Kick it now you damn tool! Left they receive their sheepskins. And normal American folk. I see a great readers of this article have sons who
besides I will be doing work that I future for similar service to remote . want to get into the aviation game
rudder!”
I kicked the left rudder as di really love to do. That's important. communities along our seaboards.
( they will encourage them to do so—
I think more individuals could be if what I have written presents fly
rected. The wheel jerked out of the It is probably also fair to point out
Park Street
Rockland
Tel. 1178
hole, the wings leveled, and I 1 that there are twice as many interested in flying both as passen ing in the honest light In which I
was in the air! I was breathing licensed pilots in al! classes as there gers and pilots, if more complimen- have tried to set it down.

“Cleanliness is
next to G o d 1 iness,” said our
copy-books. And
the only way to
be really clean is
by the use of
honest- to- good
ness hot water
and soap—plenty
of it.
In the summer
when we become
fatigued with the
heat, we take a
cold swim and
think we are re
freshed. In fact
that which we actually are is shocked
rather than refreshed.
We arp
warm, the pores of our flesh are
open and we jump suddenly into cold
water, immediately closing the pores
and keeping in the perspiration and
dirt instead of scrubbing it away. A
swim is not a bath. True, we feel
refreshed and better able to carry
on but it is not a lasting freshness
that comes after a hot tub with our
flesh scrubbed clean and made
wholesome with soap.
In order to be clean and feel so. it
is necessary to have hot water. Gone
are the davs when perfumes and
spices took the place of the daily
bath. Because of that inner feeling
of poise and well being that comes
from proper bathing, and because
when we want a bath we want it
right now without fuss and bother,
instantaneous hot water has been
brought about. We simply turn a
faucet and there it is.
But bathing is not the only thing
in which instantaneous hot water
figures. Consider for a moment.
There are the dishes, the laundry,
the shave, the countless times each
dav we wash our hands or the faces
and hands of children. It’s astonish
ing the number of ways children can
think un to make messes of them
selves. Then there is sickness. What
comfort, to know that in the face of
an emergency we may turn a faucet
and have a steady flow of really hot
water.

and it takes time and it is not effi
cient. How many times a day does
a mother say “Wait until I heat a
kettle of water" or “Oh, Heavens, no
hot water" or the man of the house
with his early morning disposition
"Lord but I’d like to shave just once
with hot water."
It's a fine feeling to know that
somewhere in our well run homes
there is a storage tank, thermosta
tically controlled, filled with water
just as hot as we want it. To the
entire family such a convenience
pays rich dividends in happiness and
contentment.
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